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INTRODUCTION.

After a long and careful consideration of several different

modes of carrying out the Archaeological Survey of India,

the direction of which has been entrusted to my charge,

it appeared to me that the most convenient plan would be

to begin with those portions of the country where much had
already been done by previous explorers, so as to complete, as

early as possible, the examination of the better known pro-

vinces. Untried and inexperienced archaeologists would have
the advantage of comparing and scrutinizing the published

accounts of their predecessors, and would thus learn more
clearly and thoroughly the nature of the work that was re-

quired from them, as well as the actual extent of what had
been done already.

I left Calcutta in the middle of February 1871, and after

paying a visit to Jaunpur, to make plans of all the large

mosques of the Shark! Kings, I proceeded to Agra, where, in

the beginning of March, I met my two assistants, Messrs. J.

D. Beglar and A. 0. L. Carlleyle. As the cold season was
then too far advanced to admit of any field work being car-

ried on with advantage, I thought it best to begin with a

survey of the two great capitals of the Mughal Empire,
Agra and Delhi, which could be continued, without interrup-

tion, during the hot season and rains. To Mr. Carlleyle I

assigned the survey of Agra, and to Mr. Beglar the survey of

Delhi. Both works were completed in October 1871, and my
two assistants were thus ready to take the field early in

November. Their reports are herewith submitted.

For the working season of 1871-72, I selected the North-
"West Provinces as the scene of operations. For the pur-
poses of the survey, I divided the whole country into three

nearly equal sections : all the districts to the north of the
Jumna forming the northern or Agra section ; those to the
west of the Grand Trunk Bead running from Agra to Indore
forming the south-west or Ajmer section

; and those to the
east of the road forming the south-east or Bundelkhand sec-

tion. To Mr. Carlleyle I entrusted the survey of Bajputana,
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and to Mr. Beglar that of Bundelkliand, reserving the
northern section for my own share of the work. Each
assistant was furnished with a copy of the following letter of
instructions with an illustrative map. The red lines in the
map connected places which were known to possess objects of

interest, hut as many of these places had already been more
or less completely described, my assistants were duly warned
not to waste their time in doing over again that which had
already been done. Thus Mr. Beglar, who was to visit Kha-
juraho, was told not to make copies of inscriptions or plans of

the temples, as these had already been done by myself ; each
assistant was also furnished with a copy of the reprint of my
four previous Archaeological Beports, as a kind of guide from
which they could learn what still remained to be done.

MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS.

ARCH.ffiOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA.

“ In the tour which I have sketched out for you during

the present cold season of 1871 -72
,
you will have an oppor-

tunity of visiting some of the most famous places, and of

seeing some of the finest buildings in India. By recent per-

sonal communications, as well as by correspondence during

the past hot season, you have already learned the nature of

the information which you are required to collect. The per-

usal of my four Archseological Beports, the reprint of which
is now in your hands, wiU also show you what has already

been done before, so that the whole of yoim time and atten-

tion may be directed to the acquisition of fresh information,

instead of being wasted in doing old work over again.

But though I feel that you fully understand the general

scope and object of your present employment as an assistant

on the Archaeological Survey of India, yet I think it will be

an advantage to have some of the objects of your research

more precisely and fully detailed. I have therefore drawn
up the following notes on various points of archaeological

interest to which I wish you to give yom* best attention

during your present tour.

Archeology is not limited to broken sculptures, old build-

ings and mounds of ruins, but includes everything that

belonged to the world’s history. Erom their size and

number, architectural remains naturally form the most prom-

inent branch of archaeology. This is more especially the

case in India, where, save coins, ruined buildings are almost
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the only remains of bygone times. The study of architec-

tural remains is therefore one of the most important objects

of most Indian archseologists. But our researches should be

extended to all ancient remains whatever that will help to

illustrate the manners and customs of former times. Some
of the more obvious and interesting of these objects of

research will be noted hereafter.

The nature of the information to be sought for can only be
indicated in general terms. It should, however, always
include the following points :

—

1.—The various names of the place reported upon, and
their origin or derivation.

2.—The date of its foundation, either historical or tradi-

tional, or both.

3.

—

Its former extent, as shown by existing gates or by
sites of gates, as well as by lines of old brick-

kilns, or by tradition.

4.—A description of the principal buildings, whether
standing or in ruins, including the nature and
colour of the materials employed, whether granite,

marble, sandstone, brick, &c. The description

should include the form and size of each building,

with any special peculiarities, either of style or of

ornamentation ; and also the cost if this can be
obtained.

5.—The history, either written or traditional, of each
principal building.

6.—A detailed plan of each principal building, and a
section of at least one building typical of each
style.

Some buildings may be remarkable only for their histor-

ical interest, but they are worth preserving on that account
alone, although they may be otherwise insignificant. Such,
for instance, is the small mosque of Boshan-ud-daulah in the
Chandni Chauk at Delhi, where Nadir Shah sat for several

hours, while plunder and massacre were going on all around
him. Other buildings may be remarkable for their beauty
or grandeur, or because they are the best specimens of their

respective styles. All these should of course be carefully

described. But there are others which show the gradual
progress of the art of architecture in India, and are therefore

worth preserving, either wholly or in part, as historical

specimens. All examples of beautiful ornamentation or of

peculiar constructive skill should also be noted ; and I may
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say generally, that whatever is striking either in form or
in design is worthy of preservation.

Where there are many buildings, all need not be described
in full, but any special dilferences should be noted. The
selection of the best typical specimens must be left entirely

to the taste and judgment of the assistant employed on
this duty.

I would especially call attention to the singular beauty
of some of the flowered ornaments in stucco, which are to

be found in many of the old Pathan tombs and musjids.
They are, I believe, generally in white, and in relief, with
either a blue or a red ground.
The best specimens of the gorgeous ornamentation in

glazed tiles of various colours should also be noted, as the
art has now been lost in India, and the few specimens which
still exist have been as much injured by the hands of the
spoiler as by the hand of time. Some of the flowered
patterns in this style are very rich in colour and delicate

in treatment.

Our knowledge of the ancient architecture of India is

at present very limited. We have some splendid monoliths
and wonderful rock-hewn caves; also several ornamented
stupas with their surrounding colonnades, as well as some
sculptured pillars of a Buddhist railing at Gaya, which are

almost certainly of the age of Asoka, B. C. 250. Of the

time of the Indo-Scythians, from 100 B. C. to 100 A. D.,

we possess no actual building, but we have numerous
representations of their architecture in the sculptimed scenes

on the pillars at Mathura, where also have been discovered

several full-sized bases and capitals of pillars, which corres-

pond with the examples in the sculptured medallions.

The sculptures of the same period from the Yusufzai district

to the west of the Indus, though less valuable, from being

entirely devoid of inscriptions, are perhaps more important

as illustrations of architecture, as they show decided modi-
flcation and extension of the Greek use of the acanthus

foliage. Judging from two or three full-size capitals of

singular beauty, and from several specimens of arcades

or elevations of buildings, I think that this style, when
recovered, will most probably give us several novel and
pleasing hints for the treatment of the exteriors of our

buildings.

Of the Gupta period, which extends from A. D. 78 to

319, we have no certain examples except monolith pillars,
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and some sculptm’ed representatives of the exteriors of build-

ings. But, judging from these, and from the spirited

execution of then- gold coins, there can be no doubt that

architecture was in a very flourishing state during their

rule. Many of the cave excavations of Western India

belong to this period, as well as several of the sculptures

found at Mathura. In these examples the acanthus foliage

of the capitals has given place to animals. These are

generally lions or bulls, but there are also fabulous winged
animals with human faces, which recall the style of the
Assyrian and Persepolitan architecture.

In examining ancient buildings, one of the chief points

to be attended to is the presence of inscriptions, and more
especially of such as, from their position, show that they
were designed to record the original erection. In the
absence of such an inscription, the records of pilgrims should

be searched for, as they are sometimes found of dates nearly

as old as the buildings themselves. The stones should also

be carefully examined for mason’s marks, which are rarely

absent from old buildings, and which, if numerous, will

serve to give a tolerably complete alphabet of the characters

in use when the structure was erected. In all temples the
nature of the sculptures over the entrance door, and also

over the entrance of the sanctum, should be noted. Prom
them we can generally determine the original purpose of
the building, as it was the usual practice to place the
figure of the god to whom the temple was dedicated

over the middle of the doorway, while the side niches were
occupied either by figm’es of the other two members of the
Hindu Triad, or by his wives, or by other representations of
himself. Thus the Teli Mandar at Gwalior, which was ori-

ginally dedicated to Vishnu, as shown by the figure of
Gariid over the lofty entrance door, was afterwards taken
possession of by the Saivas, who added a lower doorway
with a figure of their own god, and placed a “lingam”
inside. Similarly, I have seen Brahmanical temples occupied
by the Jains, who do not appear to have been more scrupu-
lous than the Saivas.

When pure Jaina temples are met with, they should be
closely and carefully examined, and any differences that
may be detected between them and Brahmanical temples
in their general design, or in their interior arrangements, or
external decoration, should be specially noted. Enquiry
should also be made whether these differences are common
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to Jaina temples, and whether there is any noticeable or
well known peculiarity of style or design that is character-
istic of Jaina architecture.

The fretted ceilings of Hindu temples are often of
singular beauty, which is not surpassed by the finest speci-

mens of Gothic fretwork. All the finer examples of these
ceilings should be noted, stating their size and the general
nature of the design.

In many of the older villages will be found fragments
of sculpture, together with curiously shaped or coloured
stones, collected together under some large tree, generally

either a banyan or a pippal. In the same places also, as

I have been informed, are sometimes found stone celts and
splintered arrow-heads of stone. On the sculptures I have
frequently found traces of inscriptions; but more usually

these fragmentary remains, heaped together under the village

trees, are much worn by the daily libations of water and
anointments of red lead to which they are subjected. They
serve, however, to show what was the religion of the former
occupants of the village when the sculptures were executed.

Connected with the stone celts are the large earthen

barrows, stone circles and stone houses or dolmens, which
are found in many of the hilly parts of India. The positions

and dimensions of all these should be noted for further

research and future excavation. Smaller monuments may
perhaps be opened at once, as the work would not occupy
more than a few days ; but all the larger barrows must be
left for more leisurely exploration. Monoliths or menhirs

are more rarely :found ; but these, as well as dolmens and
circles, need not be looked for in any place except where
stone is plentiful, and in positions where their removal would
give more trouble than the procuring of similar stones from
the quarry. Tor this reason, such Buddhist topes as were
erected on hills, have been generally spared by the spoiler,

while those built in the plain afforded the most tempting

quarries of dressed stones, or burnt bricks ready for removal.

I think it also desirable that attention should be given

to the many rude but curious agricultural implements which

are still used in the less frequented districts to the south of

the Jumna. Their names should be noted, and a rough

sketch made of each implement, showing the material of

which each part is constructed. As the names for these

implements and their different parts vary in different dis-

tricts, all these changes should be carefully noted.
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The principal implements are the plough, the toothed

harrow, the smoothing board, the sowing drill, the pick and
the hoe, and all the various contrivances for raising water.

In Bundelkhand the bilhhook for cutting wood is called

dliao^ and in Burma it is called ddJi. In all probability the

word is Indian, and if so, the bill-hook must have been
introduced into Burma by the Indians. It would be inter=

esting to learn whether it is known, and by what name, in

Bajputana and in other countries to the south of the Jumna.
The various forms of mills for sugar and oil should also

be noted. When made of stone, they are sometimes in=

scribed.

Any peculiarities in the form or construction of the native

carts might also be noted with advantage. In the southern
districts of Ujain, Ashta, and Bhupal, the richer merchants
make use of carts with solid wheels of a hard wood, which
are very highly ornamented. A pair of wheels costs about
Bs. 100, and is said to last for about 100 years, during
which time the body of the cart is renewed at least three

times.

In noting these few examples, I desire chiefly to direct

attention to the many curious and old-fashioned things

which still exist in several parts of India. Some of these

may help to throw light on the scenes sculptured on old

monuments ; others may serve to illustrate passages in

ancient authors ; whilst all 'will be valuable for preserving

a knowledge of things which in many places are now fast

passing away, and will soon become obsolete and forgotten.

Another interesting subject on which enquiry should be
made is .that of the “ weights and measures” of the country,

of which many curious specimens are still in daily use in

the districts to the south of the Jumna, although the people
wiU generally produce other measures before Europeans.
The old measures are usually made of joints of bambu, or

of brass or iron, and more rarely of hard wood. Occasion-
ally these vessels are inscribed and ornamented. What
is chiefly required is a record of the names and values of

these old measures in different districts. The values should
be ascertaind in cubic inches, both for struck and heaped
measures. The commonest name for one of the smaller

measures is Nali, which means simply a joint of bambu.
The metal vessels are usually shaped something like hour-
glasses, being narrower in the middle than at top and bottom.
Other names are JPaile or Fali, Dona or Drona, &c.
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In the Gangetic provinces these old measures have long
ago disappeared, and the names are no longer remembered,
except by scholars, as occurring in Sanskrit books. It is

an object therefore to obtain as many independent values

as possible for such of these old measures as still exist,

with the view of determining the capacities of those men-
tioned in ancient Sanskrit works. Drawings of the vessels

should he made to scale, and their capacity in cubic inches

determined by actual measurement. I have found both
mustard seed and poppy seed very convenient for this

purpose.

I would also draw attention to some of the records on
Sati pillars, which are very numerous in the hilly countries

to the south of the Jumna, where stone is plentiful. These
are generally single, upright slabs, somewhat like the com-
mon head-stones of Christian graves. Some take the form
of square pillars with capitals, while many of the more
modern monuments have canopies, supported on open pillars,

and may readily he mistaken for Muhammadan tombs.
The greater number of the Sati monuments are of little

or no interest, and present nothing hut the usual figure of

a woman’s arm placed between emblems of the sun and moon,
and accompanied by a short inscription, giving the date of

the burning of the sati with her husband’s body. But as

some of the longer records give the name of the village, and
of the reigning king, they may afford valuable aid both to

history and to geography. For instance, I found a Sati

pillar in the old village of Miyana about 100 miles to the

soutli of Gwalior, on which it is recorded that it was set

up ‘ during the reign of the great Maharaja Sri Sultan
Gayasuddin, who ruled over Chanderi and Mandu.’ This

was Ghias shah of Malwa, whose capital was Mandu, and
whose dominions, as we learn from this short inscription,

certainly extended to Chanderi on the east, and to Miyana
on the north.

The larger Sati pillars also give a sculptm^ed representa-

tion of the manner of death of the sati’s husband. In this

way we learn whether he was a horse soldier or a foot

soldier, and what were the kinds of weapons in use at the

time. Colonel Tod mentions that on the sea coast of

Gujarat some of the Sati pillars have representations of

ships, showing that the sati’s husband must have perished

at sea, either in fight or by wreck. It will be useful there-

fore to take a note of all Sati monuments that are interesting.
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either for their peculiar desigu and sculptured ornaments,

or for their inscriptions.

The last point which I will notice here is the distribution

of races, a subject of great interest and importance for the

illustration of Indian history. During my travels I have
been in the habit of collecting at every place where I

halted as much statistical information as possible, regarding

the numbers and names of the different castes of its inhabi-

tants. In this way I have obtained much valuable informa-

tion as to the distribution of races.

I have thus been able to show that the Jajhotiya Brah-
mans are rarely found beyond the limits of the ancient king-

dom of Jajhoti; and as there are also Baniyas, I

conclude that the name is simply a geographical distinction,

like those of Sarsutiya, Sarivariya or Sarjupdriya, Kanojiya
and Gaur Brahmans ; and not derived from Yajurliota^ as

native Sanskirt scholars assert.

Information collected in this way may not be more than
approximately correct as to numbers, but I see no reason to

doubt its perfect accuracy as to the names of the various

classes who inhabit any particular village.

(Signed) A. CUNNINGHAM, Major General,

Director General, Archeological Survey of India’’

In carrying out these instructions, the following places

have been visited by Mr. Beglar, who has secured about
seventy photographic negatives of various Hindu buildings,

of which forty are illustrations of the architecture of the
Chandels, taken from the beautiful temples at Khajuraho
and Mahoba.

Buteswar. Ajaygarh.
Bhind. Nagod.
Erich. Rupnath.
Mahoba. Eahatgarh.

Bahat. Pathari.

Danwi. Udaypur.
E&hilya. Gyarispur.

Makarbahi. Bhilsa.

Khajuraho.
Panua.

Sanchi.

The following places have been visited by Mr. Carlleyle,

who has been very fortunate in discovering several important
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inscriptions, one of which, dated in the Samvat year 428, is

especially valuable in furnishing us with the alphabetic

characters in use during that particular century, of which
previously we had no authentic example.

Rupb^s.
Jagner.
Bainsakuri.

Beijalpur.

Atrajipur.

Toretpur.

Lakhampur.
Rayana.
Bijagarh.

Ritamar.

Macberi.

Bairat.

Uncha Pabar.

Jaypur.
Deosa.

Nain.
Cbsitsu.

Tocla.

Baghera.

Bisolpur.

Deoli.

My own researches were begun at Mathura, where I made
many valuable discoveries of inscriptions and sculptures of a
very early date. The necessity of visiting Gaur and Sunargaon,
in connexion with the proposed publication of Mr. E-aven-

shaw’s photographs of the ruins of Gaur, obliged me to give

up my intended plan of completing the examination of the

northern section of the North "West Provinces. The places

which I visited were the following:—

Mathura. Kiyul.

Bitha. Jaynagar.

Garhwa. Nongarb.
Latiya. Dhaka.
Akbanda. Sunargaon.
Bagbsar. Bikrampur.
Mahasara. Pandua.
Aia. Gaur.

Buddha Gaya. Hazrat Pandua.

Prag Bodlii. Malda.
Gaya. Rajmahal.

Yashtivana. Champanagar.
Rajagriha. Itawa.

Giryek. Koil.

NMauda. Delhi.

Bibar. Labor.

Rajaona.

The results of my researches are described in the followin

pages, with the exception of the exploration of the ancient

Muhammadan cities of Gaur, Sunargaon, and Delhi, the

account of which I reserve for future illustration.
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The Report now submitted consists of the following docu-

ments :

—

1. Report of researches at various places in the Gan-
getic valley, from Mathura to Lakhisarai, during

1871-72, by Major General A. Cunningham, illus-

trated by 47 plates.

2. Report of explorations at Delhi during the summer
of 1871, by Mr. J. D. Beglar, hlustrated by
10 plates.

3. Report of explorations at Agt'a dm’ing the summer
of 1871, by Mr. A. C. L. Carlleyle, illustrated

by 6 plates.

4. Report of researches at various places between the

Jumna and the Narbadda to the south-east of

Agra, during 1871-72, by Mr. Beglar, iQustrated

by 12 plates.

No report has been received from Mr. Carlleyle of his re-

searches in Rajputana during 1871-72, but I hope to be
able to prepare some account of the work done by him from
his letters, some of which give full and interesting details of

his discoveries.

A. CUNNINGHAM, Major General,

Director General, Archaological Survey of India,
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORT.

REPORT OF OPERATIONS OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY

OF INDIA FOR THE SEASON 1871-72.

In treating of Indian Antiquities, it would be a great con-

venience if we could make some temporary arrangement
of styles or periods that would divide our daily increasing

materials into small and manageable groups, to which refer-

ence could be made as to similarities and diflPerences of

treatment, without committing ourselves to any system or

theory which we might afterwards have to abandon. But
at present our knowledge of the Archaeological remains of

India is too limited to enable us to draw hard and fast lines

between the different styles of building, or to determine the
periods at which these may have been adopted by any parti-

cular peoples or races. It appears to me, therefore, a more
judicious arrangement to divide our present materials, as far

as possible, into a few distinctly marked chronological groups
which can afterwards be redistributed, when our increased
and more matured knowledge shall have provided us with
the necessary amount of information for a more minute and
appropriate nomenclature.

I would, therefore, divide all the remains at present known
to us into a number of distinct and broadly named Chrono-
logical Sections, which would serve to indicate clearly the
date of each period, while the whole would form a contin-
uous and connected series illustrative of the history of
Indian Art. The great advantage of such a clu'onological

arrangement is its safety, as it disturbs nothing, and is not
misleading, while it seems to indicate the exact period to
which the particular style belongs.
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The following groups into which, for the present, I propose

to divide the Archseological remains of India, I would name
as follows :

—

HINDU PERIOD.

B. C. 1000 TO A. D. 1200.

1.—Archaic, from B. C. 1000 to 250.

2.—Indo-Grecian, from B. C. 250 to 57.

3.—Indo-Scythian, from B. C. 57 to A. D. 319.

4.—Indo-Sassanian, from A. D. 319 to 700.

5.—IMedi^val Brahmanic, from A. D. 700 to 1200.

6.—Modern Brahmanic, from A. D. 1200 to 1750.

MUHAMMADAN PERIOD.

A. D. 1200 TO 1750.

1.—Ghori Pathan, with overlapping arches, from A. D. 1191
to 1289.

2.—Khilji Pathan, with horseshoe arches, from A. D. 1289 to 1321.

3.—Tcghlak Path.an, with sloping walls, from A. D. 1321 to 1450.

4.—Afghan, vdth perpendicular walls, from A. D. 1450 to 1555.

5.—Bengali Pathan, from A. D. 1200 to 1500.

6.—Jaunpuri Pathan, from A. D. 1400 to 1500.

7.—Early Mughal, from A. D. 1556 to 1628.

8.—Late Mughal, from A. D. 1628 to 1750.

HINDU ARCHITECTURE.

I.

—

Archaic Period.

The earliest remains that are found in India are funeral

mounds, or harrows of earth ; circles, cromlechs, and mono-
liths of stone ;

celts and other implements, both of stone and
bronze

;
personal ornaments of metal

; and a large number
of coins, both in silver and copper, which are commonly-
known as punch-marked, from being generally marked with

a number of small symbols made with separate punches.

The great barrows of Lauriya in Champaran and of Sravasti

and Ajudhiya in Oudh, are simply earthen stupas, and must,

therefore, have preceded the age of Asoka. As they do not

appear to be Buddhist works, it is probable that they may be

even earlier than the age of Buddha himself, or prior to B. C.

500. The unknown centuries during which all these differ-

ent kinds of rude monuments were in use, I propose to call

by the general name of the “ Archaic Period,” w^hich ivill

include all the earlier works of both the Aryan and Dravid-

ian races.
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To the Aryans belong the stone walls of old Eajagriha or

Kusagarapura, the capital of Bimhisara, as well as the Jara-
sanclha-ka-Baithak and the Baibhar and Sonbhandar caves,

all of which date certainly as early as B. C. 500. The
Archaic Period I would close at 250 B. C., when the rude
workmen of India were first brought into close contact with
the artists of Greece, by the establishment of an independ-
ent Greek monarchy in the Kabul valley. Prom this time
the native money of North-Western India borrows many of

its designs from the coinage of the Greeks, while its archi-

tecture and military system, its chronology and its astronomy,
all show very strong traces of Greek influence.

2.—Indo-Geecian Period.

The second stage, which I would call the “ Indo-Grecian
Period,” comprises most of the flnest examples of Indian
art, which belong almost exclusively to the age of Asoka,
whose lion-pillars, with their bands of honey-suckle and
beaded mouldings, if not the work of Greek artists, show
very able imitations of Greek design. To this period belong
the Great Stupas of Sanchi and Satdhara near Bhilsa, the
Buddhist railings or colonnades of Sanchi and Gaya, and
most probably also the has-reliefs of the Orissa caves. As
the first Indo-Scythians or Sacse adopted the Grecian gods
on their coinage, it seems probable that they effected little,

if any, change in the religion and arts of Northern India.

But with the accession of the later Indo-Scythians, or

Tochari, the Greek mythology was at first superseded by the
Persian worship of the elements, and soon after by Indian
Buddhism, which was zealously adopted by Kanishka. This
change of religion, which certainly took place some time in

the middle of the first century before Christ, closes the
Greek period, which thus lasted for about two centuries, or

from 250 to 57 B. C.

3.—Indo-Scythian Period.

To the third, or Indo-Scythian, period belong most of the
Buddhist and Jain sculptures and pillars which have been
exhumed from the mounds of Mathura and from the ruined
cities in the Yusufzai district. To this period also belong
the earliest of the Buddhist caves of Western India executed
by the Saka Prince Nahapana. The influence of the Greek
art of the preceding period is most strongly marked in the
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northern sculpture and architecture by the much freer treat-

ment of the positions and di’apery, and by the very general

use of the acanthus leaf for the ornamental foliage of

capitals.

In India the Indo-Scythian style was adopted, with some
important modifications, by the powerful Gupta family, which
most probably obtained dominion towards the end of the first

century of the Christian era, or about 78 A. D. Erom their

inscriptions we learn that the Gupta princes were Brahman-
ists, which is also shown by the coin types of the later

kings. This change in the religion naturally effected a

great alteration both in the sculpture and the architecture,

as the former dealt with new objects of worship, and the

latter discarded both the stupa and the monastery. In the

Brahmanical parts of Northern India, therefore, the Indo-
Scythian period was shortly succeeded by the Gupta period

;

but in Mathura and other great cities the Indo-Scythian style

remained unchanged. In Southern India, the great Andhra
kings, who excavated many of the finest caves in Ndsik and
Kanhari, were Buddhists, and accordingly the pillars in these

caves belong to the same style as those of the Indo-Scythian
period at Mathura. In Kabul and the Panjab, where the
Indo-Scythians still retained dominion, the style of art con-

tinued much the same, until it gradually gave way before the

influence of Sassanian models. No exact date can he fixed

for this change ; but as it appears from numerous coins to

have been well established in the beginning of the fifth cen-

tmy, its approximate period may be assigned to the first half of

the fourth century, or contemporary with the downfall of the

Gupta dominion, which probably took place in A. D. 319. To
the same period belongs the rise of the great Chalukya family

in Southern India, and the extinction of the power of the
Fallavas^ who were most probably a Scythian race.

The Indo-Seythian period thus lasted for nearly four

centuries, or from the middle of the first century B. C. down
to the early part of the fourth century A. D.

4.—Indo-Sassanian Period.

The influence of the Sassanians was perhaps most strongly

felt in Sindh and Western Bajputana, where India and
Persia came into direct contact ; but in North-Western
India and the Panjab it was disseminated by the White Huns
and the Little Yuchi, who successively held the Kabul valley.
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The former were certainly fire-worshippers, and the latter

were apparently Brahmanists ;
but both had adopted the style

of the Sassanian coinage, and as the date of this Sassanian

influence is well known, it is a convenient and well marked
distinction to call it the Indo-Sassanian period. This period

I would extend down to A. D. 700, shortly after which the

direct Persian influence was brought to a close in Western
India by the Muhammadan conquest of Sindh and Multan
in A. D. 711. At this very time, also, great political changes

would appear to have taken place in Northern India, as

the Brahmanist Tomars and Chandels of Delhi and Kha-
juraho both date their rise from the first half of the eighth

century, while the Brahman dynasty of Kabul supplanted

the last of the Indo-Scythians towards the end of the

same century. At the same time, also, the Bashtrakutas

of Ghedi achieved their independence, and the Palas of

Magadha extended their rule over Banaras on the west and
Orissa on the east.

5.—Media:VAL Brahmanic Period.

With the sudden outburst of Brahmanical power we find

a corresponding change in the coinage, which, under these

Brahmanist princes, now shows the distinct Brahmani-
cal types of a humped bull and a four-armed goddess.

Brahmanical temples and sculptures now appear in great

numbers, and all the prevailing styles of art, in archi-

tecture, sculpture, and numismatics, are chiefly devoted

to the illustrations of Brahmanism. I am therefore

induced to call this the Brahmanical period; and as no
undoubted Brahmanist temples have yet been found of

an earlier date than the end of the seventh, or the beginning
of the eighth century, the title of Medieval Brahmanic
period would appear to be especially appropriate. It is true

that Buddhism still continued to flourish in several parts of

India ; but there seems good reason to believe that it had
already begun to decline on the death of Harsha Varddhana
in A. D. 648, and that few, if any, new buildings of impor-
tance were erected by the Buddhists after the revival of

Brahmanical power about the beginning of the eighth century.

The close of the Mediceval Brahmanic period I would assign

to the end of the twelfth century, or about A. D. 1200, when
the Muhammadans overran the valley of the Ganges, and got

possession of the ancient kingdoms of Delhi, Kanauj, and
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Gaiir. To this period of five centuries belongs the greater

number of the existing temples of Northern India, comprising

most of the temples in Kashmir, Eajputana, Khajuraho, and
Orissa. To the latter half of this period also belong a large

number of the temples of the Jain religion. It is true that

Jainism had existed for many centuries previous to this

time ;
hut I know of no Jain temples now remaining of

a date earlier than 900 A. D., although there are numerous
remains of Jain sculpture which belong to the early cen-

turies of the Christian era, and some even to the first

century before Christ.

G.—Modern Beahmanic Period.

At the end of the twelfth century, the sudden close of

Hindu power put an immediate stop to the erection of

new buildings in the rich provinces of the valley of the

Ganges ;
but in the less accessible parts of India to the

south of the Jumna, in Eajputana and in Bundelkhand,
some fine temples arose, which are not unworthy of com-
parison with the stately structures of the more fortunate

period which preceded the Muhammadan conquest. Of
these perhaps the most remarkable is the noble pillar of victory

erected by Eana Kumbho in Chitor. At Lah6r and Thanesar,

at Mathura and Kanoj, at Banmas and Jaunpur, at

Gaya and Bihar, the combined intolerance and rapacity of

the Musalmans were directed against the principal temples,

all of which were destroyed or desecrated, and there-

fore left to fall into ruin, and the idols were either

broken or carried away to Delhi to be trodden under the

feet of the conquerors. Throughout the valley of the

Ganges, from Thanesar to Bihar, the most famous, and
therefore the finest, of the Hindu temples were ruthlessly

overthrown, partly to persecute the idolater, and partly to

furnish cheap materials for mosques. Of the places which
escaped or resisted the fierce onslaughts of Muhammad
bin Sam and Iltitmish, some fell before the ruthless hand
of Ala-ud-din Khilji, and the remainder were swept away
by the vindictive bigotry of Sikandar Ludi. During
the Pathan rule, therefore, we can scarcely hope to meet
with any fine examples of Hindu art in Northern India.

We possess, however, the magnificent palace of Man Singh
at Gwalior, which escaped destruction only by the death of

Sikandar Ludi during the siege of the fortress, which he
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undertook for the express purpose of overthrowing the

buildings of the infidels. For the modern period of Hindu
art we must, therefore, look to the buildings which have been

erected during the rule of the Mughals, and chiefly during

the tolerant reign of Akbar. For we know that a second

raid against the Hindu temples was begun by the personal

spite of Jahangir, and completed by the narrow-minded
bigotry of Aurangzib.

The former destroyed the great temple of Visveswara
built by Haja Man Singh at Banaras at a cost of 36 lakhs

of rupees, and built the Jami Masjid on its site. The
latter destroyed the magnificent temple of Kesava Bai
at Mathura, which Tavernier describes as one of the fom’

great temples of India, and built the Jami Masjid on its

site. He also desecrated the fine temple built by Man
Singh at Brindaban, and threw down the temple of Beni
Madho at Banaras, to get a site for the small masjid with
tall slender minars, which is so conspicuous an object on
the Ganges. Many of the Hindu buildings of this period,

as might be expected, show strong signs of the influence

of Muhammadan art, more especially in the use of radiating

domes and arches. Thus Man Singh’s temple at Brindaban
is vaulted, and his temple of Visveswara at Banaras, now
turned into a masjid, has lioth radiating arches and domes.

MUHAMMADAN ARCHITECTURE.

With the Musalman occupation of the valley of the

Ganges in the end of the twelfth century, we enter upon an
entirely new phase of Indian art, in the stately edifices of

the first Muhammadan rulers of India. Of the style which
prevailed during the sway of the Ghaznavi Princes in the
Panjab, we are at present entirely ignorant, but I have
strong hopes that during the next working season we may
find some remains of that early period.

The existing Muhammadan buildings are so numerous
and so different, and present so many varieties of form and
ornament, that the common descriptions of them, as either

Pathcm or Mughal, are quite insufficient to mark the ex-

tremely diverse styles which prevailed at different periods.

After a careful study of the Muhammadan buildings at

Delhi, Bedaun, Ajmer, Mathura, and Agra in North-
Western India, at Multan and Labor in the Panjab, at
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Koil, Etawa, Kanoj, Allahabad, Jaunpur, and Banaras in the
central Gangetic valley, and at Gaur, the two Panduas,
Sunargaon, and Bikrampur in Bengal, I have come to the
conclusion that the architecture of the Pathan period may
he sufficiently described in six different groups or sections,

and that of the Mughal period in two sections. These
eight different groups I would distinguish by the following

names, as descriptive of the periods during which they
flourished.

1.

—Ghori Pathan.

This section might also he named the Indo-'Pathan, as its

most distinctive characteristic is the use of the corbelled or

overlapping arch of the Hindus. Eew temples of this

period now remain ; but they comprise some of the finest

and most magnificent specimens of the Muhammadan
architecture of India. It is not known exactly when the

true radiating arch was introduced ; but it must have been
adopted at an early date, as soon as the supply of ready-dressed

stone beams from the desecrated temples of the Hindus
failed. The finest specimens of this style are the great

mosques of Kutb-ud-din at Delhi and Ajmer, the gateway of

the Jami Musjid at Bedaun, and the tombs of Iltitmish and
his son Sultan G. at Delhi. There are no buildings now
existing of the latter half of the Ghori rule, during the

long reign of Balban and his son Kaikobad. But the ruined

tomb which is assigned to Balban has radiating arches, and
I presume, therefore, that the Indian overlapping arch had
already fallen into disuse during the peaceful reign of

Naser-ud-din Mahmud, the youngest son of Iltitmish.

2.

—Khiui Pa'than.

This section of the early Muhammadan architecture of

India, which came into use during the rule of the Khilji

dynasty, is principally distinguished by the use of horse-

shoe arches, which are generally ornamented with very rich

cusps. The principal specimens of this style are the Alai-

Darwaza and Khizri Masjid at Delhi, and the great Idgah at

Bapri, all of which were built during the prosperous reign

of Ala-ud-din Khilji. Of these, the finest example is the Alai-

Darwaza, or southern gateway of the Kutb enclosure at

Delhi, which is one of the most richly decorated buildings

in India.
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3.—Tughlak Pathan.

The chief characteristics of this style are the great slope and
extreme thickness of the walls. These peculiarities first

appear in the tomb of the Saint E-ukn-ud-daolah in Multan,

which is said to have been built by Tughlak himself, while

Governor of the Southern Panjab, and in the tomb of

Tughlak at Delhi, which was built by his son Muham-
mad. Another specimen of the same style is the tomb of

Kabir-ud-din Auliya at Delhi, now called Ldl Qumbaz.
Both of these Delhi tombs are distinguished by sloping walls,

cusped arches, and panelling with white marble frames. The
Multan tomb is of red brick, ornamented with panels of

glazed tile traceries of dark-blue, light-blue and white in

many elaborate and intricate patterns. During the latter

half of the Tughlak rule, the cusped arches and white marble
panels fell into disuse, and the numerous examples of this

period which were built during the long reign of Piruz Tughlak
have preserved nothing of the style except the massive slop-

ing walls. Of this later period the most characteristic speci-

mens are the Khirki and Kalan Masjids at Delhi, which
were built by Khan Jahan, the minister of Piruz ; the J^mi
Masjid and Kotila of Piruzahad, which were built by Piruz

himself, and the tomb of Piruz, which was erected by his

son shortly after his death. All of these buildings show
remains of a thick coat of plaster, which was no doubt
originally panelled and painted of divers colours.

4.—Afghan.

During the rule of the Afghan dynasties of Ludi and
Sur the sloping walls of their predecessors were altogether

discarded, and the buildings of Sikandar Ludi and Shir

Shah Sur are at once distinguished from those of the

Tughlaks by their perpendicular walls. Colour was ex-

tensively employed for both inside and outside decora-

tions, especially in the grounds or hollows of the stucco

medallions and arabesque traceries. Glazed tiles were also

used, hut sparingly at first, for borders and small panels.

Of this earlier period, the best specimens are the tomb of

Bahlol Ludi near Chiragh-Delhi, the Jami Masjid of

Sikandar Ludi’s time at Khairpur, and the octagonal

tomb at old Khairpur, assigned to Sikandar himself. To tliis

class also helono; the two octagonal tombs at Mubarak-
pur-Kotila and Khairpur, which Sajid Ahmad has assigned
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to the two Sayid kings, Mubarak and Muhammad
bin Farid. All these three tombs are of the same size,

with perpendicular walls and sloping buttresses, and are

so exactly alike that they would certainly seem to belong
to the same period. If Sayid Ahmad’s assignment is cor-

rect, the introduction of this style of building must be
thrown hack about 15 years to A. D. 1435 instead of 1450.

Afterwards, during the reign of the Sur family, the stucco

ornamentation was given up, and a much richer and more
lasting effect was obtained by the use of different coloured

stones,—red, white, grey and black. To this period belong
the great masjid in the fort of Indrpat, called KUa-Kona,
the Jamdli Masjid near the Kuth Minar, and the Moth-ki-

Masjid in old Delhi. For other buildings of this style, we
have the well known tombs of Shir Shah and his father

Husen Khan at Sassaram, and the two gateways called the

Delhi Darwaza and Lai Darwaza of Shir Shah’s new city

of Delhi.

5.—Bengali Pathan.

The style of the Muhammadan buildings of Bengal differs

so widely from that of Northern India, that it must he placed

in a separate section by itself. As far as I am aware, the

earliest Muhammadan buildings of Bengal belong to the reign

of Sikandar, the son of Shams-ud-din Ilias, and the latest

to Nusrat Shah, the son of Ala-ud-din Husen, thus covering

a period of 180 years, from 1350 to 1530 A. D. Most of the

Bengali buildings are of brick, and the poorness of the material

seems to have cramped the genius of the architects, as their

designs are always tame and feeble, and their ornamentation
is confined to an endless and monotonous repetition of a
multiplicity of petty details. The oldest masjids are simply
long brick barns with roofs supported on Hindu stone
pillars, and with a dreary length of wall outside, unbroken
by minars or recessed archways. The great masjid of

Sikandar at Hazrat Pandua, which was built in A. H. 770,
or A. D. 1368, is the finest and largest example of this style.

Smaller specimens may he seen at Bihar and at Pandua
near Hughli. The profuse employment of glazed tiles gave
variety of colom’, hut added nothing to the tame outlines and
feeble mouldings of the oris^inal brick designs. The patterns

of the glazed tiles also, being made up of a multiplicity of

little parts of blue and white, are generally poor and ineffect-
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ive. Most of the glazed tile buildings are now mere ruins ;

but the most elaborate specimen of this class, the Lattan
Masjid at Gaur, still exists ; and though the whole of the

roof, walls, and floor of the interior are covered with various

coloured tiles, yet the effect is heavy and disappointing, and
quite incommensurable with the great cost and labour which
must have been expended upon it.

The tombs follow the same style as the masjids, but their

comparatively small size is more favourable to the petty style

of Bengal ornamentation
j
and the single great dome which

invariably crowns the square mass of the building gives it

a boldness and dignity which are entirely wanting in the

masjid. The finest examjDles of the Bengali tomb are the

great brick mausoleum of Jalal-ud-din Muhammad at Hazrat
Pandua, and a large nameless tomb, now called the “ Jail,”

just inside the eastern gateway of the citadel of Gaur.
The chief peculiarity of the Bengali or Purbbi style is the

use of walls with curved tops, the centre of the wall being
higher than its ends. The cornice mouldings follow the

curve, and though the effect is strange, it is not unpleasing.

This practice was afterwards adopted for the long side vaults

of the masjids, the crest of the vault having the same rising

curve as the walls from which it springs.

This innovation was occasionally adopted by the later

Mughals in North-West India, as in the Jami Masjid at

Koil, and in the palaces of Shah Jahan at Agra and Delhi.

6.—Jaunpuri Pathan.

The style of buildings adopted by the Muhammadan kings

of Jaunpur seems to be formed by a fusion of those of the

Ghori Pathans and Khilji Pathans of Delhi. In both of the

fine mosques of Kutb-ud-din Aibeg at Delhi and Ajmer, the

great central arch rises high in front of the main dome. All

the masjids of tbe Shark! Pathan kings have the same pecu-

liarity, with the addition of the fretted or cusped arches of the

Khilji Pathans. The finest example of this style is the AtMa
Masjid of Ibrahim Shark! at Jaunpur, and the largest is

the great Jami Masjid of Husen Shark! at Jaunpur. Other
examples are the Arhai Kangra Masjid at Banaras, the

Jami Masjids at Etawa and Kanauj, and the Lai Darwaza
and Zanziri Masjids at Jaunpur.

Although the power of the Shark! kings lasted rather

less than a century, yet the richness and extent of the
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coiiutry oyer which they ruled, from Kanauj to Biliar, and
from Baraich to Kalpi, yielded them greater wealth than
the united revenues of the Princes of Bengal and Delhi,

and thus enabled them to erect many stately and magni-
ficent masjids, which are almost the only existing monuments
of Muhammadan rule in Upper India during the fifteenth

century. We have no certain remains of the petty Sayid

kings of Delhi in the first half of the century, and nothing
of Bahlol Ludi save his tomb, which was built by his son

Sikandar near the close of the century. The masjids of

the Sharki kings of Jaunpur thus fill a very important gap
in the history of the Pathan architecture of Northern India,

between the last buildings of the Tughlaks and the earliest

specimens of the Afghans. They are the latest examples
in which the lofty front arch, towering high above the

main dome, forms the principal point of the building.

There are no existing contemporary structures of Bahlol

Ludi ; but in all the masjids of Sikandar Ludi that I have
seen, the front wall is only slightly elevated in the centre,

while the middle dome rises liigh above the rest of the

building.

7.—Early Mughal.

To this period I refer all the buildings erected during the

reigns of Akhar and Jahangir, from A. D. 1554 to 1628.

During this time there was a remarkable return of Hindu
influence in the domestic architecture, as may be seen in the

overlapping arches and curious vaulted roofs of the palace of

Akhar at Patehpur Sikri, and of Jahangir in the fort of Agra.
The tomb of Adham Khan at Delhi belongs to the preceding

Afghan style
; but the tomb of Humayun gives the earliest

specimen of the tall Persian dome, which forms the principal

feature in all the architecture of the Mughals of India.

A peculiar characteristic of this period was the more general

use of glazed tiles, which were now applied to the whole
roof, as in the corner cupolas of Humayun’s tomb at

Delhi, and in the main domes of Muhammad Ghaus’s tomb
at Gwalior, of Shamsi Tabrez at Multan, and of the LilaBurj

at Delhi.

8.—Late Mughal.

The chief characteristic of the later Mughal architecture

is the more lavish use of ornament, w hich was now employed
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to cover the whole building, both inside and outside. The
ornamentation consisted of mosaic patterns in various coloured

stones, or in glazed tiles. The finest specimens of the former

kind of work are the tombs of Itimad-ud-Daolah at Agra and

of Jahangir at Lahdr. Of the latter, the best examples are

the palace of Jahangir, which was finished by Shah Jahan

;

the tomb of Asaf-ud-Daolah and the masjid of Wazir Khan,
all at .Labor ;

the wall of Bakhtiar-ud-din Kaki’s tomb at

Delhi; the tomb called Chini-ka-Boza at Agra, and the

masjid of Ahd-un-Nabi at Mathura. But the varied richness

and delicate beauty of Indian inlaid work culminated in the

black ground mosaics of Shah Jahan’s palace at Delhi and
in the white ground mosaics of the tomb of his queen,

Mumtaz Mahal, at Agra, and of the Shish Mahal at Labor.

MATHURA.
In my account of the Arch geological remains at Mathura,
given in my Beport for 1862-63, the objects described were
all discovered either in the ruins around the Katra, or in

the great mound at the south side of the jail. A few
years ago, some sculptures were found by men digging for

bricks in another mound called Kankdli TUa, about half

a mile due south from the Katra ; and just two years ago,

a gold relic casket and a copper celt were found in one of

the Cliaubdra mounds, one mile and a quarter to the south-

w^est of the Katra. The excavation of the jail mound,
which furnished so many inscribed bases of columns and
sculptured pillars of Buddhist railings, was carefully con-

tinued by the late Mr. Harding, Magistrate of Mathura,
without any further results. He also dug a trench right

across the Kankdli mound from north to south, which
yielded some mutilated Buddhist statues, both life-size and
colossal.

I visited Mathura in March 1871, and again in Kovember.
On the first visit I spent six days in making a comj)lete

search through all the fields and gardens outside the city,

and more particularly in the neighbourhood of the KatiA
and Kankali mounds. On the latter visit I spent twelve
days in making excavations in the Kankali and Chauhara
mounds, and in searching the country around to a distance

of several miles. The result of all these explorations was
very successful, as I discovered a number of very old and
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valuable iuscriptious of the Indo-Scythian kings, Kanishka,
Huvisbka, and Vasu Deva, most of them dated at different

periods from the year 5 to 98 Samvat. I was also fortunate

enough to discover an elephant capital of the time of

Huvishka, with several very interesting sculptured pillars

of Buddhist railings of large size, and a few portions of

their rails. A number of rails of smaller size had previously

been found by Mr. P. S. Growse, who kindly pointed them
out to me, as well as the several sculptures which had been
discovered by the different explorations of Mr. Harding
and himself.

The great antiquity of these mounds of ruins is proved
by the frequent discovery in them of coins of the Indo-

Grecian Princes of Kabul and the Panjab. At various

times during the last fourteen years, I have received coins of

Apollodotus and Menander, both in silver and copper, in-

cluding a didrachma of the latter prince. On my last visit

I obtained two copper coins of Apollodotus and two silver

coins, one being of Antimachus and the other of Straton.

The Antimachus was extracted from the Ambarikha mound
to the north of the city. At the same time, also, I got a

copper coin with the name of U])dtikya in well executed

Asoka characters.

The accompanying map* shows the positions of all these

different mounds ;
and in the fifteen plates which follow,

f

'I have given drawings of the most interesting objects that •

were discovered during my explorations, which I will now
describe.

The Katra mound, as its name implies, was formerly a
market place. It is a large brick-walled enclosure like a
serai, 804 feet in length by 653 feet in breadth, with houses

on all four sides, now occupied by weavers. In the very

midst of this square stands the Jami Masjid on a raised

terrace, about 30 feet in height, which is approached by two
flights of steps,—the lower one of 34 steps and the upper
of 10 steps. This mosque, which is 172 feet long and 66

feet broad, is a standing monument of the persecuting

bigotry of Aurangzib. On this site stood the great Hindu
temple of Kesava Bai, which Tavernier saw in the begin-

ning of Aurangzib’s reign, apparently about A. D. 1659,

and which he describes as very magnificent, adding

* Plate 1. t Plates II to XVL
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that it ranked next after the temples of Jagannath and
Banaras.*
My first discovery of Buddhist remains in Mathura was

made at the Katra, where I found a broken Buddhist railing

pillar, with the figure of M%a Devi standing under the sal

tree.t At the same time, also, I found an inscription of the

Gupta dynasty, giving the well known genealogy from Sri-

Gupta, the founder, down to Samudra Gupta, where the

stone is unfortunately broken off.J Here, in 1862, I found
built into the wall of a well one of the peculiar curved

architraves of a Buddhist gateway, which are now well known
from the magnificent examples at Sanchi. I got also an
inscription on the base of a statue of “ Sakya Bhikshu,”

dated in the Samvat year 281, or A. D. 224, in which men-
tion is made of the Ycisa Vilidra or “ splendid monastery,”

which would therefore appear to have been the name of

the Buddhist establishment which once existed on the site

of the present Katrd.^

At the back or west side of the Katrd, and on the same
mound, stands the village of Malpura, to the south of

which is the jPothra Kund. In the streets of the village

and about the tank are several broken statues
;
but the most

interesting remains are some eight or ten lion statues of

different sizes, from 2 to 3 feet in height. They are all re-

presented in pairs, one having the left and the other having
the right foot advanced, as if intended for the two side

ornaments of a gateway, just as we know them to have been
used as the entrances to the topes at Dharanikota near
Amaravati. The attitude is always the same, but the ex-

ecution varies very much, some of the statues being highly

finished, whilst others are comparatively rough. The ac-

companying example is taken from one of the lions in the

Katra ruins at Malpura.
\\

In 1853, inside the Katra square, I found two large

capitals of columns, one of them being no less than 3 feet

in diameter, with a shaft of 23 inches diameter, of which I

also discovered a separate piece one foot in height.^ A
fragment of the larger one is still to be seen lying inside

the Katra gateway, but the smaller capital had disappeared

* Travels, Part II, Book 3, Chap. 12, French edition,

t Plate XII, fig, B. t Plate XVI, No. 24. § Plate XVI, No. 23.

11
See upper figure of Plate II. IT See Plate IV, figs. A and B,
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before 1862. Of their age I cannot speak with certainty,

as the Mathura sculptures do not represent any pillars -with

the same kinds of capitals. The reeded or convex fluted

style of ornamentation prevailed from the time of Asoka
to the close of the Gupta period, but the abrupt termination
of the fluted portion in this Mathura example I have not
seen elsewhere. I think that the smaller capital A is the
earlier of the two, and that it most probably belongs to the
Indo-Scythian period, while the larger capital B may
be assigned to the Gupta period.

The discoveries made in the jail mound have been
described in my report of 1862-63,* and as nothing of any
importance has since been found there, although it was very
completely excavated by the late Mr. Harding, Magis-
trate of Mathm’a, I will merely note its principal inscrip-

tions, which are reproduced in the accompanying plates,!

for the purpose of bringing together for more easy reference

the whole of the important records which have been given

to us by the ruined mounds of Mathura. Of these, the

jail mound yielded the following :

—

No. 1 Plate XIII, of the Satrap Saudasa.

,, 5 do., of King Kanishka.

,, II Plate XIV, of Samvat 47.

„ 12 do., of King Huvishka.

,, 13 do., of Samvat 47.

„ 14 do., of do.

,, 8 Plate XV, of King Vasu Deva.

,, 22 Plate XVI, of Samvat 135.

The Chauhdra mounds are situated just one mile and a

half to the south-west of the city of Mathura, measured
from the gateway of the KatiA. In 1869 the line of a new
road to Sunag (or Sonk) being carried through the small

mound marked D in the map| disclosed a Buddhist relic

chamber, in which was found a small golden casket, now
in the possession of Mr. F. S. Growse, c. s. At the same
time two flat pieces of copper were found, of which I have

a careful drawing made by Mr. A. C. L. Carlleyle. These

were thought to have been a copper-plate inscription much
damaged; but on putting the two together, as shown in

* Arcliscological Survey of India, Vol. L, p. 239.

t Plates XIII, XIV, XV, and XVI.

J Plate I.
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Plate II,* it would appear much more probable that they

must have formed a native spade ox 'pliaoru, such as we now
call a celt. The sketch in the plate is exactly one-fourth

of the full linear dimensions of the original, or one-sixteenth

of its square surface.

As I found on enquiry that all the Chauhara mounds
yielded broken stones and fragments of statues, I set parties

of men to make some trial excavations in each mound.
In the middle of mound A I sank a well 10 feet in

diameter, in which at a depth of 9 feet the workmen reached

a solid mass of large unhurnt bricks laid in regular courses

and faced with imperfectly burnt well-bricks of large size

forming a curved exterior, which I at once judged to be a

stupa of peculiar construction. The well-bricks were 5^
inches broad and 3 inches thick, with a convex curve of 23|
inches in length and a concave curve of 20 inches. By
putting several of these together, I calculated that the stupa

was about 16 feet in diameter. I therefore directed the

workmen to drive a gallery through the unburnt bricks for

10 feet in length, and to carry it down to the surface level

of the outside ground at a depth of 13^ feet from the top

of the mound. These instructions vrere followed, and the

result was the discovery of a steatite relic casket of the

usual shape exactly on the ground level and at a distance

of 8^ feet from the outside of the curve. The stupa was
therefore 17 feet in diameter. No trace of a chamber was
observed ;

but as the whole mass of unburnt bricks was
quite wet, it is probable that the original chamber had sub-

sided and buried the relic casket in a mass of damp earth.

The casket was struck on the side by one of the workmen,
who picked up the lewer half of it, while tlie lid was found
amongst the earth collected in a basket ready to be drawn
up. A careful and minute search was made for the contents

of the casket, but without success. Indeed, the objects con-

tained in these little caskets are always so small that I could

scarcely expect to find them. The unburnt bricks were fir.st

met with at a depth of 5 feet from the top of the mou;ul,

or at feet above the ground, which agrees exactly with
the half diameter of the circle.

The Chaubara mound, marked B in the map, is much
larger than the others, although only one portion of it

* Plate II, Chaubara Tila, D.
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reaches the same height. Having made several superficial

excavations Tvithout any result, I directed two long trenches

to be dug at right angles across the south-west portion of

the mound But the surface had been disturbed for cen-

turies by the plough, and every stone had been carried away
save one, which was too heavy to be easily moved. This one
I found, and it proved to be one of the most interesting

discoveries made at Mathura. It was the full sized capital

of a large pillar, 3 feet in length by 2 in breadth and 2 in

height. The capital is formed by four recumbent animals
placed at the four angles. Two of them are winged lions,

and the others winged bulls with human heads, adorned
with ram’s horns and ears.* The design of the work is free

and bold, but the execution is rather hard and conventional.

Similar capitals are represented in the small bas-reliefs of

the sculptures, not only at Mathura, but also at Sanchi and
Gaya ;

but this is the first full-size capital of this curious

and interesting design that has yet been discovered.

Mound B would probably repay further excavation.

In the middle of the Chaubara mound, marked C in the
map, I sank a large shaft, from which I extracted a colossal

head 13 inches across the forehead, with cropped hair under
a skull cap surmounted by a top-knot. It was 14 inches in

height from the chin to the top of the head. The lobes

of the ears were long and pendulous, and pierced with
large holes, as is usual in statues of Buddha.

Further excavation yielded the right knee of a squatted
colossal draped figure, with the left foot resting on the calf

of the leg.

The toes were 8 inches across. I conclude that this head
and knee formed portions of a colossal statue of Buddha
about twice the size of life. At the foot of the mound was
discovered a broken squatted statue draped over the left

shoulder, and with the left hand resting on the left knee.

As the right hand was not resting in the lap, it must have
been raised in the attitude of teaching.

The Chaubara mounds A, C, and I) are therefore certainly

Buddhist, and from small fragments found about B I infer

that it also was Buddhist.

The Chnurdsi mounds are situated just one mile to the

west of the Katia, and about the same distance to the north

* Plate III.
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of the Chanhara mounds. There are three distinct large

masses, of which the largest to the north is about 350 feet

square and from 15 to 20 feet in height, with a lower por-

tion on the south-west of nearly equal size, hut less height.

On the upper level stands a large Jain temple dedicated to

Jambu Sw4mi (or Parasnath) surrounded by an enclosure

150 feet square. An annual fair is held at this place, begin-

ning on the 6th of the dark half of Kartik (October), which
lasts for six days. There are no visible remains of antiquity,

but the site is undoubtedly old.

The second Chaurasi mound is situated 500 feet to the

south-east of the J ain temple, and is about 300 feet long by
200 feet broad.

The third Chaurasi mound is situated to the south-west of

the Jain temple, at a distance of about 1,200 feet. It is less

extensive, but more lofty, being not less than 30 feet in

height.

As the people reported that no stones were found in these

mounds, I gave up my intention of exploring them.
The Kankali Tila has been almost as prolific as the jail

mound, both in sculptures and inscriptions, all of which, with

one solitary exception of a Brahmanical female figure with

ten arms, are pure Jain monuments. This mound is 400 feet

in length from west to east, and nearly 300 feet in breadth,

with a mean height of 10 or 12 feet above the fields.

At the eastern end it rises to a height of 25 feet, with a

breadth of 60 feet square at top, and about 150 square at base.

This higher portion has been repeatedly burrowed for bricks,

and at present appears to be composed chiefly of earth,

whereas the mass of the lower mound consists of stones and
earth with remains of brick walls and pavements, of which
several are of a later date than the stone fragments.

The excavations in the Kankali mound have yielded

several colossal and life-size statues, both male and female,

but all more or less mutilated. One of the most perfect is

shown in Plate XI, Pig. D. Several heads were also discover-

ed, but I found it quite impossible to determine whether any
one of them belonged to this particular statue. The style of

close-fitting costume is very peculiar, and will be referred to

again. Pig. A of the same plate is a fragment of a colossal

female statue, which shows the curious bead girdle worn
by the Indian women for some centuries both before and
after the Christian era.
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In November last I began my excavations along tbe whole
of tbe western end of tbe mound, throwing the earth behind
as the work advanced towards the east. The result was very
satisfactory, as I was rewarded by the discovery of many
broken statues of the Jain hierarchs, of which several were
inscribed, of pillars and rails, as well as of brick walls

and pavements, which prove that this must have been the

site of some important Jain buildings during the rule of the

Indo-Scythians, both before and after the Christian era.

A careful search in the neighbourhood of this moundO
brought to light a number of very interesting stone remains
which had been disinterred at different times by the native

diguers in search of bricks. One of these is a large bell

capital of a pillar surmounted by an elephant and inscribed

with the name of King Huvishka and the date of Samvat 39.*

The height of the capital is 1 foot 9|- inches, and of the

elephant 2 feet 4*f inches.

The pedestal or abacus is oblong, 2 feet 4 inches by 1 foot

3^ indies, to accommodate the figure of the elephant. The
tniuk of the animal is broken off, but the rest is nearly

perfect, although of very coarse and even rude workmanship.
A more important discovery for the sake of ancient Indian

art, was that of no less than five large pillars of a Buddhist
railing in an almost perfect state of preservation.! These

were placed in a small dharmsala near the Balbhadra tank,

a short distance to the north of the Kankali mound, and
close by the Buteswar mound, in which it is believed that

they were discovered.

A sixth pillar of the same style and size is now in the
Calcutta Museum, having been presented by the late Mr,
Harding, of the Civil Service, when Magistrate of Mathura.

t

There are also two broken pillars of the same railing now in

the Museum of Agra, which I found in 1860. The size

varies from 11 to 12 inches in breadth, and from 6 to 7^ inches

in tliickness, with a height of 5 feet. The principal face of

each pillar bears a nearly naked female figure, about half

life-size, standing on a kneeling grotesque figure. Above
each is represented a love scene, with half-length figures of a

man and woman behind a balcony formed of a Buddhist

railing.

* Plate V. It was found in Silchand’s garden,

t Plate VI, t Plate VII.
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The back of each pillar is divided into three compartmentSj

each representing a different scene, either of domestic or

religious life. In the specimen which I have selected as an

example,^ I understand the three compartments to form one

connected storey, representing a new version of the well

known legend of the attempt to destroy Buddha by a mast

or mad elephant. In the uppermost compartment the

tempter, with joined hands, is soliciting Buddha to go forth

to what he hopes and believes will be his certain destruction.

In the middle compartment Buddha is seen meeting the

elephant, which kneels down to do homage to the great

teacher, to the evident surprise of the tempter and of several

spectators in the buildings above them. In the lowest com-
partment the legend is completed by the punishment of the

tempter, who is himself seized and killed by the em^aged

elephant.

There is another example of these Buddhist railing pillars

now in the Calcutta Museum, which was sent from Mathura
by Mr. Hardingf along with the larger pillar just described.

The subject on the principal face is one of the same nearly

naked females standing on a kneeling grotesque figure with a
very large head. Above there is a small niche, intended either

for a figure of Buddha or to hold a light for illumination.

This has been omitted in the plate for want of room.
On the Buteswar mound, in front of the entrance to the

temple, Mr. Growse and I discovered a single specimen of a
very large railing pillar 18-| inches broad and 12 inches

thick, with a height of 7 feet. On the principal face of this

pillar there is another nearly nude female standing under
an umbrella. Above there is a comic scene between two
lions and two monkeys. To the left a lion is seen standing
on his hind legs, with his forepaws joined in supplication

before a monkey seated on a morlia. On the right another
seated monkey is represented pulling the ears of a young
lion. The socket holes of this pillar for the reception of

rails are 17^ inches in length, which must also have been
the depth of the rails themselves. On the side of the rail

is engraved the Arian letter li, which was the figure for 100
in use at Mathura dining the Indo-Scythian period. There
must, therefore, have been no less than 1 00 of these large

* Plate VII. t Plate XI, fig. B.
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railing pillars, which, with their rails, would represent a
length of not less than 300 feet.

Numerous smaller railing pillars of exactly the same
style were amongst the early discoveries in the jail mound,
and an equal number may be found scattered about different

parts of Mathm’a. Most of them average from 6^ to 7^ inches
in breadth, with a height of 2 feet 9 inches, hut a few are

of smaller dimensions. On the principal faces of these pillars

both men and women are represented. Several of the latter

are nearly nude, and two representations of M aya Devi, the
mother of Buddha, standing under the sal tree, have the

upper half apparently unclothed. The men are clothed in

tunics. Two of these small pillars from the jail mound are

inscribed with the numbers 118 and 129.* As speci-

mens of art, these Mathura statues, both male and female,

appear to me to he much superior to the great mass of

Indian sculptures. The attitudes are in general easy and
natural, and this is more especially the case with the statue

marked B in Plate XI. The pose of this figure is remark-
able for the unconstrained freedom of both limbs and body,

which I take to represent the temporary rest of a dancing
girl. The difficult position of her arms, with the hands
joined behind the head, appears to me to he treated with
singular boldness and truth.

The positions of the other female figures in these Mathura
pillars are only slightly varied ; hut there is a sense of humour
exhibited in the statue marked E in Plate VI, where the

woman is admiring herself in a metal mirror.

This power of delineating humour is still further displayed

in the different love scenes which form the upper ornaments
of the pillars—from gushing demonstrativeness to supercilious

disregard— as shown on the pillars marked A and E in

Plate VI.
The statue marked C in Plate XI, which was discovered

in the jail mound, has already been described in a former

report.! But I have there erroneously described the action

of the right hand as holding uj) a part of the dress, instead

of a small hunch of flowers. This figm’e is differently pro-

portioned from those of the dancing girls on the railing

pillars, the hips being only two-thirds broader than the waist.

* Journal, Royal Asiatic Society, new series, Vol. V, Plate 3 of Mathura inscriptions,

figs. 30 and 31.

t Archaeological Survey, India, Vol. I, p. 240, and Plate XL,
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wliile in figure B of the same plate the hips are twice

the breadth of the waist, and in all the six figures in Plates

VI and VII they are nearly twice and a half times the breadth.

I have previously described this statue as most probably that

of a dancing girl, but it possesses a quietness and modesty
which contrasts strongly with the unabashed assurance of the

smirking nudities on the railing pillars. I notice also that this

statue wears an additional flat belt or girdle, such as is

worn by men of rank and holy personages. I therefore

doubt very much whether she is intended to represent a
dancing girl, but I am unable to offer any other suggestion.

Since my former report on Mathura was reprinted, I have
made many interesting discoveries of the remains of dif-

ferent Buddhist railings, which will add very materially to

our knowledge of Buddhist architecture. A Buddhist railing

consists of a row of stone pillars joined together by con-
vex bars or rails of stone, and covered by a continuous
architrave or coping. It was used to form either square
or circular enclosures around stupas and temples or trees

and pillars, and even smaller erections, such as stone um-
brellas and other objects.* At first the whole was quite

plain, of which the railing round the great Sanchi stupa
is the finest example. Gradually ornament was introduced,

at first in the shape of circular bosses of flowers, which
soon gave way to stupas and trees, then to animals and
human figures, and afterwards to scenes both religious and
social. In Mathura and Kosambi, and in a single instance

at Buddha Gaya, the medallions on one side gave place to

a single large figure which occupied the whole face of the
pillar, as shown in the examples of the figures of dancing
girls on the Mathura pillars, which I have just described.

The usual arrangement of the medallions on the pillars

was to place a half medallion at top and another at bottom,
with either one or two complete medallions at equal dis-

tances. But this arrangement is departed from in the single

instance given in Plate VIII, Fig. D, where the full medal-
lions are immediately attached to the half medallions, leaving
the middle space blank.

The railing pillars were at first square in section, having
exactly the same breadth and thickness. This rule is con-

* See Archseologiciil Survey of India, Vol. I, Plate IX, for several exiiiiiples of Buddhist
railings around stupas, trees, and ambrellas.
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stant in all tlie Bliilsa and Buddha Gaya railings, which, as

we know from the alphabetical characters of their inscrip-

tions, must date from the age of A.soka, or about 250 B. 0.

In the Mathura railings, which are not less than two centu-

ries later, as they belong to the period of the first Indo-
Scythian Princes, the thickness of the pillars is redueed to

two-thirds of the breadth, a proportion which is maintained
through all the sizes from 18 inches to 4-| inches in breadth.

Tlie height varies from to 5 times the breadth, but the

latter is the more common proportion.

The stone bars or rails, which are convex on both faces,

are formed'by two opposite circular segments. The thickness

in the middle is generally one-fourth of their own breadth,

which is the same as that of the pillars. The intervals

between the rails vary from to ^ of their breadth. Their

length, which is the inter-columniation or distanee between
the pillars, is the only element that seems to have been sub-

ject to no fixed rules. At Sanchi the inter-columniation is

1^ ;
at Mathura it varies from 1|- to If ; and it reaches

its maximum at Gaya, where it averages breadths. The
explanation of these differences may perhaps be found in the

varying prices of the stone. Where the material was on the

spot, as at Sanchi, the extra cost of the additional pillars

required for the short inter-columniations was not of much
importance. At Mathura, where the stone had to be obtained

from a distance of 80 miles in the quarries of Bupbas and
Sikri, the inter-columniation was made one-half greater

;

while at Gaya, where the sandstone had to be brought from a

distance of several hundred miles, the inter-columniation

was still further increased to 2f breadths.

In the ornamentation of the bosses or medallions the

choice of subjects seems to have been left entirely to the

artist. Here, accordingly, we see him displaying his taste in

the variety of his flowers, or letting his fancy revel almost

wildly in the creation of fabulous animals. In Plate IX we
see fish-tailed lions, both with and without wings ;* a crocodile

or magar, and an alligator or garidl, each with only two feet ;f

and an antelope and an elephant of ordinary mould. As I

have found similar, and even more wildly fanciful, representa-

tions of fabulous animals at Gaya,J it would seem that they

* Plate IX, figs. .\, R, C, and 1). f Plate IX, figs. F and G.

J Plate IX, figs. K and IT.
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were a recognized and favourite style of ornamentation both

before and after the Christian era.

In Plate X I have given five examples of Buddhist

symbols from these rail bosses, of which A and D are found
upon the ancient coins of Taxila and TJjain, while E forms

the central symbol of the two Sanchi necklaces.*

The lotus flowers in Plate X are taken from pillars as

well as rails. The specimens E and G are taken from rails

of the exact size required for the six large pillars shown in

Plates VI and VII, and, as they were found not far from
where the pillars were set up, it is very probable that they
may have iDelonged to the same railing.

Of the architraves or coping stones which covered the

lines of pillars, very few specimens have been found at

Mathura, and these are of only three kinds, all of which are

represented in Plate VIII. These examples show the same
strict adherence to stereotyped forms, as we see in the pillars

and rails whether at Sanchi, at Mathura, at Kosambi, at

Bitha, or at Gaya, where the same forms are rigidly preserved

throughout. This general uniformity of the architecture of

the Buddhists, both in design and in detail, shows a wide-

spread organization which was probably due to the zealous

propagation of their religion by missionary monks from the
time of Asoka to that of Kanishka and his successors.

The coping stone of the Buddhist railings is always
rounded at the top, with a depth somewhat greater than its

breadth. At Sanchi all the copings are quite plain, and so

also is a single specimen found at Bitha, as well as a small
granite coping stone discovered at Gaya. All the three

examples from Mathura, however, are riehly ornamented

—

the middle speeimen B on one side only, but the other two,
A and C, on both sides.

The dress of the people is a point of mueh interest and
importance, as the general style of most of the female
figures has led to the opinion that at least certain classes of
the women must have been in the usual habit of appearing
in public almost naked. At first sight, the female figures on
the pillars in Plates VI and VII, and Eig. B in Plate XI,
would seem to be entirely naked, with the exception of brace-
lets and anklets and a broad bead girdle around the loins.

But a closer and more minute examination reveals the fact

* Tree and Serpent Worship, Plate III, fig. 4.
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that some of them, at least, must have on a petticoat, as its

skii’t is distinctly sculptured in front of the ankles.* See
especially Figs, A and E of Plate VI, and the figure in
Plate VII, as well as the separate female statue in Plate XI,
Fig. 0. In these instances, I think, there can he no doubt
of the intention of the sculptor to indicate that the figures

did actually wear clothing even down to their feet, although
his ideas of art compelled him to display every part of their

limbs and bodies as if they were really quite naked. In
Figs. B, C, and D of Plate VI the skirts of the clothing do
not appear in front of the ankles, and therefore I conclude
that the sculj)tor’s intention was to represent them actually

naked. Indeed, the action of the girl in Fig. C seems to me
to declare her own intention of exposing her person. It is

for this reason that I consider all the nude and apparently
nude females on these pillars to represent dancing girls post-

ing themselves in various attitudes, some of them more or

less immodest, during the intervals of the dance. I observe
also that not one of these supposed dancing girls has a long
necklace of pearls, such as is seen on Fig. C of Plate XI.

There is also another difference in the attirement of

Fig. C of Plate XI, and that of the other female figures,

which consists of a broad flat belt passing round the outside

of the upper part of the head girdle. This peculiar flat belt

is shown on a large scale in Fig. A of Plate XI, which is

taken from a fragment of a colossal female statue found in

the Xankali excavations. It is evidently tied in a double

how, and is apparently made of some costly material, which
was worth emlDroidering. I notice that one of the ends is

placed towards the right, while the other hangs down midway
between the thighs. The same arrangement is observed in

Fig. C, hut in this case the middle end is much longer than
the other.

It would appear that this broad stiff belt was perhaps a
mark of distinction, as it is also worn by men of rank, such
as Fig. D of Plate XI, who, as he holds a thunderbolt in his

* That some of the figures -n-hich at first sight may appear unclothed are not actually

naked, I can give one notable instance in Fig. 1, Plate XLIII, of Fergusson’s Tree and Serpent

Worship, in which the two women kneeling before the wheel symbol are represented as

completely naked. But this is not correct, as they are both clothed from the waist down to

the knees, as may be seen in the plaster cast of this gateway now at the Kensington Museum.
This is not a matter of opinion, as I am now writing with a large photograph of this scene

Iviug before me, more than half the size of the original, which I owe to the kindness of

Mr. II. Cole.
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hand, must be either a royal personage or a god. It is worn
also by another male figure on one of the Buddhist railings

found in the jail mound, which, as it has a halo around,

and an umbrella over, the head, is most probably intend-

ed for Buddha himself. At any rate, if not Buddha, he must
be some royal personage. Bor these reasons I look upon the

broad belt as a mark of dignity, whether it be worn by men
or by women.
The common name for a woman’s zone or girdle is kdnclii^

or the “ binder,” which would apply exactly to the fiat belt

of these sculptures. But the broad bead girdle of several

strings must be the saptaM, or “ seven-string”^ girdle of the

old Hindus. In no instance, however, have I yet seen more
than six strings ; but I have no doubt that the most approved
girdle of one of the fashionable dancing girls had the full

complement of seven strings. Thin and scanty as the dress

of the women appears to have been, that of the men was
equally susceptible of displaying the minutest portions of

the figure. I have given a specimen of the male costume in

Plate XI, Pig. D, which is perhaps as suggestive of nudity

as that of the women. Several figures similarly pourtrayed

have been found at Mathura, and one at Nongarh near
Lakhisarai in Bihar. But as this last is made of the spotted

red stone from the Bupbas and Sikri quarries near Mathura,
there is no proof that this peculiar style of display had
extended beyond Mathura. The lower clothing seems to be
the usual dhoti of the Hindu, with its ample folds hanging
between the legs. But the sculptor’s anxiety to conceal

no portion of the figure has led him to pourtray the dhoti as

if its folds hung behind the wearer instead of in front.

The ample clothing worn by both the male figures in

the scenes sculptured on the back of the pillars in Plate VII
shows that the style of male costume above described had
not been universally adopted, if indeed it was not simply a
conventional mode of the sculptor’s art to display as much
as possible of the human form.

In Plate XII I have given a few specimens of the style

of wall ornamentations which appears to have been generally

used in the great religious buildings at Mathura. Pig. A,
Plate XII, shows the foliage and flowers of the sal tree,

which are very successfully treated. I had already identified

the floiver, long before I thought of the possibility of the

artist’s intention, by a reference to the well known subject
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of Maya Devi standing under the sM tree, which she held
with her right hand while she gave birth to Buddha. The
subject is shown in Big. B of Plate XII, where the treat-

ment of the flower is exactly the same as in the larger

example A, which leaves no doubt that this was intended for

a representation of the sal tree.

The border on the left hand of Pig. C of Plate XII is

an evident representation of a vine with grapes ; but the
treatment of the leaves is curious, all the points having been
rounded off. Whether this was the usual conventional treat-

ment adopted by the Mathura sculptors, I have not yet been
able to ascertain. The border on the right hand is, I think,

intended for some fruit like the custard-apple. The middle
portion of the slab shows a judicious treatment of simple
flowers in contiguous squares, which, by lengthening the leaves

of the alternate flowers, effectually removes the monotonous
arrangement of the squares.

In my Beport of 1862-63 I identified the Katra and jail

mounds with the two principal Buddhist establishments

described by the Chinese pilgrim Hwen Thsang. Contrary
to his usual custom, his account of Mathura is singularly

meagre and inexact. The first monastery which he notices

is described as standing on a mountain at 5 or 6 li (about

one mile) to the east of the city, and approached by a valley.

As there are no hills or valleys at Mathura, and the river

Jumna washes the eastern side of the city for its whole
length, we must be content to take a height for a mountain,
a holloio between two heights as a valley, and to alter the

east to the loest side of the city. But even after we have
accepted these necessary corrections, it is difficult to make the

pilgrim’s descriptions agree with the actual positions of the

ruined mounds of the present day. The Katra mound is

the most prominent height about Mathura
;
and, as it was

undoubtedly the site of a great Buddhist establishment, it has

perhaps a better claim to be identified with JJpagupta's

monastery than any other. But then it lies immediately to

the west of the city instead of one mile to the east of it.

The Chaubdra mounds are not less than one mile and a
half from the present city, in a west-south-west direction

;

but from some of the outlying houses they might be de-

scribed without any inaccuracy as being one mile to the west

of the city. Their heights, however, are insignificant, and
there are absolutely no such hollows as might be pardonably
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described as valleys even by an enthusiastic Buddhist.

Near the Katrd there actually are real hollows from 25 to

30 feet deep between the mounds. The Katra, therefore,

better suits the description of the JJpagujita mouastery as

situated on a height, while the Chanbara mounds better

fulfil the description of one mile to the west of the city.

Perhaps the fortunate discovery of an inscription at some
future day may settle this unsatisfactory question. I con-

fess, however, to a strong bias towards the Katra mound, as

it alone has other mounds to the north, in which we could

expect to find the stone chamber in which all the converts

made by Upagupta had deposited slips of bambu. In one
of these mounds at the present day a bhisti or water-

carrier now occupies a good sized room, which has been
excavated at diflPerent times in the stiff soil of the mound.
The position of the other place mentioned by the pilgrim

is, I think, much less dubious. It is described as being four

miles to the south-east of the stone chamber of TJpagupta.

Tins description, whether taken from the Katra or from the

Chanbara mounds, corresponds very closely with that of the

jail mound, in which so many remains of a large Buddhist
establishment have been discovered. Here then I would fix

the site of the famous “ dry tank” into which the pious

monkey fell in a fit of enthusiastic joy when his offering of

honey had been accepted by Buddha. Here there still is a
large tank as well as a mound, and I think, therefore, that

the jail mound is the actual site of the place described by
Hwen Thsang.

INSCRIPTIONS.

I must now turn to the inscriptions, which form the most
valuable portion of the Mathma discoveries, as they contain
the names of three different kings, as well as numerous
Samvat dates, which serve to fix the age of the architcc-

tm’al and sculptured remains of which Mathura has yielded
such a plentiful supply. Twenty-nine of these inscriptions

have already been translated by Professor Howson,* to whom
I submitted them with my readings of the dates. Prom
these I have selected all the dated inscriptions, with others

mentioning kings’ names, and have added all the dated

* Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal, new series, Vol, V.
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inscriptions of my recent discoveries. These now form a
collection of 24 inscriptions, which I have arranged chrono-
logically in four plates.* Nine of them have had the
advantage of being translated by Professor Dowson. Of the

remainder, I have given my own limited translations of the

legible portions, including always the date of the record and
the name of the reigning king, when it is mentioned.

All the inscriptions have been carefully reduced by scale,

and every letter has since been compared with the original

paper inscriptions. The copies now given of Nos. 22 and 23
are more perfect than those which were published with
Professor Dowson’s translations, as I have now enjoyed a

fresh opportunity of making fresh impressions from the

original statues.

JAIL MOUND.

No. 1, Plate XIII.

—

Satrap Saudasa.—’Zowy Slab.

1.—* Swmmsya mahdlcsliatrapasya Saibddsasya Gajavarena Brdhmanena
Segrava Sagotrena *

2.—* * rani Ima kshdyamada ptishkaranainam pascJiima puskkaranim,
udapdno, drdmo, Stamlhali

This inscription records the gifts of a Brahman named
Gajamra of the Segrava-gotra during the time of Saudasa,
the great satrap of the lord (paramount, whose name is

lost) of tanks called Kshayaioada, besides a western tank,

a well, a garden, and a pillar .—Professor Dowson.

KING KANISHKA.—KANKALI MOUND.

No. 2, Plate XIII.

—

Samvat 5.

—

Jain Pedestal.

\ —* * Bodila bJiedha Vdsu Bevd pravi * * Siddhah Sam 5

—

lie 1

—

Bi. 12—Asya purrvaye kot * * Sragihato

2.

—

Sarvvasahvdhita Sukhaya * * * ji-to Brahmaddsika to uhhdna
karita * * * Sati

This inscription, dated in the Samvat year 5, in the 1st

month of Demanta (or the winter season), the 12th day,

records some gift by a lady named Brahmadasi (B. C. 52).

* Plates XIII, XIV, XV, aud XVI,
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KANKALI MOUND.

No. 3j Plate XIII.

—

Samvat h.—Jain Pedestal.

* to pativa * * Brahmajdti * * Sam 5— He— 4

—

Pi.
20

—

AsJ/a purvvaye hi maliilaiastja sishya Aryya Garilca to

This inscription records some gift of Aryya Garika, the
disciple of Mahilata, in the Samvat year 5, in the 4th
month of Hemanta (or the winter season), the 20th day
(B. C. 52).

KANKALI MOUND.

No. 4, Plate XIII.

—

Samvat 9.—Jain Pedestal.

1.

—Siddham MaMrdjasya Kanishlcasya Samvatsare navame * * *

Mdsepratk * 1 Pivase 5

—

Asya purvvaye hoteya to ganai to

* nihlia * * rdia vaird to suJchd to vachaka

2.

—

* * dliava * disa * * na bud * hlia jimita * * *

vikada

This important inscription is dated in the 9th Samvat
year (Samvatsare navame), in the 1st month (name of season

lost), the 5th day, during the reign of the great K.ing

Kanishka (B. C. 48.)

KANKALI MOUND.

No. 5, Plate XIII.

—

Circa, B. C. 40.—Pouhtful figure.

1.

—* * * * ghoshaka parahasdlika vairakasapdta vatah * * *

2.

—

* * (ma) hdrdjdtirajasya Kanishlcasya Samvatsa (re)

This is another record of the great Kanishka, but the

Samvat year is unfortunately lost.

KANKALI MOUND.

No. 6, Plate XIII.

—

Samvat 20.—Jain figure.

1.

—Biddham Sam—20

—

Gr ma I—Pi 25—Koteya to ganata * taya

ta kula ta uara ta gakha to sirika ta srdkhikdye de

2.

—taye ddnam

3.

— Varddhamdna pra
4.—tima 1

5.

—* * uita Vachakasya argya sangha sahasya na * natatilasya
* * * viti

6.

—lasaktha biniya Jayavalasya ndgadina * chanata denayam blia *
* *

This inscription, which is dated in tire Samvat year 20,

in the 1st month of Grishma (the hot season), the 25th day,
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records the gift of one statue of Varddliamana ( Fratima I) ;

and, as the figure is naked, there can he no doubt that it

represents the Jain Farddhamdna, or Mahdvira, the last of
the twenty-four pontiffs.

KANKALI MOUND.

No. 7, Plate XIII.
—Samvat 22.

1.

—

* * Sdrttavdhiniye DJiarmma Somdye ddnam, namo ara-

hanitdnam

2.

—

Siddha7n Samva 22

—

Gri. 1—Di * {a)sya pwvvaye Vdchakasya

dryya, matridinasya * *

This inscription records the gift of a merchant’s wife

(Sarttavahini) named Dharma-soma in the Samvat year 22,

in the 1st month of Grishma (the hot season), the number
of the day last (B. C. 35).

KING VASUDEVA.

No. 8, Plate XV.—Jail Mound.

—

Slab. Sainvat 44.

1.

—Mahdrdjasya i'd [jdtirdja)

2.

—sya Devaputrasya Vdsu {Bevasya)

3.—Samvatmre 44, VarsJia Md
4.—se prathame divase

5.

—

trinsa, 30, asya purvvaya

6.—talekeyam Mahddandi

7.

—sayamkasya Va
8. —lenosya Katomeha

“ (In the reign) of the great king, the king of kings, the
son of heaven, Vdsu Deva, in the Samvat year 41, in Varsha
(the rainy season), the 1st month, the 30th day. On that
very day * * (B. 0. ’13).” (The remainder is too much
mutilated to he translated, and as it contained only the
names of donors, the loss is of little consequence.)

KING HUVISHKA, near KANKALI MOUND.

No. 9, Plate XIV.
—Samvat .—Elephant Capital,

1.

—Mdhdrajasya Devaputrasya Huvishkasya, Sam 39
2.—He 3—Di. II—Etaya purvvaye Nandi Visdla

3.—Pratishlhapito Siva-ddsa Sreshtiputrena Sreshthina

4.—Aryyenah Rudra-ddsena arahaiita^iam pujdye

“ (In the reign) of the Maharaja Huvishka, the son of
heaven, in the Samvat year 39, in Hemanta (the cold
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season), tlie 3rd month, the 11th day. On that date this ele-

j

phant (or great Nandi) was set up by the son of Siva Dasa

i

Sreshti, the noble Sreshti E-udra I)asa, to the honour of the

Arhats (B. C. 18).”

! KANKALI MOUND.

;

No. 10, Plate XIV.—Samvat 47.

1.—Sam, 47, Gr. 2—

—

Etasi/a purovaye varani gdti pati

I

vamika Vdchavasya Lehinaddsya Sasasya Senasya ninatanam

Sanakada,

2.—* * * paskdna vadhaya giha * * *

This inscription is dated in the Samvat year 47, the
2nd month of Grishma (the hot season), the 20th day
(B. C. 10).

JAIL MOUND.

No. 11, Plate XIV.

—

Samvat 47 .—Base of Pillar.

Samvatsare 47, Gr. 3, Di. 5. Asya purvvaye danam Bhikshusya
Pharma Devasya

“ In the Samvat year 47, in Grishma (the hot season), the

3rd month, the 5th day. On that date the gift of the
mendicant Dharma Deva (B. C. 10).”

JAIL MOUND.

No. 12, Plate XIV.

—

Samvat 47 .—Base of Pillar.

Sam. 47, Gr. 4,

—

Pi. 4 .—Mahdrdjasya Rdjatirajasya Pevaputrasya

Huvislikasya Vihdre ddnam bhikshusya Jivakasya Udeyanakasya
kumhhako 25 Sarvasatwa hita, Sukham bhiavatu Sanghe chatur

dise *

“ In the Samvat year 47, in Grishma (the hot season), the

4th month, the 4th day. Gift to the Vihdra of the great

king, the king of kings, the son of heaven, Ruvishka, by
the mendicant Jivaka Udeyana. May it be to the benefit,

welfare and happiness of all in the four quarters (of the

world) (B. C. 10;.”—Pro/*. Rowson.

* I have corrected the reading of chatur dose to chatur dise, which is the true

reading, and have slightly altered the translation accordingly.

E
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JAIL MOUND.
No. 13, Plate XIV.—Samvat 47 .—Base of Pillar.

Bdnam Bevilasya Badhikundi* I)evikulikasya, Sain. 47,— (?r.—4,
Divase 25

“ Gift of Devila of the family of Dadhikundi Devi, in the

Samvat year 47, in Grishma (the hot season), the 4th month,
the 25th day (B. C. 10).”

—

Frof. Fowson.

JAIL MOUND.
No. 14, Plate XIV.—Samvat 47.

Batta Sta {mbhd) 126; Sam 47— Va 4

—

Bi. 11

“ Presented pillar 126 in the Samvat year 47, in Varsha
(the rainy season), the 4th month, the 11th day (B. C. 10).”
—Frof. Fowson.

KANKALI MOUND.
No. 15, Plate XIV.—Samvat 48.

1,—Mahdrdjasya Huvishkasya Sam. 48— He. 4

—

Bi. 5

2.—Barna JJdsayakula ukonasaya Siviya dhard

“(In the reign) of Maharaja Huvishka, in the Samvat year

48, in Hemanta (the winter season), the 4th month, the 5th

day (B. C. 9).”

N. B .—The right half of each of these two lines is

wanting.

KANKALI MOUND.
No. 16, Plate Xf.—Samvat 83 .—Pedestal of naked statue, life-size.

1.—Siddham Mahdrdjasya Vdsu Bevasya, sam 83, Gr. 2, Bi 16
etasya purvvaye Senasya

2.—* * tridattasya vagrayevya * cha * sya gad-dhikasya * *

vichitiye Jina-ddsiya protima

“ (In the reign) of Maharaja Vasu Deva, in the Samvat
year 83, in Grishma (the hot season), the 2nd month, the

16th day. On that very date the gift of an image.” (The
rest cannot be made out satisfactorily).—(A. D. 26.)

JAIL MOUND.

No. 17, Plate XV.—Samvat 83 .—Seated Buddha.

Sam 83, Gr. 2, Bi. 25, etave purvvaye * *

“ In the Samvat year 83, in Grishma (the hot season), the

2nd month, the 25th day. On that date * *” (A. D. 26).
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KANKALI MOUND.
No. 18, Plate XV.

—

Samvat 87. Naked figure, life-size.

1.—Siddham Mahdrdjasya Rdjatirdjasya Shd/iir Vasu Devasya
%.—Sam 87, He 2, Hi 30
3.—Rutasavdptayasya piiri suvdsi dcasya ritaka Sreshti

4.—* * pa * ma

“ (In the reign) of the great king, the king of kings, the
Shdhi, Vdsu Deva, in the Samvat year 87, in Hemanta (the
cold season), the 2nd month, the 30th day.” (The remainder
cannot be read out satisfactorily).— (A. D. 30.)

KANKALI MOUND.
No. 19, Plate XV.

—

Samvat 90.

1.—Samvatsare 90, Va ***** Kutuhani vedanasya

vadhinga
2.—Ka * * ga * * tata * * vahi * Katakaldta

Majhama to Sdkkd * * * Sanikaya hliaii * Iddha thahhdvi

This inscription is unfortunately too much mutilated to

be deciphered. It is dated in the Samvat year 90, in Varsha
(the rainy season).— (A. D. 33).

KANKALI MOUND.
No. 20, Plate XV.

—

Samvat 98.—Naked standing figure.

1.—Siddham Aum (?) Namo Arahate Makdvuasya Hevandsasya-

Rdjnya Vdsu Hevasya, Samvatsare 98, Varsha Mdse, 4 divase,

11 etasya

2.—purvvaye Hehiniyd to gana * puridha * kd hddnapeta
pntrika to Sdkhdgatiasya Aryya Henadat * na

3.—ryya kshanasya

4.—prakagirna

5.—kdhadiye praja

6.—tasya pravarakasya Hhalri Varunosya Ganddakasya ma * ya
Mitrasa * * dattaga

7.—ye * * * * vata maha

The first line of this inscription is the only important
part of it, the rest being a mere string of names of the

donors. The terminative of the name of Mahdvira and of

his title Demndsa in the possessive sya is perhaps a mistake
of the sculptor of the letters. I should have expected
Maliavirdya Devandsdya, readings which are countenanced by
the half-formed d attached to the r of filahdvirasya. Adopting
these alterations, the opening may be rendered as follows :

—

“ Glory to the Arhat Mahavira, the destroyer of the

Devas ! (In the reign) of the King Yasu Deva, in the
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Samvat year 98, in Varsha (the rainy season), the 4th month,
the 11th day. On that very date,” &c. (A. I). 41).

No. 31, PJate XVI.—Aligarh Institute.—Nailing pillar from Mathura.

\.~hapa * * * *

2.—hhuti ^ * tsa

3.—putrasa * * lasa

4.—Bhana bhiUisa danam vedaha
5.—torunana cha ratana graha sa

6.—va Budha pnjaye salia mata pi
7.—trohisaha chatuha parishahi

This inscription was originally cut on a corner pillar of

an enclosure with sockets for rails on two adjacentfaces, and
sculptures on the other two faces. Afterwards another rail-

ing was attached, and fresh holes of a much larger size were
then cut in the face bearing the inscription. Some of the

letters in the last line are doubtful ; hut the general drift of

the record is to announce some gift of Dhana-hhutif the son

of * * bhuti, in honour of all the Buddhas.

JAIL MOUND.

No. 22, Plate XVI.—Samvat 135.—Buddhist Pedestal.

1.—Samvatsare Sate panchastrisottaraiame, 135. Pushgamdse divase

vinsati, 20. Beya dharmdyam vihdrasya Mitra * *

2.—de V yadatra-punyam tad-bhavatu mdtdpitroh sarvva

satioatdn cha Anuttarajnd sdptaye

3.—Saubhdgyam pratirupata guna cha vikirtti pattakshaya Sri mato
vibhavd-bhuva sukha-phaldni * * *

4.—Astasthani * * *

“ In the year one hundred and thirty-five ( 135), on the
twentieth (20th) day of the month Pushya. This votive

offering to the Vihar. May the pious action here performed
tend to the welfare of my parents and all. Por the acquisi-

tion of the irrefragable doctrine.”— (xA. D. 78).

—

Prof.
JDowson.

To this translation Professor Bowson adds : “the inscrip-

tion is imperfect, hut fortunately the defective portion is

apparently of no importance, as what is left of it consists

only of pious aspirations. The sentence in the second line,

which clearly reads Amittara~jnd Sdptaye, is inaccurate. Its

correct wording will he found in the following inscription,

Ko. 23. It is a prayer for the avdpti, that is, the acquisition,

or, as probably here meant, the spread of the Anuttara-jndna.

Jndna, or knowledge, may he translated as doctrine. Anut-
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tara admits of two interpolations, being eitlier that which
cannot be excelled, or that which cannot be answered.”*

KATRA MOUND.

No. 23, Plate XVI.—Samvat 281.

1.—PeyacViarw.dyam yasd Vihdre Sdhya Bhikshunyaka * * yada-
tra punyam tad hhavdtu sarva sa

2.—twetdm anuitarajanavdptaye. Samvatsrah 281

“ This is a votive offering to the Yasa Vihaea by the

mendicant priest of Sakya * * May this virtuous action

tend to the general good. Tor the acquisition of the irrefra-

gable doctrine.”—(A. D. 224).—Prq/1 Doicson.

KATRA MOUND.

No. 24, Plate XVI.—Circa—A. D. 150.

—

Slab.

I found this inscription in 1853 with its face down-
wards, forming part of the pavement immediately outside

the Katra gateway. It is unfortunately broken and imper-

fect ;
but as the fragment is in excellent preservation, I have

been able to read every letter, and to complete the inscription

as far as it goes, as I found that it is, letter for letter, the same
as the opening of the Bhitari and lower Bihar pillar inscrip-

tions. It records the well-known genealogy of the Gupta
family, from Sri Gupta down to Samudra Gupta.

In the plate I have given the restored portions in thin

letters to the left and right, the middle portion in thick

letters being the Mathura stone, which is now in the Lah6r
Museum. It is not necessary to give any translation or

transcript of this inscription, as both may be consulted in

Mie accounts of Dr. Mill and BAbu Rajendra LM Mitra.*

But the Mathura version of this record is in such excellent

preseiwation, and its letters are so well defined and clearly

cut, that I thought it advisable to publish a copy of it for

the purpose of giving the means of comparison between the
alphabetical characters of the earlier inscriptions of the
Indo-Scythians and those of their Gupta successors. The
most marked change is in the forms of the letters m and n ;

but the older m still continued in use, as may be seen on the
coins of Samudra Gupta, where it is preserved in his title of
Fardkrama, while the new form is used in bis name of

* Royal Asiatic Society’s Journal, new series, Vol. V, p. 184.
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Samudra. The new form of m is invariably used in all the
latter Mathura inscriptions after the time of the Indo-
Scythians, as may be seen in Nos. 22 and 23 inscriptions of
Plate XV, and in Nos. 8, 9, 18, 19, 24 and 26 of my
Mathura inscriptions translated by Professor Dowson.* The
earliest use of the new m that I have discovered is in the
Samvat year 98. This form occurs three times in the inscrip-

tion, which opens as follows :

—

(Sa) mvat varshe 98 md 1

It must therefore have been adopted in some parts of the
country at even an earlier date.

The letter n I take to be the best test letter for these early

inscriptions. In the inscriptions of the Indo-Scythian period
it is formed of one perpendicular stroke standing upon a
horizontal stroke. In the inscriptions of the Gupta period

it always takes the loop form, which is well shown in the
word kritdnta, in the third line of this Mathura example,
while the earlier form of the Indo-Scythian period may be
seen in the second line of No. 21 inscription in the same
plate. The old form alone is used in the inscription, dated
Samvat 135, but in the inscription of Samvat 281 both forms
are used.

As a general rule, I have found that the new forms of

m and n occur always when the record of the gift begins

with the words Deya dliarmmdyam, a formula which was
never used during the Indo-Scythian period, the simple ddnam
being then the only acknowledged form of registering a gift.

The most marked difference between the alphabetical

characters of the Satrap inscription and those of the Indo-

Scythian inscriptions is in the letter y, when it is attached

to another letter, as in Swdmisya, Kshatrapasya, and Ddsasyaf^

which preserve the old normal form unchanged, while all

the Indo-Scythian inscriptions beginning from the earliest

date of Samvat 5 give the modified form of the attached y,

which was adopted by the Guptas, and which has descended

down to the present day.

The information to be derived from these inscriptions is

of the greatest value for the ancient history of India. The
general purport of all of them is the same, to record the

gifts of certain individuals, either Jains or Buddhists, for the

honour of their religion, and for the benefit of themselves

* Roynl Asiatic Society’s Journal, Vol. V, new series, Plates II and III.
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and fheir parents. When the inscriptions are confined to

this simple announcement, they are of little importance, but

as the donors in most of these Mathura records have added

the name of the reigning king, and the Samvat date at the

time of the gift, they form in fact so many skeleton pages of

the lost history of India. The direct amount of information

which they give belongs to an early and very interesting

period, just before and after the Christian era, when, as we
learn from the Chinese authorities, the Indo-Scythiaus had

conquered the whole of Northern India, although the actual

extent of their conquests was quite unknown. Hence the

great value of the present inscriptions, from which we learn

that the permanent occupation of Mathura had been effected

some time before the Samvat year 9, when the Indo Scythian

Prince Kanishka filled the throne of North-West India and
the Panjab.*

Two of the inscriptions are dated in the Samvat year 5,

or B. C. 52,t hut as they do not give the king’s name, it is

uncertain whether they belong to the reign of Kanishka.

But if not, they must then be assigned to the reign of his

predecessor JFema-kadphises, whom I suppose to have been
the real founder of the Samvat era, which was afterwards

known by the name of Vikramaditya.

Only one inscription of a date earlier than the Samvat
has yet been found in Mathura, although it has yielded a
coin of the time of Asoka, with the name of TJpdtikyd in

well formed lat characters. This early inscription is a record

of the time of the great Satrap Sauddsa,\ who would
appear to have been the tributary of some king (Sivdmi),

whose name is unfortunately lost. I possess several copper
coins of Sauddsa, all of which were obtained in Mathura.
Prom the legend of these coins, which is in Pali, we learn

' that his father was a Satrap before him. I read it as
' follows :

—

Mahdkhatapasa putrasa khatapasa Sauddsasa “ (coin) of

I

the great Satrap’s son, the- Satrap Saudasa.”§ The legend

I

of these coins is on the obverse, which presents a standing
male figure holding an undulating streamer in his right

* See No. 4 inscription in Plate XIII.

f Plate XIII, Nos. 2 and 3 inscriptions,

j Plate XIII, No. 1 inscription,

§ See Prinsep’s Essays by Thomas, Vol. II, plate 44, fig. 21, for specimens of these

rare coins.
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liand. To his left there is a double trident, and beneath his

feet a Sioastika, or mystic cross. The reverse is occupied
by a standing female figime with two small elephants, one
on each side of her head, which are anointing her with water
from vessels held in their trunks. As this type is found on
a unique didrachma of Azilises, the coins of Saudasa may
safely be referred to his date, which cannot be later than
from 80 to 70 B. C., and as the inscription of Saudasa is

certainly older than those which are dated in the Saravat

year 5, or B. C. 52, the date of this Satrap may he accepted

as ranging from B. C. 70 down to the period of the Indian

conquests of Wema Kadphises in B. C. 57, and perhaps

even a few years later, as the absence of any record of

Wema Kadphises at Mathura may perhaps sliow that the

government was entrusted by him to its previous ruler as a
tributary Satrap.

According to the testimony of his coins, the father of

Saudasa was also a Mahdkshatrapa, or Great Satrap before

him. Now, similar coins to those which bear the name of

Saudasa have already been discovered in Mathura with the

name of Rdjubula, whilst other coins, found also at Mathura,
give the name of Ranjahula. On the first class of coins,

which are of copper and of the same types on both sides as

the coins of Saudasa, the legend in India- Pali characters is

simply Mahdkhatapasa Rdjuhulasa (coin) of the great Satrap

Bajubul.* As these coins are directly and intimately con-

nected with those of Saudasa, by being found in the same
place, by bearing the same types, and by belonging to the

same period of time, there seems to me a very strong pro-

bability that Rdjubul was the father of Saudfisa.

The other class of the coins of Bajuhul was deciphered

and published by me in 1854. f The coins of this class

are billon hemidrachmas, which are evident imitations of the

late hemidrachmas of Straton, of which, indeed, a large num-
ber was found in company with these coins of Rdjubul.

The obverse of both bears a rude head, and the reverse the

well known figure of Athene Promachos, which is so com-
mon on the coins of the Greek princes of Ariana and India. $

The obverse bears a corrupt Greek legend, which, by a com-

* See Prinsep’s Essays by Thomas, Vol. II, Pl.ate 44, fig. 20.

t Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1854, p. 679.

j Ditto ditto, Plate XXXV, figs. 5, 6, and 7.
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parison of several specimens, gives the name and titles of

the prince as

—

BASIAEQS BASIAEliN SEITHPOS PAZIOBaXov

“ (coin) of the king of kings, the preserver Raziob (al).” The
legend of the reverse in well defined Ariana-Pali characters

reads on one variety Chhatropasa apratihatachakrasa Itan~

jubulasa “ (coin) of the Satrap, invincible with the discus,

Ranjtjbul.” The other varieties have the second title short-

ened to apratichakrasa, but this does not alter the meaning.
As I have obtained several of these coins of Ranjubul

in the Eastern Panjab, I conclude that he was a native chief,

wlio held North-West India towards the close of the Greek
rule in B. C. 120. His dominions must have extended from
Kangra to Multan, and from Sangala to Mathura; and I

think it very probable that he may have preserved his autho-

rity by an acknowledgment, either nominal or real, of the

supremacy of the Indo-Scythian Princes Azas and Azilises.

His type of the goddess anointed by the elephants connects

him with Azilises, while that of Athene JPromachos connects
him with the later Greek princes. His date, therefore, may
be fixed approximately at from 120 to 80 B. C., and that of

his son Saudasa from 80 to 57 B. C.

Erom later dated inscriptions* we find that Kanishka was
succeeded by Huvishka, who was reigning in the Samvat
years 39, 47, and 48, and who in turn was succeeded by
Vasu Deva, whose reign extended down to Samvat 98, or

A. D. 51,t the whole covering nearly a century of one of the
least known periods of Indian history.

Here it may be asked, “ Why should Vasu Deva, whose
name is purely Indian, be called an Indo-Scythian ?” The
question is a very pertinent one, but the reply, which is, I
think, most complete and satisfactory, may shortly be
summed up as follows :

—

—All three princes take the title of JDevaputra, or
“son of heaven,”:^ which is not a mere honorary appellation
that might be adopted by all royal personages, but a dis-

tinctive family title, which I take to be the declaration of

* Plate XV, Nos. 9, 12, and 15 Inscriptions,

t Plate XV, No. 20 iusciiption.

J Kanishka takes this title in the Bahawalpur inscription. See Royal Asiatic Society’s

.Tonrnal, new series, Vol. IV. Huvishka takes the title in luy No. 9 inscription, Plate XIV’,
and Vasu Deva in my No. 8 inscription, Plate XV.
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their connection with the imperial dynasty of China. The
“ great son of heaven,” as the Chinese Emperor styled him-
self, was called Nagpur for ^agaputr, or the “ son of god,

”

hy the Persians of the Sassanian period, for which the most
direct Indian equivalent is Demputra.

%id .—All three princes take the title of “king of the
Korcmo^' or Kushdii tribe, the latter being the native form
of the name both on their coins and in their inscriptions.

'Srd .—The coins of all three princes are found over the
same extent of country from Kabul to Banaras, and from
Kashmir to Sindh and Malwa. They are of the same
character, whether in gold or in copper, and evidently belong
to j)rinces of the same dynasty.

Mh .—Vasu Deva takes the title of Shdhi* which we
know from numerous coins both in silver and copper,! as

well as from the Jain records published by Dr. Bhau Daji,

to have been the distinctive | title of the Indo-Scythian
princes.

bth .—In the inscription of Samudra Gupta on the

Allahabad pillar, the titles of Devaputra, Shdhdn, Slidhi are

applied to the Indo-Scythian king who was contemporary
with the Sakas and Murundas.
On these grounds I venture to assign King Vasu Deva

to the dynasty of Indo-Scythian princes who ruled over

Korth-Western India and the Panjab just before and after

the Christian era. On the gold coins, which are numerous,
his name was read by Wilson as Baraoro, but the true

reading is bazoaho,§ which on the small copper coins is

shortened to the spoken form of bazaho, these being

respectively the Greek renderings of Bdsu Deo and Bds
Deo.

I am inclined to identify this Vasu Deva with the founder

of the Kanwa or Kanwayana family of the Puranas. In
the Baja Tarangini the three Indo-Scythian kings—Hushka,
Jushka and Kanishka—are called Ttirushkdnioaya, and this,

as I conjecture, may possibly have been the original form of

the dynastic name in the Puranas. We should thus have

the Pauranic Vasu Deva and his three successors identified

as Indo-Scythians ;
and, as the dates of the two Vasu Devas

* Plate XV, No. 18 inscription.

t See Ariana Antiqua, Plate XVI, fig. 18, and PI. XVII, fig. 11.

J Bombay Asiatic Society’s Journal, Vol. IX, p. 140.

§ Ariana Antiqua, Plate XIV, figs. 14 and 18.
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correspond, there would be no difficulty in accepting their

identity. According to the Piiranas* the names of the four

Kanwa princes were as follow :

—

Vasu Deva

Reign.

9 years

Bhumi Mitra • • • • • • 14

Narayaua ... • • • ... 12 )}

Susarman ... ... 10

45 years

and the date assigned to them is between 66 and 21 B. C.

In some copies of the Puranas the dm’ation of the dynasty

is stated at 345 years, which has very generally been objected

to, as being impossible. But precisely the same objection of

impossibility may be raised against the shorter period of

45 years applied to four generations. Ifmy conjecture regard-

ing the identity of the two Vasu Devas may be accepted, I

would propose to adopt 145 or 135 years as the true number,
and to place the names of Wema-Kad]3hises, Kanishka, and
Huvishka before that of Vasu Deva.

This proposed arrangement receives some countenance
from different details of apparently the same dynasty which
was reigning at the same period, as preserved by the Jain

author Merutunga.f He gives the names and lengths of

reigns as follow :

—

Reign.

Vikramaditya ... 60 years

DliarmMitya 40 „
Bhailla ... 11 „
Nailla ... 14 „
Naliada... 10 „

135 years

In this list it is noteworthy that the length of reign

assigned to VikramMitya, 60 years, coincides exactly with
that given to the three Indo-Scythian princes, Hushka,
Jushka, and Kanishka, in the Kaja Tarangini. If, therefore,

we substitute these three names for that of Vikramaditya,
by accepting the latter as a title applicable to the three

brothers, we shall then have Dharmaditya as the representa-

* Hall’s edition of Wilson’s Vishnu Purana, Vol. IV, p. 193.

f Dr. Rhau Daji, Bomba}' Asi.atic Society’s .Tonrnal, Vol. IX, 149.
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th^e of Vasu Deva, while his three successors, who reigned,

respectively, 11, 14, and 10 years, wall he the same as the three

successors of Vasu Deva, who reigned, respectively, 14, 12,

and 10 years.

By accepting these identifications, the beginning of the

ludo-Scythian rule in India would be fixed in 57 B. C., and
its end in A. D. 79, at wdiich latter date, according to

Hindu belief, the dynasty of Vikramaditya was finally over-

thrown by Salivahan.

The conclusions which I have come to regarding the Indo-

Scythians may be briefly stated as follow :—
The Scythian conqueror of India, according to the Chinese,

was Yun-kao-ching, whose conquests in India extended far

to the east and south. Now Yim is the vulgar pronunciation

of Wem or Wen, and this I take to have been the true name
of the great Indian conqueror, which is found on the coins

in the Greek form of oohmo, and in the Arian legend

as E-ima or Wima. I conclude further that Kao-ching may
also be read as Kao-ting, and that it is identical with the

Greek kaa4>Ic Hc and the Arian Kadpisa, which I take to be

connected with the Indian gadd or club, and to mean the
“ club-bearer,” or something similar. To this title of Kad~
p>hises I would refer the Indian names of Gardhabhilla and
Gandliarra, which, by slight alterations to give meanings in

their own language, the Hindus have applied to the whole

dynasty of Vikramdditya Gardahhilla. That Wema was the

great founder of the Indo-Scythian families, we have the

most convincing evidence given by the* Chinese authorities,

according to whom the King of Sogdiana, in the beginning

of the seventh century, A. D., traced his descent from the

Shaovu WEN of the Yueichi horde through an uninterrupted

line for more than six centuries.* The actual period from
which the six centuries are to be counted back is A. D.

005—616, which fixes the date of the great dynasty in the

first century B. C., or exactly contemporary with Wema
Kadphises. To the same Wen, no less than ten other

princes traced their origin.

Further, I think it not improbable that the very common
coins of the Nameless king, which are found in such numbers
in the Panjab and North-Western India, may he the Indian

* “ liemusat” Nouveaux Melanges Asiaticjues, I, 227. Sliaowu is clearly the same title

as that which is rendered by the Greek ZAOOY or Zavu, and the native Yaua and Yavugn

on the coins of Kadaphes.
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coinage of TVema or Vikramaditya, as no less than three

of the five types of this mysterious money bear the Arian
letter vi on one side.* This assignment is countenanced

by the shapes of some of the Greek and Arian characters,

which are peculiar to the coins of Wema and the Nameless
king.

In proposing these conjectures regarding the possible

identity of Wema Kadphises and Vikramaditya or Garda-
bhilla, I have been partly influenced by the knowledge that

the coins of Wema have been found in large numbers all

over Northern and Western India. Out of 163 Indo-Scythian
coins that were dug up at Ghazipur in 1834, there were 12
of Wema ;

and out of 228 that were dug up near the 92nd
milestone of the Jabalpur Railway, 8 were of Wema. His
coins have also been dug up at Mathura, Butesar, Sankisa,

and Banaras, and they are procurable in every bazar in

Northern India.

A very strong point in favour of the Indo-Scythian origin

of Vikramaditya is the fact that Kanishka, Huvishka, and,

Vasu Deva all make use of the term Samvat or Samvatsara
for their dates without any qualification. That this cannot
be the Saka era of A. I). 79 we are quite certain, as Kanishka
flourished long before that date. The Samvat used by him
and his successors can, therefore, only be the so-called Vik-
ram4ditya Samvat of the Hindus. In India this lasted

during the period of the Indo-Scythian rule, that is, down
to A. H. 79, when it was supplanted by the Saka era, which
was in universal use throughout India until the revival of

the Vikramaditya Samvat by Sri Harsha VikramMitya of

Malwa in the beginning of the sixth century. In Kabul and
the Panjab it was most probably not disturbed until the
time of Mahmud of Ghazni, as we find it used on his bilin-

gual coins for the equivalent Indian date of the Hijra year
of the Arabic legend.

Hitherto I have dwelt only on the political bearing of

these Mathura inscriptions, but their value is equally great

for the religious history of India, as they afford the most
unequivocal evidence of the flourishing state of the Jaina
religion during the period of Indo-Scythian rule, both before

and after the Christian era. I have already noticed the
fact that the statues discovered in the KankMi mound

* See Aviana Antique, Plate IX, figs. 8, 10, 20, 21, auJ 22.
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belonged to the Jaina religion. This is proved by their

being absolutely naked, which also shows that they belonged
to the Digamhara sect of Jains. But the evidence of the
statues is confirmed by the almost stronger testimony of

two of the inscriptions, which mention the well known
names of Varddhamdna and Mahdvira* If these names
had been found on draped statues, their testimony might
perhaps have been doubted ; but, as they are attached to

absolutely naked statues, there can be no doubt whatever
that both names refer to the 24th patriarch of the Jaina
religion.

This is perhaps one of the most startling and important
revelations that has been made by recent researches in India.

It is true that, according to the Jaina books, their faith had
continuously flourished, under a succession of teachers, from
the death of Mahavir in B. C. 527 down to the present

time. Hitherto, however, there was no tangible evidence

to vouch for the truth of this statement. But the Kankali
mound at Mathura has now given us the most complete

and satisfactory testimony that the Jaina religion, even

before the beginning of the Christian era, must have been
in a condition almost as rich and flourishing as that of

Buddha. The KankMi mound is a very extensive one, and
the number of statues of all sizes, from the colossal down-
wards, which it has yielded, has scarcely been surpassed

by the prolific returns of Buddhist sculpture from the jail

mound. But, as not more than one-third of the KankMi
mound has yet been thoroughly searched, it may be confidently

expected that its complete exploration will amply repay all

the cost and trouble of the experiment.

BITHA.

The extensive mounds of ruins at Bitlid, 10 miles to the

south-south-west of Allahabad, were first discovered by the

railway contractors, who possess keen eyes for brick ruins,

which offer a tempting mine for ballasting the line of rail

at a cheap rate. Bhitd or Bhisd is used in many parts of the

North-Western Provinces to denote a mound. At Bhilsa the

stupas are only known by the name of hhitd, or “ mounds,”

of which the diminutive is bhitni, a nipple. But in the pre-

sent instance I believe that the name of Bitha is actually

* See Plate XIII, No. 6 inscription, for VariUlhamana, and Plate XV, No. 20, for

Maliavira.
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derived from the real name of the place in former days.

At present nothing is known of its old name ; but the

following extract from the “ Vira Charitra” of the Jains ap-

pears to me to refer to this very place :
—“Udayanaof the

Yaduvansa race was reigning at Bitbhaya-pattana, in

Sindhu Sauvwadesa, in the time of Mahdvira, and embraced
Jainism. He had a statue of Mahavira made of gosir-

sha chandana, or ‘ ox-head sandalwood,’ for the possession

of which a great battle was fought between him and Chan-
dra Pradyota, Baja of Ujain.”* This very statue is said to

have been afterwards found by Kumar Pal, the well known
Jaina Baja of Gujarat.

Now this same story, substituting only the name of Buddha
for that of Mahavira, is told, word for word, of Udayana, Baja
of Kausambi, who was a contemporary of Buddha and
possessed a gosirsha chandana statue of the great teacher.

Udayana, King of the Vatsas, who reigned at Kausambi,
is well known, and so also is the position of his capital,

which I have satisfactorily identified with the present large

village of Kosam on the left bank of the Jumna, 30 miles

above Allahabad. As there can be little doubt that the
Udayana of the Jaina story is the same king as the
Buddhist Ud%ana, the position of Bithhaya-pattana ought
certainly to be looked for within the limits of the Kausambi
kingdom. This is fulfilled by the position of the great ruin-

ed mounds of Bitha, which are not more than 25 miles to

the east of Kausambi, but on the opposite bank of the
Jumna.

The antiquity of Bitha is vouched for by the five old in-

scriptions which were diligently collected by my zealous

friend Bahu Siva Prasad and myself. Tliese are given in

Plate XVIII. They are all unfortunately very brief, and
three of them are imperfect, but they are amply sufficient to

show that Buddhism was the prevailing religion at Bitha
immediately following the period of the Indo-Scythian rule

in North-Western India. The new form of the letter m is used
in all these inscriptions, which shows that they are certainly

not older than Samvat 98, in which year this form of the

letter makes its first appearance in the Mathura inscriptions.

Two ofthem begin with the later formula of ^^Deyadharmdya^’’

which, as we have seen from the Mathura records, was

* I am indebted for this important passage to my friend Babu Siva Prasad.
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never used during the period of Indo-Scythian rule. On
the other hand, the old form of the letter n is found in all the

instances where the reading of the letter is certain, as in

ddnani in inscription A, and in satwdnam and jndna in

inscription D. They cannot, therefore, he later than A. D.
200 or 250, when this form of the letter n finally disappears

in Northern India.

Of the inscriptions themselves, little is required to he said,

as they are of the common forms of these records, with which
we have become so familiar in the Mathura inscriptions.

A, which is inscribed on the pedestal of a standing figure

found in Bitlia, opens with the words Srimad Buddhavala
* * * pat/a/z — “ Gift of the fortunate Buddhavala,” and
ends with “ set up or established.” It is

doubtless a record of the presentation of the statue on the

pedestal of which it is inscribed.

B is too imperfect to be deciphered. It is inscribed on
the pedestal of a squatted draped figure, with wheel symbol,

also from Bitha.

C. This inscription was found in Deotdya, which forms
the northern portion of Bitha.

It is inscribed on the pedestal of a small squatted figure

of Buddha the teacher.

1 .

—

Bhagavata pitdm.ahasa

% .—Pralima pminshihapi

3 .
—ta Aryyaniadige Sre

4 .
—shthiniye Uga

5 .
—liakaye duke prahenartha

The two lower lines being injured, the latter part of this

reading is doubtful in several letters. It appears to record

the seUing up of “ an image of Bhagavata Pitamaha by
Aryyantadi, the banker’s wife of Bgahaka * * *” The
title of Bitdmaha, “ the great father,” belongs peculiarly to

BrahmA according to the Brahmans, hut here we find it

applied to Buddha himself. It is also given to Brahma by
Amara Sinha, who was himself a Buddhist.

D is inscribed on the pedestal of a standing figure of

Buddha, draped, also from Deoriya.

1 ,
—Beya dharmayam Sdkya bhikshor Budkl VarmanaJi yadatra-

punyam
2 .—tad bhava mdtd-pitro sarvva satwdnam chdnuttara jndndvaptaye

“The religious gift of Bodhi-Varmma, a mendicant priest

of Sakya. May this pious act he for the benefit of my father
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i;

and mother, and of all, and for the acquisition of the irrefrag-

able doctrine.” The formula adopted in this record only
differs from that of the Mathura inscriptions by the introduc-

tion of the conjunction cha, “ and,” between Satwdndm and

j

cmuttara.

1 E. This inscription, also from Deoriya, is on the pedestal

of a standing figure. The first line begins with the usual

opening of the formula of the Gupta period.

\

1 .—Deya dharmdyam *****
I

2 .—tad bliavatu mdta-pitronarva satwdndm chdnuttara jndndvap~

I

taye

3 .—Sri Kshetrana* vah

‘ The name of the donor is lost, but the pious gift is record-

!
ed exactly in the same words as in the last inscription. In

' the last short line, 8ri Kshetra is probably the name of a
place.

The remains of the ancient city, which I suppose to have
I been Bitbhayapattana, extend in a slightly curved line for about

a mile and a half in length in a direction from south-south-
I west to northmorth-west, ending in the rocky islet of Sujan

Deo in the Jumna. This rock was originally the most northerly

point of the low ridge of sandstone which bounds Bitha and Deo-
riya on the east, but the continuous encroachments of the
Jumna at last cut it off from the land, and it now stands in the
midst of the river, a bluff and picturesque pinnacle of rock 60
feet in height. It was formerly crowned by a Hindu temple
called Sujan Deo, by which name the rock is still known.
But the temple was destroyed in the reign of Shah Jahan by
Shaista KhAn, who, in A. H. 1059, erected an open octagonal
cupola, 21 feet in diameter, which still exists.

On the cliff opposite Sujan Deo, about 200 yards to the
south, stands the small village of Deoriya, which now forms
the northern extremity of the ruins of an extensive city.

In the rocky ridge to the south are the well known sand-
stone quarries, and close to them are some square-shaped
fields, raised high above the surrounding lands, in which the
plough still turns up statues and pillars and stone umbrel-
las. Several statues and fragments of architecture are collect-

ed together under different trees in the village, and on the
very edge of the cliff overhanging the Jumna, opposite Sujan
Deo, there is a high artificial mound that was most probably
the site of the original temple, which gave its name of

Deoriya to the village.
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From Bitlia to Deoriya the distance is nearly half a mile,

part of the high ground between the two places being an
artificial embankment connecting the rocky ridge of Deoriya
with the high mound called DM of the large mass of ruins

to the south, which are about 1,500 feet in length.

To the south-west of DM lies the principal mass of ruin

now called Garh, or “ the fort.” It is very nearly square in

form, the north face being 1,200 feet in length outside, and
the other three faces about 1,500 feet each. Its exact shape
will he seen in the accompanying map.* Apparently, the

rampart is only an enormous earthen mound from 35 to 40
feet in height and of great thickness, its base being not less

than 200 feet. But a section which I made on the eastern

face, as shown in the plate, t disclosed a massive brick wall,

6^ feet thick at top, with a slight batter on the outside, at

100 feet from the extreme edge of the slope. The fort must,

therefore, have been surrounded by a strong brick wall, which
could not have been less than 45 feet in height, including

the loopholed parapet. But as the mass of earth outside

this wall is much too great to have been washed from the

inside by the annual rains, I conclude that there must have
been an outer line of works forming a faussebraie, or raom
as it is called in India, at a distance of 25 or 30 feet beyond
the main line. This supposed outer line of defence is shown
by dotted lines in the section. In the course of time the

ruins of the two walls, combined with annual washings of

the rains, would gradually fill up the space between them
and form the gentle slope of the present mound.
At all the four corners, and, at a few intermediate points,

the earthen mounds rise to a still greater height, showing
the position of the towers of this strong fort. At the western
angle there are two of these lofty mounds standing close

together, but with a deep gap between them, which must
have been the site of one of the principal gates of the old

fort. Two other gaps on the north-east and south-east faces

show the probable position of two other gates,—the former
leading to the northern part of the town, outside, including

Deoriya, and the latter to the east, towards a long mound of

brick ruins, the remains of some important buildings. The
whole of the interior of the fort was once raised to a height

* Plate XVII, Map of Bitha, or Bitbhayapattana.

t Ditto, section marked A B.
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of 15 or 20 feet, but about one-third has been gradually

lowered by the aetion of the annual rains, leaving only a

single mound standing in the midst of the hollow. This was
most probably the site of a temple, as a large statue is still

lying there, and stones, as well as bricks, are obtained by
digging in it.

To the south-west of the fort there is another extensive

mass of ruins, which once formed the southern quarter of the

town.
It is almost triangular in shape, the north-east and north-

west faces being each 1,500 feet in length, while the south

face is 2,000 feet. The height varies from 10 to 20 feet. Near
the eastern angle a statue is now lying about half-way down
the slope. The bricks of the wall are of large size, 18 by 11
by 3 inches.

To the east of the northern half of the town there is a large

sheet of water, 3,000 feet in length from north to south, and
2,000 feet in breadth. It is possible that some portion of

this may have been a natural hollow
;
but its present size

and form are due to the artificial embankment which con-
nects the northern end of the mass of ruins called Dhi, or

“the mound,” with the rocky ridge to the south of Deoriya.

This sheet of water has no special name, but is simply called

tdl, or “lake.”

In the excavation which I made in the eastern face of the

fort, I found pieces of pottery covered with a thin black glaze

of metallic lustre. This kind of glazed pottery I have found
in all the more ancient sites, and a complete specimen of it

was exhumed in one of the Bhilsa topes as the receptacle of

the relics.

I found also numerous spikes of bone varying from 2 to 3^
inches in length, and sharply pointed at both ends like tree-

nails. Two specimens are shown in the accompanying
plate.* They have been roughly cut into shape with a sharp

knife or chisel. Many of the points are broken, but there are

no perceptible marks upon them of having been used for any
purpose whatever. There are no holes or notches by which
they could have been fastened as arrow-heads, and I am in-

clined to adopt the opinion of the people that they are simply
treenails of bone used for fastening together the thick planks of

native doors. It is, however, quite possible that they may have

* Plate XVIII, fig. H.
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})pen mere playthings, such as were formerly used for play-
ing “pushpiu,” and are now called “ spellikins.”

Numerous broken statues and fragments of pillars and
other remains are collected together under the pippal trees

of that part of the town now called DM. Amongst these

fragments I found the coping stone of a Buddhist railing,*

of middle size and quite plain. Beside it were two broken
pillars, one 9^ by 6f inches, and the other 7^ by 5 inches.

The latter was a corner pillar with the rail sockets on two
contiguous sides. As both were quite plain, it is probable

that these two pillars belonged to the same railing as the

architrave or coping just described.

I found also a stone umbrella, which is now turned upside

down, and used as the receptacle of a lingam in the shape of

a rounded boulder stone. A sketch of this umbrella is given
in the accompanying plate, t in which the ribs are clearly

defined. Two handles of umbrellas, each 6 inches in diame-
ter, were lying in the same place.

But the commonest specimens of antiquity at Bit ha are

what may he called stone stools or seats. They are generally

about 15 inches in length, and are always supported on four

feet. All the specimens that I met with were hollowed out on
the top in the direction of the length. Some were nearly
plain, hut the greater number were highly ornamented.
One of the narrow ends must have been the front of the

stool, as the two feet of one end were generally found curv-

ed in the form of half lions, while the two back feet were
quite plain. A band of flowers ornamented what may be
called the frame of the stool, while the hollowed portion at top

represented the cushion. Every specimen that I saw was
broken across the middle of tlie hollow. I believe that this

must have been done purposely, as no common use could
have fractured these short strong pieces of stone. |

The people have no tradition either of the age of Bithd,

or of the cause or time of its decay. That this must have
been very remote is, I think, clearly proved by the extremely
gentle slope which the ruins of the fort have now assumed,
and which, I believe, could only have been effected in the

lapse of many centuries. The desertion of the fort may,
therefore, be due to the Muhammadan conquest.

* Plate XVlll, tig. P. fTiate XVlIl, fig. O.

X I have since found a single specimen of the same kind of four-footed stool at Shah-
Dheri, or Taxila. I believe that they were used by men when bathing.
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GARHWA.

We are indebted to the archaeological zeal of Babu Siva

Prasad for our first knowledge of this curious and interesting

j

place. It is situated near the edge of the table-land, at 15

miles to the south-east of Kausambi, the same distance

to the south-west of Bithd, and 25 miles to the south-
' west of Allahabad. It is also just 4 miles to the north-
' west of the railway station of Seorajpur, and 1^ mile to the

I

south of the village of Bhatgarh. It will be found in

j No. 88 sheet of the Indian Atlas, between these two places,

I

with the simple name of “ Fort,” which is, of course, only a
r translation of the native name of Garhwa.

This name of Garhwa or “ the Fort ” is a complete misno-

mer, as the place is only a square enclosure around a group
of temples, without any strength as a military position. The
loopholed parapets, which give Garhwa a defensive appear-

ance, were added by Baja VikramMitya, the great-great-

grandfather of the present Baghel Chief, Baja Banspati
Sinha of Bara, or about A. I). 1750. It is besides situated

in the bed of a small stream, and in very low ground, which
is more or less commanded on all sides.

The walls are of little height, and are not protected by a
ditch—an oversight which could not have happened in this

position if the place had been intended for defence. The
recent age of the parapets is proved by one of the corbels

used to support them bearing an inscription in modern letters

along with the figure of a horse, which is half cut away to

form the slope of the outer face of the corbel.

As it now stands, Garhwa is a stone enclosure of

pentagonal form, * the largest side on the west being
300 feet, north side 250 feet, and each of the two short

eastern faces only 180 feet. The main entrance is on the south

side, and there are two posterns—one at the west end of the

northern face, and the other near the northern end of the

eastern face. To the west there is a large sheet of water
from 600 to 600 feet in length, which was formed by the

western wall of the enclosure acting as an embankment right

across the natural bed of the stream. An outlet for the

surplus water in the rains has been cut through the fields to

the north. To the east the stream has been embanked in two

# Plate XIX.
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places ;
but only the upper one at present holds water, and

that imperfectly, as the embankment is broken, and the
water is now some 400 feet distant from the walls. When
the embankment was intact, the lake must certainly have
reached up to these steps, as there are projecting stones placed
at intervals in one of the lower courses which were intended
for bathers to stand upon just above the level of the water.

At the base of the western wall there is a similar flight of

steps leading down to the water’s edge, and extending along
both the north and south hanks of the little lake.

The whole of the interior has not yet been explored, as it

is almost entirely filled with a dense and impenetrable jungle.

But much of it has now been cleared, and all the principal

remains have perhaps been discovered. But much still

remains to be done, and, until the whole place is thoroughly
cleared, it would be rash to say that nothing of importance is

now likely to be found.

Inside the enclosm’e there is a modern dwelling house in

the shape of a square court surrounded with rooms. The
doorways are of late Muhammadan style, the same as those

of the corner towers of the enclosure, and there can be no
doubt that this house was built at the same time as the

parapet walls, when the place was made into a defensive

position.

The oldest remains in Garhwa belong to the age of the

Guptas. These are all of piuk sandstone, of a much finer

grain than the grey sandstone of the later works. The
principal sculpture is a long bas-relief on the face of an
architrave or beam. On the left appears the sun with a
singular head di’ess. In the middle stands a raja very

scantily clad amidst a crowd of figures, with an attendant

holding an umbrella over his head. There are also twoO
^ ^

banghy bearers. The architrave is supported by two pillars,

also of pink sandstone, but it is perhaps doubtful whether
they are now in their original position. There are several

mason’s marks on the pillars, one of which appears to be

intended for “ 400,” but the figures are comparatively modern.

The Gupta inscription was found by Babu Siva Prasad

built into the wall of one of the rooms of the modern dwell-

ing house. Unfortunately it is incomplete; but it is not

improbable that when the place is thoroughly cleared and
explored, the missing half of this inscription may be found.

It is injured in many places ; but the portions that still
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remain legible show that the record was divided into two
separate inscriptions by a line drawn right across the stone

between the two. The left hand side of the stone is un-
broken, but a portion is lost at the top, and at least one-half

is missing from the right hand. This is shown by the letters

which I have added to the 9th line of the inscription to

complete the sense. The missing portion might be increased

by the addition of the pravardhamdna before rdjye, but
I think that this word was not in the original, as the 10th
line would then be too far extended for the few letters which
it is possible to add for its completion.

I will make no attempt to read the upper part of the

inscription, but beginning with the 9th line, the following por-

tions can be made out with tolerable certainty :*

—

9 .—Paramabhagavata mahd (rajadhiraja Sri Chandra Gupta ra)
*
*
*

10.—jye Samvatsare 86

11.—piirvvaye Pataliputra

13 .—hhavye * sydchdryyayi

13.—* * * punyo pachaya
14.—Saddmdtd sa menydda *

15.—Pindrdh dase, 10,
*

1 6

.

—dharmma Skandadhyuchchhi

*
*
*
*
*
*

(etasya).

1 .—Jitam bhagavata pa * *

3.—Sri Kumdra Gupta * *

3 * * * *

4 * * * *

5.—ta * Sada* tradi * *

6.—* he dindrdh 10 bha * *

7.—tisattrivi dindras traya *

8.—tyatma patya mahapa *

9.—goninda 30 *

In the upper inscription, the title of Faramahhagavata
almost certainly belongs to Chandra Gupta II, as he is the
first of the dynasty to whom it is applied in the pillar in-

scriptions of Bhitari and Bihar, as well as on the coins. In
the 10th line the word Samvatsare is followed by two figures

which I read as 86. As the 11th line begins with the well
known word purvvaye, we know that the 10th line must have
ended with either asya or etasya, and between that word and
the figures 86 there would have been the name of the month
and the number of the day. At the end of the line comes

* Plate XX, fig. 1.
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the name of the great capital FdtalipiUra^ and in the 15th
line we have the words dindrdh dase 10, the sum of “ ten,

10, dinars.”

Tliis is rather a meagre amount of information, but
it is important in connecting the Guptas with JPdtaliputra,

and in authenticating the use of the name of Dinar for

the well known gold coins of the Gupta dynasty, which
had already become familiar to us from the Sanchi tope
inscription of Chandra Gupta II, dated io S. 93. Guided
by the style of that inscription, I presume that this Garhwa
inscription most probably recorded the perpetual gift of 10
dindrs for some special purpose in the Samvat year 86
(or A. D. 161), during the reign of the supreme lord, the

king of kings, Chandra Gupta.

The lower inscription opens with the words Jitam hhagavata^

which also form the opening of a rock inscription of some-
what earlier date at Tusham. The second line has the name
of Sri Kumara Gupta, who, as we know from other inscrip-

tions, was the son and successor of Chandra Gupta II. In
the 6th line the same money gift appears again as dindrdh

10, or 10 dindrs. I conclude, therefore, that the original

complete inscription recorded the continuance of the gift of

10 dindrs by Kumara Gupta, which had formerly been
given by his father Chandra Gupta II. In this case, the miss-

ing half of the inscription, when found, will probably give

us the date of Kumara Gupta’s succession to the throne.

The next remains in point of antiquity are three seated

colossal statues of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, which are now
placed against the southern wall of the enclosiu’e. These
statues, which are all of large size, were the gift of the Jogi
Jwaladitya, the son of Bhattananta, as recorded in the

inscriptions on their pedestals. The statues are 6 feet high
and 1 feet broad, and are made of coarse grey sandstone.

There is no date in any of the inscriptions, but the style of

the letters is that of the Kutila character of the 10th century.

Copies of the three inscriptions are given in the accom-
panying plate.*

Under Statue of Brahma.

1 .—Sri Bhattananta Sutendijam (Jwa)lddityena Yogina

2 .— Chitru * * Krito Brahmd jndna Karnimasa * * yah

* Plate XX, figs, 2, 3 and d.
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Undek Statue oe Vishnu.

1 .—Sri Bhattdnanta Sutendyam Jiodlddityena Yoghui jtutna Kanu-
matako Vishnu Rama deveti

2 .—Kirttitah

Under Statue of Siva.

1 .—Sri Bhattdnanta Sntendyam Jwdlddityena Yogina jndna hha *

Sama
2 .— Ytdcto Rudroyoro * ruh kritah

These inscriptions show that the whole of the three sta-

tues were the gifts of the jogi (or devotee) Jwaladitja, the

son of Bhattananta, or Ananta-bhatta. To the father I

would attribute the founding of Bhatta-grdm, which is men-
tioned in other inscriptions at Garhwa, and which was most
probably the original name of the present village of Bhat-
garh. The old village must have been situated between the

temples now enclosed in Garhwa and the present Bhatgarh, as

the ground between the two sites is covered with broken bricks.

According to this conjecture, the name of Bhatta-grdm a, or

Bhatgarh, could not have been older than the 10th century.

The Gupta inscription and sculptures, however, show that the
site was occupied shortly after the Christian era, but we have
no clue as to the name which it bore at that early period.

In a small room against the wall in the north-west corner
of the enclosure there are no less than eight large statues of

Vishnu and two of the Varaha Avatara or Boar incarnation
all huddled together. They have fallen over and against

each other so awkwardly and inconveniently, that I found
it impossible to move them without levers, and I am there-

fore unable to say whether they were inscribed, or what was
their age. But I conclude that some of them must have
belonged to the large temple which is still standing in the
enclosure, and which I am now about to describe.

The only existing temple stands in the south-west corner
of the enclosure. It is about 55 feet long by 30 feet broad,
with the entrance towards the east, and in front of it at a
short distance there are two haolis or reservoirs, which are
now filled with jangal instead of water. The temple con-
sists of two parts : an open pillared hall or mandapa, which
is about 30 feet square, supported on sixteen pillars, and a
sanctum or garhhagriha, which is a square of about 25 feet

with the corners indented, and with niches in each of the
three unattached faces. As all the statues have been re-

H
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moved from the outside as well as the inside of the temple,

there is nothing to show to whom it was dedicated. Even
its very name has been lost ; and neither the inscription of

the builder, nor the records of pilgrims who afterwards

visited the shrine, make any mention of the god to whom it

was dedicated.

The inscriptions are recorded on the faces of the pillars in-

side the temple. That of the founder is placed immediately
beneath the figiu’e of a man which is declared to he his

image.*

No. 1.

Ox Pillar to North.

1.—Sri Kava(/rd?na IBliatta-grdmiya Tastavya Kayadha
2.— Tkakknra Sri Kuncla Pdlaputra Thakkura Sri Rana Palasya

3.—Murttili Ganita Karaiyam Samvat 1199

4.—Sutradhara Sri Chhitapaiputra Sri

5.—Balhana.

“Image of Thakkur, the fortunate Rana PMa, son of

Thakkur, the fortunate Kunda Pala, a Sri Vastavya Kayastha,

of the auspicious new village of Bhattagrama. Sculptor Sri

Chhitpai’s son, the fortunate Balhana.”

No. 2.

Karmmath dvalekhi Thakkura Chiihdyddhara

“ The anointed sacriflcer, Thakkur Chithayadhara.”

I take dvaleJcM to he the sectarial mark or tika which every

Hindu assumes when engaged in religious rites. Karmniatha

is the performer of the rites.

No. 3.

1

.

—Sioastithanadam Bhatta-gramiya

2.—Sri Sakasena jatiya

3.—Kayastha Sn Sri Chandra
4

.

—Putrakamatha valekh i

5.— Sri Mahidharakasya

6.—Kitya Pranamyeti

7.—Sainvat 1199

“ It is well done. The anointed sacrifice!*, the fortunate

Maliidhara, son of the fortunate Sri Chandra, a Kayastha

of the fortunate Sakasena class (of the village), of Bhatta-

grdma, offers perpetual adoration. The year 1199.”

* Plate XXL
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No. 4.

Sutradhara Sri Chch/iichchha Suta. Sri Tdluke?ia ghatiiam

“ The son of the fortunate mason ChchJiichckha joined
with TaluhaP

No. 5.

Budra-putra layana ita Sri Sri-Pdla

This is a record of the fortunate Sri Fula, son of Budra,
u^ho is the performer in No. 11. I do not understand the

other words preceding Sri in the first line.

No. 6.

Vaniha 3Iaharadhalhvka

I am unable to make sense of this short record.

No. 7.

Pandifa Sri Maluna
Sddhu Tilakena nitya pranama

These are two separate records.

The Pandita Sri Maluna—“ Perpetual adoration by SadJm
\ TilakaP

I

No. 8.

Thahhura Sri Gangadhara eta

“ The fortunate Thakkur Gangadhara * *”

No. 9.

1.—Ayahala pdttaldydni Sydmadhd grdmiya Brahma
2.— 7ia Thahhura Sri Rarnaswdnii p^itra Kai-mmathari

3.—Thakkur Sri Gangukye (71a) 7iitya prana 777ati 1199

Omitting the two opening words, which I do not under-

stand, this inscription records the

—

“ Perpetual adoration by the duly marked sacrificer, the

fortunate Thakkur Ganguka, son of the fortunate Brahman
Thakkur Bamaswdmi (of the village), of Syamadhagrama.
The year 1199.”

No. 10.

Sri Majhidma—grdmiya Kayastha Thakkura Sri Dha7ie S/(ta S/'i

Jaileko nityani ]7ra7ia77iyali

“ Perpetual adoration by the fortunate Jaitaka, son of the

fortunate Kayastha Thakkur Dhani, of the auspicious village

of MajhidniaP
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No. 11.

8utradhara Sri l^tidumadilyaputra Rudra Sri Kalikenaghatitam

Sam 1199

“ Ruara, son of the fortunate Padmaditya, mason, joined

with Sri Katika. The year 1199.”

Prom these inscriptions it would appear that the temple
was first opened in the Samvat year 1199, or A. D. 1142, when
the different Thakkurs and others paid their adoration. The
founder of the temple was Rana Pdla, the son of Kunda
Rdla, a Sribastam Kayastha ; at the same time a new village,

Navagrdma, would appear to have been established as an
offshoot of Bhattagrdma. The name of the latter is no
doubt preserved in that of the present village of Burgudh
(or Bhcdgarh), one mile and a half to the north, as the lands

of Garhwa touch the lands of that village. The ground
between the two places is covered with stones and broken
bricks, showing that Bhattagrdma must have been much
more extensive in former days.

Near the images of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva there is a

large statue of a raja on horseback. It is broken in two
pieces, and the head of the horse is gone. But it is valu-

able as showing the Hindu military costume half a century

before the Muhammadan conquest. I conclude that the

statue belongs to that period for two reasons. According to

tradition, the builder of the temple was the minister of the

reigning raja, and as he placed a small image of himself

in the temple, it is highly probable that he would have set

up a large image of his master. The walls of the enclosure

are said to have been built by the raja himself, who is

named SanTcarju, or Sankara Bern, and who, according to

the genealogy, lived twenty generations before the present

raja, and was the eleventh in descent from Vydghra Deva^

the common ancestor of the Baghel Chiefs of Bewa and

Bara. The date of his death is given as Samvat 683,

either A. H. 626 or 761. The latter is the more
probable, as there is no extant example of the use of the

Vikramaditya Samvat in the seventh century. Adopting

761 A. H. as the real date, the average length of each

generation will be a little over 36 years, which would place

the accession of Sankara Deva in 1126 A. D. and his death

in 1162. As this period includes the actual date of the

building of the temple in A. I). 1144, I think that we
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may accept the account handed down in the raja’s family

as being correct. The figure on horseback will then re-

present Raja Sankara Deva in the Hindu military costume
of the twelfth century. He appears to have on a quilted dress,

with long ornamented hoots reaching above the knee-caps.

He wears also both bracelets and armlets, and the Janeo,

or neckstring of one of the twice-born classes. But as he
carries a sword in his right hand, he cannot be a Brahman,
and must therefore be a Kshatriya, which agrees with the

identification already made, that the statue represents San-
kara Deva, the Baghel Raja of Bara.

LATIYA.

Latiya is a small village about three miles from the railway
station of Zamaniya, 36 miles to the east of Banaras, and 12
miles to the south of Ghazipur. The village receives its name
from a stone Idt, or monolith, standing on the western end of

a mound of brick ruins, about 500 feet long by 200 feet broad,

which is surrounded on all but the east side by a shallow sheet

of water. The pillar is a single circular shaft of polished

sandstone, 1 foot 8^ inches in diameter, where it springs from
the square base, and 20 feet in height. The square portion
now stands 2 feet 6 inches out of the ground, but only 1 foot

6 inches of this portion is properly smoothed. On the top
of the shaft there is a bell-shaped capital, 2 feet in height,

surmounted by an upper capital formed by eight lions facing
outwards. The capital was once crowned by two half-length

human figures back-to-back, resting on a circle of lotus

leaves. This stone, which is now lying on the ground, has a
socket hole 9 inches deep. The total height of the pillar was
just 30 feet, according to the following details :

—

Ft. In.

Two human figures §t top ... ... 4 0

Eight lion capital ... ... ... 2 6
Bell capital ... ... ... 2 0
Circular shaft ... ... ... 20 0

Square shaft above ground ... ... 16
30 0

The pillar is about 18 inches out of the perpendicular, but
it is firmly fixed in the ground by four large upright stones,
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one at each side. The actual depth of the column itself

heloiv ground is only 4 feet 7-| inches
; but as long as the

four upright stones retain their position, the column is per-

fectly safe. There is no inscription, and not even a single

letter upon any part of the pillar. Erom the shape of the

bell capital, and the medium size of the bricks in the mound,
14 by 9 by 2^ inches, I judge the pillar to belong to the age
of the Guptas.

Nothing trustworthy is known by the people either

about the pillar or the place. It stands only a short distance

from the town of Zamaniya, to which all the stories refer.

According to the Hindus, Jamadagni RisJii and his wife

lived in a hut on the bank of the Ganges close to the pre-

sent town, whence it received its name of Jamadagniya,
which they say is the true form of the present name. The
Rishi’s wife was a sister of the queen of Raja Madan, who
lived in the town. One day when Raja Madan and his wife

were passing by the Rishi’s hut, on a visit to his father-

in-law, Raja Gadh of GMhipur, the sage’s wife wished to

entertain her sister and brother-in-law. The Rishi gave his

consent very reluctantly. The raja was accordingly treated

with the dignity due to his rank, the whole of the enter-

tainment having been supplied by the never-failing cow
Kdmdhenu. The raja was surprised, but instead of being

thankful, he carried off Kdmdhenu by force. Raja Madan
was afterwards overcome in fight by Parasurama, son of

Jamadagni, and Kdmdhenu was recovered.

The raja was humbled and offered a jag [yajnya or sacri-

fice) in expiation of his sin. No less than eleven

of rupees were expended on an asioamedhjag by Raja Madan.
About 40 years ago a copper-plate inscription giving an

account of Raja Madan’ s sacrifice was found in Zamaniya by a

Musalman. It was enclosed in a pewter box inside a stone

box. The copper-plate was thrown either into the Ganges

or into the Makna tank, owing to ^quarrel which arose on

the Tiwari Brahmans of the place asserting that it recorded

a o-rant of land made to their ancestor by Raja Madan.

After the sacrifice the raja erected a temple to Madaneswar

at Latiya, and set up the Idt on the mound where it now stands,

as a memorial that he wished to build a city on the site of

Jamaniya, which was to be called Banaras. But the Brah-

mans considered the site not sufficiently auspicious, and the

design was abandoned. Jamaniya was then called Madan
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Bandras, that is, the “ desired or intended Banaras ”—a name
which is mentioned in the Ain-i-Akhari.

Such is the story which is now in everybody’s month, the

whole of which I believe to have been invented within the

last three centuries by the fertile mendacity of the Brahmans.
The place was originally called ITadan Bandras, but the

whole story about Jamadagni has been invented to account

for the name of Jamaniya, as they pronounce it, hut which
should properly he written Zamdniya, as the name was given

to it by Khan Zaman, Governor of Jaunpur, in the early part

of the reign of Akhar.* The town was commanded by a
faithful follower of Khan Zaman, named Asadullah Khan,
who on his master’s death in A. H. 974 wished to make over

Zamaniya to Sulaiman, King of Bengal, hut he was prevented

by the celebrated Munim Khan.f Since that time there

has been no change of name, and the whole story of Jama-
dagni is a mere Brahmanical invention to account for the

i

name from a Hindu point of view.

AKHANDHA.

I

Nearly due south of Ghazipiu’, and between the railway

I
station and town of Hildarnagar, there is a large mound of

i
ruins which the people call Akhandha. The name of Hil-

I darnagar was derived from a Pathan named Dildar Khan
' so late as the reign of Amangzih, before which it was called

. Akhandha. It is said to have belonged originally to Baja
Nala, and the large tank to the west, which is now called

Bdni Sdgar, or the “Queen’s Lake,” is attributed to Nala’s
' wife, the famous Hamavanti.

li The whole mound of ruins is about 300 feet long by
' 250 feet broad, on the top of which the remains of the

|i temples and other buildings occupy symmetrical positions, as

ji shown in the accompanying plate. | Exactly in the middle
II are the foundations of two temples marked A and B in the

,

plan, of which A was certainly dedicated to Siva, as it still

contains a lingam of black stone in situ, although one-half

I
of the arglia, or receptacle of grey stone, is gone. The
entrance was to the east, with a water-spout to the north.

The external dimensions of this small temple are only 17 feet

*Blochmann’s Aiu-i-Akbari, p. 320.

t Ibid, p. 427.

t Plate XXII.
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6 inches by 15 feet 8 inches. The external dimensions of

B are almost the same, or 15 feet 3 inches by 15 feet 2 inches.

Between the two temples there was a broken figure of the
four-armed Durga seated on a lion in black basalt.

The mound marked C in the plan is now crowned by a
dry well

; but as this mound possesses finer and larger

remains of architecture than any of the others, I infer that

it must have been the site of a considerable temple,
and that the well is a modern construction. Here I found
all the stones of a fine doorway of a temple except the
right jamb. Its dimensions are 9 feet 7 inches in height
by 6 feet 4 inches in breadth. In the centre of the lower
lintel there is a seated figure of Lakshmi being anointed
by two elephants, with Vishnu over the right jamb and
Siva over the left. The temple was therefore dedicated

to Lakshmi, most probably under the familiar form of

Lakshmi-N arayan. The upper lintel also has a female
in the middle. The left jamb is divided into panels with
various figures ; and the sill is ornamented with a row of

musicians, the whole being surrounded with a rich leaf

border. Altogether, it is a fine specimen of Hindu work.

I found also the base of a pillar 1 foot 11^ inches square

below and 1 foot 4 inches square at top, with a height

of 1 foot inch. An excavation brought to light a
massive square pillar with the corners indented, which evi-

dently belonged to the base just mentioned, as it was just

1 foot 3 inches square. A pilaster base of the same style

and dimensions was discovered near the foot of the mound.
The temple which possessed the fine doorways and richly

ornamented pillars just discovered must have been of

considerable size, but nothing is known about it. Most
probably it was destroyed when the Muhammadans under
Hildar Beg settled here in the reign of Aurangzib, and
changed the name of the place to Dildarnagar.

The other remains at Akhandha are of no importance,

but the mound nfarked C, which I have just described,

would, I think, well repay a careful exploration.

BAGHSAR OR BUXAR.

I visited Buxar for the express purpose of ascertaining

whether there were any grounds for its identification with

the Jlo-ho-su-lo or Mahasara of the Chinese traveller IIwen
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Thsang, as suggested by Mr. W. Oldliaiii in his interesting

account of the Ghazipur District.* He quotes the Emperor
Baber as writing Buksera, which he thinks may have been
originally Bahasara, which would be a natural and well

known alteration of Mahasara. I have, however, now visited

both Buxar and Masdr, and I am quite convinced that the

latter is the true representative of Hwen Thsang’s Mahdsdra.
as will be shown when I come to describe that place.

The first name of Baghsar is said to have been Vedagar-
bha, “the womb or origin of the Vedas,” as here resided

many of the holy men who were authors of the Vedic
hymns. Eor the same reason it was also called Siddlidsrania

and Mahdsrama, that is, “ the asylum of holy men,” and the
“ great asylum.”
The name of Baghsar is variously derived. Near the

temple of Oauri-Sankar there is a pokhar, or holy tank,

now called Baghsar, which is said to have been originally

Aghsar, or the “ effacer of sin,” from the sin-cleansing

properties of its waters. In process of time the initial

A was changed to V in accordance with Sanskrit rule,

and the tank has since been called Vaghsar, which gives

its name to the place.

Another account says that a Bishi, named Bedsira, having
transformed himself into a tiger to frighten the Bishi
Dmwasa, was doomed by Durvasa to retain the face of a
tiger. He was restored to his proper form, at the suggestion

of Sivashull Nandi, by bathing in the holy pool of

Aghsaras^X Vedagarhha, and then worshipping Gauri-Sankar.
In remembrance of this event the aghsar, or “ sin cleanser,”

was afterwards called Vydghrasaras or Baghsar, the “ tiger

tank.” My informant added that this account was con-

tained in the Brahmanda Purana.
Others say that it was a raja named Vyaghra who had

the tiger’s face. But all these are evidently only idle

inventions to account for the name ; ex vocabulo fabula.
One informant said the place was also called Chaitra-ban,

which probably refers to the same story, as chitra or chita,
“ spotted,” is one of the names of the leopard, and is

sometimes applied to the striped tiger.

* Historical and Statistical Memoir of tlie Ghazipur District, bv W. Oldham Esq
,

p. 37.

1
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The situation of Baghsar is very fine : on a liigh bluff

bank, 50 feet above the Ganges, and with a high bank on
the opposite side. The place teems with ancient names

—

Mameswara, Visioamitra-ki-asrama, Parusrama ; but there are
no remains of antiquity to be seen. It is a purely Brah-
manical site ; but it possesses nothing of any archaeological

interest, although it is very ancient as well as very holy.

MAHASARA OR MASAR.

Masdr ha.s been identified by Mr. Vivien de St. Martin
and myself with the Mo-ho-so-lo of Hwen Thsang. Mr.
W. Oldham, in his account of the District of Ghazipur,

has proposed to identify Baghsar (or Buxar of the maps)
with the IIo-lio-so-lo of the Chinese pilgrim ; but I have
now visited both places, and am quite satisfied that my
identification is correct. The Chinese syllables Mo-ho-so-lo

are transcribed by Mr. Julien as Mahdsdra

;

and that this was
the actual name of the present Masar is proved hy no less

than seven inscriptions, nearly 500 years old, which still

exist in the Jain temple of Parasnath. In all of these the

name of the place is written Mahdsdra. At the present

day, according to a modern inscription in the same Jain temple,

the name is written Masddh, and pronounced Masdrh.
ilie site also agrees with the position of Hwen Thsang’s
do-ho-so-lo, as determined by his distances both to the

east and west. It was 600 or 100 miles, plus some
short distance not mentioned, to the east of Bauaras, and
250 li, or upwards of 80 miles, to the south-west of Vaisali.

These distances and bearings point to some place near Ara,

from which MasM’ is only six miles to the west. But Hwen
Thsang further describes Mahasara as a place inhabited by
Brahmans, who had no respect for the law of Buddha.
This also agrees with Masar, in wdiich I could not find

a single trace of Buddhism, although there are numerous
images of the Brahmanical gods.

According to the people, confirmed by Rudra Datta of

Ara, the original name of Mas^r was Sonitjmr. It was the

residence of Banasur, whose daughter JJkha was married to

Aniruddha, the grandson of Krishna. A large statue called

Banasur formerly existed on the top of a ruined mound in

Masar. It was drawn and described by Buchanan, but it

is now'^ lying at the bottom of a deep pool made by a railway
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contractor named Bahu Bahadur, who excavated this mound
as well as others for bricks, of which Masar supplied sulTicient

to ballast seven miles of railway. As Banasur is held in

bad repute as an enemy of the gods, his statue was daily

l^elted with bricks by the village boys, and none interfered

to save it when the railway contractor left it on the edge of

a perpendicular excavation 30 feet deep, from whence, on the

first fall of rain, it fell headlong into the pool, and was soon

covered by water, which, at the time of my visit, was 6 feet

deep.

According to Brahma Batta of Ara, the town of Masar
was originally called Badmavatipura, and this name is said

to have adhered to the place until a Jain Kshatriya of Mar»
war named Vimalanatha became the proprietor, when the

name was changed to Matisdra, which has since been corrupted

into MasM. Connected with this account is the fact that

the only Bajputs in MasM are Rahtors of Marwar, whose
ancestors, Kharg-si and Biram-si, are said to have come there

fourteen generations back. This would indicate a period of
four or five centuries, and as all the Jain inscriptions are

dated in Samvat 1443, or A. 3). 1386, it seems probable that

this settlement of the Rahtor Jains may have been connected
with the building of the first Jain temple, to which the
inscribed statues belonged. I note that the death of Biram
De, or Virama Deva, the Rathor chief of Jodhpur, is placed
by Tod in A. D. 1381, and his son Chonda left fourteen sons,

according to the Chauhan bard AJukji, of whom several
probably emigrated.
Prom the way in which Hwen Thsang speaks of Mahasara,

it would appear that it must have been situated not far

from the south bank of the Ganges. At present it is 9
miles from the river ; but it stands upon the high bank of

the old bed of the Ganges, which is very clearly defined for

25 or 30 miles, running past Bihiya, Masar, and Ara. Oppo-
site Masar, two of the old channels are now called Gangi and
Gdngi

; and the people are unanimous in their belief that
the Ganges formerly ran past Bihiya, Masar and Ara.
Mr. Oldham thinks that the change must have taken place
long before the time of Hwen Thsang

; but from the account of
Pa Hian, I gather that the change was still going on in the
beginning of the 5th century. In going from Pataliputra to

Banaras, Pa Hian “ kept along the com’se of the Gauges,
and after going 10 ijojanas in a westerly direction, arrived
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at a Viliara, called “ Desert^' in which Buddha resided.

Priests still resided in it. Still keeping along the course of
the Ganges, and going west 12 yojanas, we amve at the country
of Kasi and the city of Banaras.”^ Bemusat translates the
Chinese term by “ vast solitude,” which would seem to in-

clude the Sanscrit Maha, or “ great,” as part of the name, as

in Mahdsdra. But the two distances of 10 and 12 yojanas
point to the neighbourhood of Bhojpur as the actual position

of the “ Desert monastery.” Prom this point to the junction

of the Ghagra river, the changes in the course of the Ganges
have been very extensive, even in recent times, as may he
seen in the large tracts of desert land now lying to the north
of the river, which, during the present century, has been
working back towards the south.

The ancient remains at Masar are confined to the founda-
tions of a few small temples, and to a large number of Brah-
manical statues. In the accompanying mapt all the ancient

sites are distinguished by separate letters, with the single

exception of the Jain temple marked A ; the whole of the

existing remains are Brahmanical. The principal ruins

stand on a mound, about 1,000 feet in length by 400 feet in

breadth, immediately to the south of the Kundwa Tal, and
about 800 feet to the west of Masar.

A is a modern Jain temple dedicated to Parswanath. It

was unfinished when Buchanan saw it, and was not complet-

ed until A. D. 1819, the date on the image of Parswanath
being S. 1876. The temple is small and poor, the eight Jain

figures noticed by Buchanan $ are still to be seen, with their

seven dated inscriptions, tolerably perfect, in spite of the

wasting effect of their daily ablutions. In the accompany-
ing plate I have given three specimens of these inscriptions,

all of Samvat 1443, as well as the modern inscription on the

image of Parswanath. §

No. 1.

INSCRIPTION ON THE PEDESTAL OE AN IMAGE OF AdINATH, WITH A BULL
SYMBOL.

1 .

—

Sam. 1443 Jyeslita Sudi 5
,
Guro Mahdsdrasyaja

%.—lidja Hatha Beva rdjye Kdshta Sanglie dchd

3 .—ryya Kamala Kirtti Jai Sarangdchdrj

4 .
—* * vaptitrala * * *

* Real’s Fa Hian, C. XXXlV, p. 134

J Eastern liuUa, Vol. I, p. 416.
t Plate XX 11 1.

§ Plate XXIV.
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This inscription records the dedication of the image by
Sarang (or by his son) in the Samvat year 1443, on Thurs-

day, the 5th of the waxing moon of Jyeshta, in the reign of

Raja Natha Deva, of Mahasara, under the teacher Kamala
Kirtti of the Kashta Sangha (or congregation.)

No. 2.

Inscription on the pedestal of an image, of which the symbol is worn
AWAY.*

].

—

Sam. 1143, Samae Jyeshta Sudi 5, Guro

2. Jiaja Ndtha deva pravardhamdne-\ Makdsdrasya Kdshta Saughe

3I.athuranwae

3.—pushkaragane pratitha* vaja Kamalakirtti Deva

4.—Jaiswala Yesal'i Ragacharj * * *

5.—putra lavama Deva Sama x- * *

6.—yana pratishta* *

This inscription records the dedication of an image on the

same day as the preceding one, the names of the Raja Natha
Reva and his teacher Kamala Kirtti being especially distinct.

No. 3.

Inscription on the base of an image of Neminath, with shell
symbol.

1.—Sam. 1443, Jyeshta Sudi 6, Gui'o Mahdsdrasya na (?)

2.—Kdshta Sanghe A chdrj-Kamala Kirtti Deva
3.—Jai Mahansdchdrj Ude Sidi

This inscription records the gift of an image of Neminath
by one Tide Sidi on the same date as the others, and under
the same raja and religious teacher.

The four remaining inscriptions on the old images being

all of the same date, and couched in the same terms, it is

unnecessary to transcribe them. Two of them are placed

below images of Adinath with the bull symbol, one below
Ajitanath with the elephant symbol, and one below Sam-
bhunath with the horse symbol.

The inscription on the pedestal of the modern figure of

Parswanath is a much longer one, and requires to be noticed,

as it contains some names of interest.

* A rude drawing of one of these images of Adinath is given in Buchanan’s
Eastern India, Vol. I, p. 469, Plate VIII, fig. 3.

f Word rajye is omitted in fbe original.—See Plate XXIV.
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1.—Sam. 876 Vesdkh SuJde 6 Mule Sanghe Sri Kunda hurt
ddchdriyanuuye hhattdraka Viswa bhushanaji bhaitdra

2.—ka Sri Jinendra bhushanaji bhattdraka Mahendra bitushaji

tadamnake Agrotakdnwaye Kanila gotre Sri
3.—Sah-ji Dashandwara Singhasya imtra Sri Bdbu Sankaraldl-ji

tasya putra putraschatwdrah Babu Sri Jiaian Chandji
4.—Sri Bdbu Kirtti Ghand, Sri Babu Gupal Chand, Sri Babu

Pydri Ldl Ardmnagar Vasibhih, Masarhnaga
5.—re Jina Mandir bimba pratimakar *****

Angrej rdjye varttamdne Kdrushadese Sri

This inscription records that on the 6th of the waxing
moon of Vaisakh, in the Samvat year 1876 (A. D. 1819),
during the prosperous English rule over Kdrusha-desa, the
image (of ParswanMh) was dedicated in the Jain temple of
the town of Masarh by Babu Sankar Lai of Aramnagar and
his four sons, &c., &c.

In this modern record we find the district of Shahahad
identified with the ancient Kdrusha-desa of the Puranas,
while the town of Ara (Arrah of maps) appears in the new
form of Ardmnagar, which is most probably the true form
of the name as handed down in the Jain hooks. The
mention of the English rule is also very ciu’ious, as it is the
first instance that I have seen of its record on a sculptured

monument. Pyari Lai, the youngest of the four sons, was
alive in January 1872.

Theya^i, or ofi&ciating priest of the Jain temple, told me
that the original temple was built by Deondtli, who is evi-

'

dently the raja named in the inscrijitions as Natha Leva.
B is a Brahmanical temple dedicated to a female figure

called Devi, hut which is clearly an image of Saraswati, with
the liansa or goose on the pedestal. Collected around the

goddess there are the following images :

—

2 Visbnus. 2 Suiyas.

1 Gauri-Saukar. 1 Trimurtti.

2 Nava-grahas. 1 Gomukbi.

Under a pippal tree close by and near to the Jain temple
there is a headless naked image in blue stone. The figure,

which is squatted, with both hands in the lap, was probably

the principal image of the original Jain temple.

C is a large square pillar which is said to have been
brought from the great mound at E.

D is a small lingam temple, with the lingam still in situ

between four walls.
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E is a small mound Tvitli a fine well close by. On the

top is an image of Isandi in blue basalt, together with

a lingam and several carved stones of a temple.

E was a large and lofty mound, called the house of

Banasur. It is now a deep hole, half filled with water,

which was made by a railway contractor in excavating

bricks. Buchanan says that it had “ evidently been a

temple,” and this conclusion is, I think, fully confirmed by
the square form of the hole and by the square pillar C,

which is now standing on the other mound to the south of

the Kundwa Tab The people were unanimous in stating

that the pillar was brought from the temple of Banasur.

GGG are low square mounds to the north of the Kundwa
Tal and village now called simply or “mounds.” They
have been repeatedly excavated for bricks. Nothing is known
about them, but they are evidently the remains of temples.

H is a large tree on a mound to the north of the small

hamlet of Kurwa or Kundwa, which is still excavated for

bricks. It was most probably the site of a temple.

K is an old Bat, or banian tree, with a large hollow
inside, which has been turned into an extempore temple for

the deposit of all the images that were found in the neigh-

bouring mounds, when they were being excavated for bricks

by the railway contractor. The tree is standing on the high
bank of the old bed of the Ganges, and all the fields around,
to the east towards Kurwa, and to the south towards the

bed of the great lake called Diga, or Z'kha Pokhar, rise and
fall in rounded undulations like sand hills. All of them
contain bricks, and one of them, near the railway, on the

bank of the Banas, or old Gauges, is said to have yielded

only two years ago no less than 200 ancient gold coins. I

was not fortunate enough to obtain even a sight of one, but
I understand that the railway contractors at Bihiya still

possess several of them.
The present town of Masar is about half a mile in length

from east to west, and one-thhd of a mile in breadth. It

contains no less than fourteen fine old wells, and several deep
tanks, and was evidently much more extensive in former
days. If we include the brick mounds in the fields between
Kundwa and the Gangi river, and the different mounds to the
north called Dibli, the old town of Mahasara must have been
nearly one mile in length from east to west, by half a mile
in width, with a population of about 20,000.
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ARAMNAGAR OR ARA.

Before I visited Ara I had a vague impression that the

name of the place might have some connection with Aixmi/a,

a “ desert,” and that the place itself might perhaps be the spot

described by Hwen Thsang where the “ demons of the desert

abused their strength and power and feasted on the blood and
flesh of men.”*

In this part of the pilgrim’s narrative there is unfortu-

nately a complete want of his usual accuracy and precision.

From Banaras he followed the course of the Ganges down
its northern bank until opposite Mahasara, when he crossed

the river to the south and entered that town. On leaving

Mahasara, he states that there was a temple of Narayana
Deva on the north bank of the river, and that 30 U, or

five miles to the east of the temple, there was a stupa built by
Asoka with a lion pillar, set up in commemoration of the

conversion of the “ demons of the desert,” mentioned above,

who were in the habit of eating men. From this place he
made 100 li, or 17 miles, to the south-east to another stupa,

which the Brahman who had divided the relics of Buddha
after the Nnwana had raised over the vessel which he had
used in the measurement. This was the famous Drona
stupa, so called because the vessel used was a Drona measure.

On leaving this place he crossed the Ganges to the north-east,

and travelled from 140 to 150 li, from 24 to 25 miles, to

Vaisali.

On comparing the pilgrim’s movements after leaving

Mahasara, it will be seen that the text implies that he
twice crossed the Ganges to the north

;

one of these crossings

must therefore be an error, and this I suppose to be the first

crossing. After describing Mahasara, the pilgrim simply

states that “ to the north of the Ganges there was a temple
dedicated to the god Narayana,* *” and that, after having tra-

velled 30 li, or five miles, to the east of the temple, he reached

the stupa built by Asoka on the spot where the “ demons of

the desert” had been overcome and converted by Buddha.
If we take the text as it stands, Hwen Thsang must have
crossed the Ganges to the north from Mahasara to the

temple of Narayana, and have thence gone directly east

for five miles to the stupa of the “demons of the desert.” It

* JuHeu’s Hweu Thsang, 11, 381.
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is in this part of the account that I think there is a mistake
in the text in making the starting point from the temple
of Narayana Deva instead of from Mahasara. I suj>pose

that the temple stood on the opposite bank of the Ganges
within sight of Mahasara, just as another temple of Nar%ana
now stands on the opposite bank of the Ganges in sight of

Baghsar (Buxar). To have reached the temple, the pilgrim

must have crossed the Ganges in a boat, and having done
so, the easiest way of reaching Ard was to continue his

journey by boat down the river. In this case the distance

to the stupa of the “ demons of the desert” would have been
the same, whether reckoned from the temple or from
Mahasara.
By adopting this explanation we get rid of the error of

making the pilgrim twice cross the Ganges in the same
direction, and are able to conduct him to Ard, whose exist-

ing legends correspond so minutely with the pilgrim’s story

of the “ demons of the desert ” as to leave no doubt in my
mind of the identity of the two places.

The legend of Ara is very variously told by the people,

but all its main points are the same. The old name of

Ara was Ekachakra or Chakrapura. Close by stood the vil-

lage of Bakri, where lived the powerful Asur named Baka or

Bakra, whose daily food was a human being, the victim being
supplied alternately by Bakri and Chakrapur. The five

Pandus having arrived at Chakrapur during their wanderings
were entertained by a Brahman. While they stayed in his

house it came to the Brahman’s turn to supply a victim

for the demon Bakasm*. The Brahman declared that he
could not give his son ; the wife, that her husband must not
be sacrificed, and she would go herself. Bhim Pandu then
said that he had eaten their salt, and would go himself
against the Asur. He fought the demon at Bakri, and
having killed him, dragged his dead body to Chakrapur to

show to the people ; and the day on which the Asur’s body
was brought to Chakrapur being a Tuesday, the name
of the place, was changed to Ara from that time.

In whatever way this legend may have arisen, it is not of

modern date, as it is found in a much more complete form
in the Mahabharata. It is therefore at least as old as the
Christian era, and at the period of Hwen Thsang’s visit in the
seventh century it must have been one of the time-honoured
legends of antiquity, which the Buddhists, as usual, had
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adopted for the glorification of their great teacher. The
Muiiabharata version of the legend is as follows * :

—

“ When Bhima had returned to his mother and brethren,

the sage Vyasa suddenly appeared to them and advised them
to dwell in the city of Ekachakva ; so they departed out of

the jangal and took up their abode in that city, and dwelt

there for a long time in the house of a Brahman. Every day
the brothers went out in the disguise of mendicant Brahmans
to collect food or alms, and whatever was given to them
they brought home at night to their mother Kunti, who
thereupon divided the whole into two equal portions, and
gave one to the wolf-stomached Bhima, whilst the remaining

half sufficed for all the others. One day the Pandavas and
their mother heard a great noise of weeping and wailing in

the house in which they were dwelling, and Kunti and her

sons entered the apartments of the Brahmans and found

their host and his wife together with their son and daughter

in an agony of grief. On enquiring the cause, they were
told that a great Asura raja, named Vaka, lived near the

city and forced the raja of that city to send him a great

quantity of provisions every day, as well as a man to accom-
pany the provisions, and that Vaka every day devoured the

man as well as the provisions
;
and that on that very day the

family of the Brahman was required to supply the man.
Then the Brahman said that he would go himself and be
devoured by the Asura, but he wept very bitterly at the

hardness of his destiny. Then the wife and daughter of the

Brahman, each in her turn, prayed that she might go
in his room, but he would not suffer either, and they all

three lifted up their voices and wept very sore. Now the

Brahman had an infant son who could scarcely speak,

and when the little lad saw that his parents were very
sorrowful, he broke off a pointed blade of grass, and said

with a prattling voice :
—

‘ Weep not, my father, weep
not, my mother, for with this spike I will kill the man-
eating Asura.’ At this sight Kunti bade the family dry

their tears, for that one of her sons would go to the Asura,

but the Brahman said :
—

‘ You are Brahmans, and especially

my guests ;
and if I go myself I am obeying the dictates

of the raja, but if I send one of you, I cause the death

of a Brahman, and one who is my guest, and I do an act

* Wheeler’s Mahabharata, p. 110.
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wliich is abhorred by the gods. ’ Kunti answered—

‘

The
Asura will have no power over my son Bhima, and I will

send him to destroy the cannibal and the Brahman con-

sented. Then Bhima obeyed the commands of his mother
with great joy. He set out with the ordained quantity of

provisions, consisting of a waggon load of kicliri, a fine

buffalo, and a huge jar of glii, and he went on until he came
to the banian tree under which Vaha was accustomed to

eat his meals ;
and a crowd of people followed him, for all

were desirous of seeing the coming combat ; but when they
beheld the banian tree they fled away in great terror.

Bhima then proceeded to eat up all the victuals that were
in the waggon, and to re-fill it with dirt

;
and he then drank

up all the ghi^ and re-filled the jar with water of the vilest

description. When he had finished, Vaka came forward

ravenous with hunger, with two large bloodshot eyes as big

as saucers, and a jaw gaping open like a cave ; and Vaha
uncovered the waggon and found that it contained nothing

but dirt
;
and he raised the jar, and the villainous liquor

poured over his face and into his gaping mouth. Then
his eye fell upon Bhima, who was sitting on the ground with
his back towards him, and in his rage he struck Bhima with

all his might with both fists ; but Bhima cared not for the

blow, and arose up and laughed in his face. Then the

Asura was in violent wrath, and he tore up a large tree by
the roots, and rushed at Bhima to demolish him ; but the
mighty Pandava in like manner tore up a huge tree and
struck about him lustily ; and each one tore up trees by the
roots, and broke them to pieces against the other, until not
a tree was left, and then they fought with their fists until

the Asura was spent. After this Bhima seized Vaka by the
legs and rent him asunder : and the Asura expired with a bel-

lowing cry, which seemed as if it would bring the heavens
about their ears. All the other Asuras, the subjects of the
chieftain, were then in great terror, and came forward with
their hands clasped together as suppliants to the conqueror
of their raja. So Bhima bound them over by solemn oaths
never more to eat the flesh of man, nor to injure them in

any way, and he dragged the slain monster by the heels to

the gate of the city, and left it there, and entered the city

by another way ;
and he went to the house of his mother

and brethren, and told them all that had occurred. And
when he had finished, Yudhisthira said that they must imme-
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diately leave the city, lest the people should discover who
they were, and the news should reach the ears of the Kaura-
vas that they were still alive, and accordingly they
ail departed out of Ekachakra, together with their mother
Kunti. Meantime the people of the place found the dead
body of the Asura, and shouted with joy, hut when they
learnt that the brethren had left the city they were very
sorrowful, as they were eager to show their gratitude to

their deliverers.”

This legend of the Mahabharata is essentially the same
as that now told by the people. Vaka and Vakra are

identical in meaning, being derived from the same root Vaki^

“to be crooked;” hence Vaka means “crooked, false, malig-
nant, cruel,” and is appropriately used as the name of a
man-eating demon. The village of Bakri* still exists mile
to the west of Ara, and exactly 5 miles to the east of Masar.
There are no ancient remains of any kind either at Bakri
or at Ara, and all my enquiries and researches failed to dis-

cover any traces of antiquity. But a brick stupa was so

easily convertible into a Brahmanical temple, and afterwards
into a Muhammadan masjid, that it would have been a
wonder if it had escaped. The Brahmanical legend of Vaka-
sur is however so clearly identical with that of the man-eat-
ing “ demons of the desert,” as described by the Buddhist
pilgrim, that I feel but little hesitation in accepting Ard as

the site of the stupa and pillar which Asoka set up in com-
memoration of the overthrow and conversion of the demons
by Buddha. I therefore look upon the name of Ardmnagar,
Avhich is preserved in the modern Jain inscription at Masar,
as having been imposed by the Buddhists when they altered

the Brahmanical legend after their usual manner to add to

the glory of their teacher. Ardmnagar means “ City of

Bepose” or “ Monastery City,” as drdm, “ repose,” was the

special term used by the Buddhists to designate a monastery.
Hwen Thsatig also records that the demons raised a large

block of stone as a seat, or throne, for Buddha, from which
he preached to them and forced them to submission. There
is no trace of this stone at the present day, and it is most pro-

bable that the repeated efforts of the infidels to remove it,

which up to the pilgrim’s time had proved abortive, Avere

ultimately successful.

* By Uie omission of the lower limb of the iuitiiil letter the name is written Pukree
in No. 103 sheet of the Imliau Atlas.
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The adoption of this identification of Ara as the scene of

the conversion of the man-eating demons renders it

necessary to make a correction in the bearing of the pilgrim’s

next march to the Drona stupa. According to the text, Hwen
Thsang travelled 100 li, or 17 miles, to the south-east, for

which I propose to read north-east. This bearing would have
brought him to the bank of the Ganges opposite Cherand,

from which Vaisali (the modern Besarli) lies north-east 25
miles. As both the last bearing and distance agree with the

pilgrim’s account, I think that there are very strong grounds
for making the proposed correction from south-east to north-

east. There is however a place called Bitha, or “ the mound”
just 16 miles to the east, which may very probably turn out

to be the ruins of the Drona Stupa.*

With reference to the pilgrim’s route from Banaras to

Vaisali, it will be useful to compare it with Pa Hian’s route

from Patna to Banaras. A glance at any map will show
that VaisMi and Patna are equi-distant, taken from Banaras,
and the two distances, taken from the Quarter Master Ge-
neral’s route book, are respectively 158 and 152 miles. Now
it is remarkable that Pa Hian gives the distance between
Patna and Banaras as 22 yojanas, while the sum of all Hwen
Thsang’s distances between Banaras and Vaisali amounts
to 880 li, which gives a rate of exactly 40 li to the yojana.
This is the very rate mentioned by Hwen Thsang himself,!

and adds another proof to those which I have already
given, X that this was the real comparative value of these
two measm’es of distance. But it does even move than
this, as it proves that the yojana used by Pa Hian in his

tour through Magadha was as nearly as possible equal to

seven English miles, which is the value that I adopted no less

than 30 years ago, and which subsequent researches, as in
the present instance, have always tended to establish more
firmly. The precise value of Pa Hian’s yojana between
Patna and Banaras is six miles and ten-elevenths, which,
for all practical purposes, may be taken as seven miles.

The legend of the man-eating demon Vaka, which I have
given from the Mahdbhdrata, makes no attempt to account
for the change in the name of the place from Ekachakra
to Ara.§ I infer, therefore, that the change was either later

* This mound has since been examined, according to my instructions, by my assistant
Mr. Beglar, who found it to be an actual stupa, surmounted by a Mahammadan tomb.

t Julien’s Hwen Thsang, II, 60. J Ancient Geography of India, p. 57i.

§ Ekachakra is named in the Mahawanso as one of the ancient capital cities of India in
the time of Buddha.
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than tlie date of the composition of the Mahdbhdrata, or

that the new name was probably of Buddhist origin, and
was consequently not recognized by the Brahmans, But
with the lapse of time, the true origin of the name was
forgotten, and the Brahmans of later times have accordingly

exhausted their invention to account for the new name.
. One version which I have already given ingeniously ac-

counts for the origin of the new name by simply adding to

the old legend that the body of the demon was brought

into the town of Ekachakra on a Tuesday, Ara, which
thenceforth become the name of the town.

But others, not content with this derivation, have devised

the following.

A pious raja, who was famous for his charity in not re-

fusing gifts to Brahmans, was accosted by Vishnu in the

form of a Brahman, with a request that he would bestow

on him the gift of one-half of his body. The raja at once

consented, and ordered his hands and feet to he tied, and a

saw (AraJ to he brought to cut his body into two. Just as

the operation was about to he begun, the raja observed that

one-half of his body was very unfairly treated, for the half

taken by the Brahman would be cleansed from sin, while

the other half would he loaded with the sins of the whole

bodv. Vishnu then manifested himself, and told the raja

that his request was only made as a trial of his charity.

Another version of the same legend comes to the same

conclusion, hut in a different way. The operation of sawing

the body in two had actually commenced when tears trickled

from the raja’s eyes. The disguised Brahman then ob-

served that he would not accept the gift, as the tears show-

ed an unwillingness in the giver, which was a sin. This

the raja denied, and affirmed that the tears were shed by

the rejected half of his body, which was bewailing its un-

Pappy fate at being considered unworthy of acceptance.

Vishnu laughed and manifested himself, and praised the

raja for his devotion.

The Muhammadans of Ard are contented with a much
simpler derivation, as they believe that the town was called

Ard on account of the number of “sawyers,” Ard-kash, wffio

dw'ell in it.

Wilson gives Sari-griha, or “Vishnu’s abode,” as another

name for Ekachakra, which he identifies with a place called

Samhiuqmr, of which I have been unable to obtain any

information.
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In another version of the legend in the 3Iahdhlidrata, the

man-eating demon is called Hidhnha instead of Vaka, and
he is accompanied by his sister Hidimba, who falls in love

with Bhim Pandn, and is afterwards married to him. This

form of the legend is exactly the same as that of BasMu,
son of Salivahan, and the Princess Kokila, daughter of

Sirkap, which is so widely diffused over the Panjab. Mr.
Wheeler thinks that the Hidimba legend is a later version,

“ which should probably he referred to the Buddhist period.”*

I think so too, hut for a different reason, namely, its exact

identity with the Panjah legend of Rasalu and Sirkap, which
I have elsewhere shown to he part of the famous Buddhist
legend of Buddha and the seven tiger cuhs.f

EUDDHA-GAYA.

In my first report of 1861-62 I gave a brief notice of

Buddha-Gaya, and of its great temple and other remains.

I have now re-visited the place, and am able to add much
interesting information to my previous scanty account.

Buddha Gaya is situated on the left or western hank of

the Phalgu river, just 5 miles to the south of the city of

Gaya, and 65 miles to the south of Patna. Here stands the

famous Bodhi-drum, or “tree of wisdom,” under which Sakya
Sinha sat for six years in meditation until he attained the
supreme state of a Buddha, by which name he was after-

wards known. Close to the east side of the holy tree stands

the great temple, which is 48 feet square on the terrace level

of the tree, with a height of 160 feet above the granite pave-
ment of the lower apartment. These are the chief objects of

attraction at Buddha Gaya, but there are several other

objects of interest, more especially the numerous statues

which are scattered over the place, besides the two small
temples of jT«m Devi and Vageswari Devi.

The great temple and Bodhi tree stand in the midst of

an extensive mass of ruins, about 1,500 feet square. About
two-thirds of the ruins lie to the north of the temple, which
occupies a position about midway, east and west. The mass
is very uneven in height, some of the hollows representing
ancient courtyards, whilst others are simply the holes from
which bricks have been excavated.

* Wlieeler’s MahabhElrata, p. 110.

t Arcbseologieal Survey of India, Vol. II, p. 155.
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Accordiug to the Mahawanso, the Bodhi tree was situated

in Uruvilwa. “ At the foot of the Bo tree, in TJruwelayci,

in the kingdom of Magadha, * * * the divine sage
achieved the supreme all-perfect Buddhahood.”* Spence
Hardy calls it the forest of Uruwela.f But from other

authorities we learn that Uruvilwa was the name of one of

the three Kasyapa brothers who resided at Buddha Gaya,
and who were there converted by Buddha.J

I first saw the Bodhi-drum in December 1861, and
again in December 1871. During these ten years one of

the principal branches has disappeared, and the rotten stem
of the tree must soon follow. The upper part of the plat-

form has been repaired, as the tree is now worshipped by
Brahmanical pilgrims. The terrace from which it springs is

on the same level as the upper floor of the temple, which
is 25^ feet above the pavement of the lower floor, but only

18 feet above the level of the accumulated mass of ruins

to the westward. The tree was in full vigour in 1811, when
it was seen by Buchanan, who estimated its age as about

100 years.

The platform or terrace which supported the holy pippal

tree was called Bodhimanda^ or “ the ornament of the Bodhi
tree,” and on it was raised the famous Vajrdsan or diamond
throne, in commemoration of the spot on which Sakya Sinha
had obtained Buddhahood after sitting in meditation for

six years. The Vajrdsan was still in existence at the time

of Hwen Thsang’s visit in A. D. 637. He describes it as

being about 100 paces in circumference. § But there must
be some mistake in the number, as the platform is only 29

feet broad ;
and the circular pyramid of steps which now

surrounds the tree is not more than 50 feet in circumference,

and could never have been more than 80 feet.

Hwen Thsang relates how the Bodhi tree was first de-

stroyed by Asoka, before his conversion to Buddhism, and
afterwards by his queen, hut was miraculously renewed on
each occasion. Asoka then sm’rounded it with a stone wall

12 feet high, which was seen by Hwen Thsang. Some
centuries later. King Sasdngka, who was an active enemy of

Buddhism, destroyed the holy tree and dug up its roots
;||

* Tuvuour’s Mahawanso. f Eastern Monachisui, pp. 3, 213.

J Julien’s Hwen Thsang, 11,-183. § .lulien’s Hwen Thsang, II, 460.

II
Julieu’s Hwen Thsang, II, 463.
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but it re-appeared some months afterwards at the earnest

prayer of Puma Varmma, the last descendant of Asoka.

As this Sasangka was the king who caused the death of

Pajya Varddhana of Kanauj, the elder brother of Harsha
Varddhana, he must have been living in A. D. 600, or within

about 30 years of Hwen Thsang’s first visit to Magadha.
We cannot therefore hesitate to accept the story of the com-
plete destruction of the Bodhi-drum about A. D. 600 by
Sasangka^ who was probably the King of Bengal, and its

subsequent renewal by Puma Varmma, King of Magadha.
If it was renewed about A. D. 610, it would naturally have
attained the height of 40 or 50 feet, which Hwen Thsang
assigns to it at the time of his visit in A. D. 637.

Immediately to the east of the Bodhi tree rises the great

temple to a height of 160 feet, from the granite pavement
of the lower fioor to the broken pinnacle at the top. This is,

I think, beyond all doubt the same Vihdr that was seen and
described by Hwen Thsang, as the two agree in several minute
particulars, as well as in the essential point of size. Accord-
ing to the pilgrim, the base of the temple was 20 paces,

or about 50 feet square, which agrees with my measure-
ments, one face being 47 feet 3 inches, and of the other

48 feet 8 inches. Its height was from 160 to 170 feet,

which corresponds with my measured height of 160
feet.'” It was built of bluish bricks covered with a coating

of plaster; it was ornamented with niches in stages, each
niche holding a golden statue of Buddha, and was crowned
with an amalaka fruit in copper gilt. Omitting the metal
pinnacle, which has long ago disappeared, this description

tallies exactly with the appearance of the present temple.

It is built entirely of dark-red brick of a bluish tinge, and
has been more than once plastered all over. The exterior

is still adorned with eight tiers or rows of niches, one
above the other, many of which still hold figures of Buddha.
The gilding has of course disappeared, but these plaster

images were no doubt originally gilded, as it is the custom
of the Burmese to gild their plaster statues even at the
present day.

Hwen Thsang continues—“On the east side there was after-

wards added a pavilion of two storeys, with projecting roofs

which rose in three tiers.” f This statement regarding the

* Julicn’s Hwen Thsang, III, 461, t Julicn’s Hwen Thsang, II, 465,
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snhsequent construction of the rooms on the eastern side is

confirmed by the difference in the size of the bricks used in

the temple itself, and in the additions to the eastern faee.

In the walls of the temple six courses of bricks average from
VI

^

to 18 inches in height, while six courses of the eastern

rooms average only from 15 to 15^ inches. There is a con-
sequent dislocation between the old and new walls ;

hut this

is not at first sight apparent, as the old walls have been
faced with new bricks to a depth of more than one foot,

which do not break joint with bricks of the old walls.

In the aeeompanying plan* the whole of the work that is built

with large bricks is limited to the main building and its

surrounding terrace, the boundary of which is defined by
the letters T . T . T . All beyond T . T . on the east face,

as well as the remains of the upper storey over the middle of

the eastern terrace, is built with the smaller bricks, and
must therefore be part of the subsequent additions mentioned
by Hwen Thsang. In the upper storey no attempt has been
made to bond the old and the new work together ; and the

hand can be inserted in many places between the plastered

face of the old walls and the bricks of the later walls.

Indeed the old niches, as well as mouldings of the eastern

face, can he seen behind these later walls.

The' main body of the temple consists of a lower room
with a pointed arched roof 22 feet 1 inch in height, with a
thickness of 3^ feet to the floor of the upper room, which
has a similar roof 21 feet 6 inches in height. The only

access to the inner room, marked D in the plan, was through
the three passages marked A, B, and C, all of Avhich were
once roofed. The outer hall, marked A, is certainly of Jater

date than the great temple itself, as it is built entirely of the

smaller sized bricks. The central hall B I take to have been
the original porch, as I found that the smaller sized bricks

were confined to a facing about 15 inches deep, which did

not break bond with the thicker bricks of the old wall.

It is probable that this facing was added to carry the vault-

ed arch, although it looks very like a mere repair of the old

wall, which had been worn away by the weather. But even
in this case the thickness of the facing may have been in-

creased for the purpose of lessening the space of the vault.

The stone jambs of the doorway of this porch are of differ-

* riiitc XXV.
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ent kinds, wliicli shows that the doorway must liave been
re-constructed. I believe, however, that this was the original

entrance to the porch of the temple. This porch, which is

15 feet by feet, was once vaulted over, but the vault has
long since fallen in.

The passage marked C is roofed with a pointed vault,

and so also is the inner room, or cell of the temple, marked
D

;
the radius of each arc being equal to the chord, which is

the simplest form of pointed arch. The roof is jdastered and
divided into a great number of small panels, each containing

a small figure of Buddha. This inner room is 20 feet 4
inches long by 13 feet broad. At the western end there is

a large pedestal of black basalt, 4 feet liigh and 5 feet

9 inches broad, which extends right across the room, thus
reducing the actual size of the room to 14 feet 7 inches by
13 feet. The floor is paved with slabs of granite, in the
middle of which rises a lingam of Mahddeva. Most of the
slabs are carved with figures of pilgrims on their knees,

holding flags and other offerings towards the image which
once sat on the great pedestal.

There is a curious story told by Hwen Thsang, to which
the long shape of this cell of the great temple seems to lend
an am of truthfulness.* “ About the beginning of the seventh
century the King Sasdngka, after destroying the Bodlii tree,

dmected one of his ministers to remove the statue of Buddha,
and to put a figure of Mahadeva in its place. The minister,

who was a Buddhist, was puzzled what to do. ‘If,’ said he,
‘ I destroy the statue of Buddha, I shall entail misery upon
myself for countless ages ;

and if I disobey the king’s order,

I shall be killed with my whole family.’ ” He employed a
trusty servant, who built a brick wall before the statue of
Buddha, and in front of the wall set uj) an image of the
god Maheswara. When the king heard that his orders had
been carried out, he was instantly seized with fright, his
whole body broke into tremor, his skin peeled off, and he
died on the spot. The minister then ordered the wall to be

'

removed at once. Now a glance at the plan of the temple
will show that by building a brick wall in front of the
pedestal the room would have become nearly square, while
the back wall towards the west would have been increased

* Julien's HweuTLsaug, II, 163-
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to little more than the thickness of the two side walls on the
north and south.

The thinness of the back wall, compared with the ex-

treme thickness of the two side walls, has always been a
puzzle to me. If this was the original construction, I should
expect to find some passages in the side walls which once led

to the upper rooms. There is a difference of 4 feet in the

thickness of the hack and side walls, which would be more
than was necessary for a staircase. In the great temple at

NManda, which, as the Chinese pilgrim informs us, resem-
bled that near the Bodhi tree, the inner room is 21 feet

square, and all the walls are of the same thickness of 21 feet.

I am therefore inclined to think that the original cell of the

Buddha Gaya temple was nearly square, and that aU the

walls were of the same thickness ; and I would account for

the present difference of 20 feet in length by 13 feet in

breadth by supposing that, when the vaulted roof was added
to the chamber, a new wall, 3^ feet thick, was built against

the north and south sides to carry the vault.

Should this supposition prove to be correct, then the

results as well as the arches must have been additions to

the original structure. This is, I confess, the very con-

clusion that I have arrived at on other grounds, for the

great overlapping opening, or true Indian arch, which forms
the main feature of the eastern face of the building, would
have been quite purposeless if it had not been intended to

throw the sun’s light into the sanctum of the temple over the

roof of the porch, and thus to illuminate every morning the

figure which was the great object of worship. The same
arrangement was adopted in the great Chaitya caves of

Central and Western India, and it is difficult to see what
other purpose this tall rent in the face of the building could

possibly have served. If the vaulted roofs of the two lower

rooms had formed part of the original structure, then the

builder of the temple bad a knowledge of a weak form of

radiating arch, such as is used in well cylinders, where the

bricks are brought in contact edge to edge. In this con-

struction the strain is thrown on the narrow edges of the

bricks instead of on their broad faces, and it is therefore weak.

But it is still so greatly superior in strength to the overlapping

Indian arch that it is difficult to conceive how any builder

who had a knowledge of even this weaker kind of radiating

arch should have deliberately discarded it in the greatest
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Opening of a brick building, nrhere its use would have been
eminently judicious. The overlapping arch is especially

weak in brick-work, as each lap is necessarily very short,

which adds greatly to the height of the opening. But tlie

builders of these tall openings could not have known that

this was a source of weakness, for they dehberately added to

their height by springing them from lofty rectangular open-

ings. In the Buddha Gaya temple this lower portion

of the opening is now closed by three of these end-

to-end radiating arches, but the perpendicular sides are still

traceable. In the Konch temple, however, this tall opening
still remains as it was left by the original builder.

In support of my view, that the vaulted chambers most
probably did not form a part of the original structure, I may
quote the opinion of my friend, the late Mr. C. Horne, who
examined the temple with much care. In his opinion, “ the
whole of the arch arrangements are a subsequent insertion,

and formed no part of the original building.”*

On the other hand I may note that the roof of the rock-

hewn cave of Sonbhandar at Rajagriha, which is beyond
all doubt the Satapanni cave of the first Buddhist synod,

is a low pointed vault,! which shows that the form, at least

of these Buddha Gaya arches, was not unknown to Indian
workmen even so early as B. C. 500.

It is quite possible, therefore, that the vaulted roofs of the
Buddha Gaya temple may have formed part of the original

structure, although, for the reasons which I have just given,

it seems to me not very probable that this should have been
the case.

We now come to the ruined walls and staircases, which
form so conspicuous a feature in the front or east view of
the temple. These remains answer so well to the descrip-

tion of the two-storeyed porticoes seen by Hwen Thsang in

A. D. 637, that I think they must be the ruins of the very
building which he describes. His words are—“ Hu cote de
Test, on a construit, a la suite, un pavilion a deux etages,

dont les toits saillants s’ e’levent sur trois ranges.”! In

* Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1865, p. 285.
I may note here that Babu Rajendra Lai makes a mistake when he supposes that the

arches of the Buddha Gaya temple escaped my notice. I made a large drawing of them
in December 1861, which is now before me, and 1 consulted Colonel Yule in the same
month as to whether they were of Burmese origin,

t Plate XLII.

j Julien’s Hwen Thsang, II, 465.
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the accompanying plan the remains of the walls of the
upper storey are marked G G, and those of the lower
storey E E and E E.* The “ three tiers of roofs” which
the pilgrim mentions I take to have been, 1st, a roof over
the entrance portico A of the lower storey ; 2nd, a roof over
the entrance room B of the second storey ; and Srd, a roof

over the portico of the third storey just above the top of

the overlapping arch. These three roofs with their pointed
pinnacles would answer exactly to the description of Hwen
Thsang

; and, as the actual remains of the exterior rooms
correspond so well with the double-storeyed pavilion of

the pilgrim, I think it very probable that they are the
remains of the identical building which he saw and
described.

The other portions of the eastern building, marked N N
in the plan, are of comparatively modern date, as well as

the external staircases marked S S, which were added by
the Mahant of the Brahmanical establishment on the hank
of the Phalgu to give’ Brahmanical pilgrims access to the
pippal tree without being obliged to go inside the forbidden

temple of the Buddhist. The extra wall at W has been
built during the present century to support the decaying
wall of the terrace on the north side. ' The two landing
places marked L L were formerly accessible only by
the two flights of steps leading from the half of the

temple marked B. These are covered with semi-cflcular

arched roofs up to the landing places at L, from whence
two shorter flights lead to the level of the terrace. As
these steps formed the only means of access to the upper
storey, there must have been openings in the side walls

at E E. EoUowing Hwen Thsang’s description, each
chamber had three doors. These I take to have been two
in the side walls, to the north and south, and one in the west
wall leading into the main building.

This great temple was once surrounded with a Buddhist
railing about 9 feet in height, the whole of which is now
buried beneath the accumulated ruins of centuries. This

railing was discovered by excavations which were made
by Government on my recommendation. The work was

* See also a woodcut of the temple iu Mr. Fergusson’s History of Architecture, Vol.

II, p. 474, iu which the walls of the upper storey are very promiucut,
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carried out under the superintendence of Major Mead, from

whose report I make the following extraets :*

—

“ On the north and west fronts I found that the external

walls of the platform were modern, and apparently not

founded on the original solid ground, but in the mud soil

which has accumulated.
“ In front of the temple I found that the courtyard was

paved with a granite floor 34 feet in width, and the whole
length of the (eastern) front of the temple, which termi-

nates under a cut-stone moulded plinth, which no doubt
carried some sort of ornamental fence dividing off this

inner court from the exterior. (See basalt plinth in the

accompanying plan. The 34 feet must be measured from
the doorway of the entrance hall B, as the width of pave-

ment from the actual outer walls of N N is only 17 feet

from the basalt plinth. The granite pavement also extends

beyond this plinth as far as the brick archway attributed

to Amara Sinha Sauvira.)
“ The eastern external trench running in front of this

archway from S to N yielded a considerable quantity of

masonry in situ, and large numbers of handsomely carved
model stupas, of which some hundreds of specimens have
been disinterred by our excavations.f I consequently
enlarged the trench here to above 20 feet in width, and
endeavoured to trace these walls, which turned out to be
the lower portions of four small single cell temples or

shrines, the upper portions of which are gone. In one of

the most complete, the stone door-frame of which still stands,

we found in place, and on its original pedestal, a statue of

Buddha in the usual seated position (perfect, except the head,
which is broken off and missing), of rather more than life-size.

On the pedestal of this figure and on the base of the statue

are two lines of inscription in good order. ^ * Here we
found a bronze bell, of nearly hemispherical shape, about
10 inches in diameter, and part of some bronze ornament
representing, I fancy, the head of a peacock.

* Letter No. 2077, to my address, dated 3rd November 1863.

f Not a single specimen of these hundreds is now to be seen. I suppose they have
been carried off to Gaya, and are now doing duty as lingams, or symbols of Mahadeva.
No conversion is required, as the people accept one of these votive stupas of the Buddhists
as a ready-made lingam. When I was digging round the Buddhapad the workmen lighted
on the top of one of these stupas. Several times they tried to move it, but in vain. “ Maha-
deo won’t move,” said one, at which there was a general laugh. How strong Mahddeo
is,” said another, which was followed by another laugh.
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“ Of the four internal trenches, that along the southern
face of the temple has been excavated. It has exposed the
southern basement of the temple, which is singularly perfect

and handsome, although entirely in plaster. * * Here we
obtained the corroded remains of two or three small bronze
trumpets * * and about 28 feet from the south-west corner
of the temple this trench disclosed a broken pillar and rail of

what in your instructions you term the Buddhist railing. *

“ On seeing this I decided * * to take the internal west-

ern trench along the line of this railing, and doing so, I

found the railing still all along in place, except that every
post had been broken off just above the insertion of the

lowest rail, save only the two at an opening in the middle
opposite the holy pippal tree. The two pillars standing are

nearly perfect, with carving on two adjacent sides in view of

the usual mortice holes.”

Major Mead then adds that he had found traces of the

same railing both on the north and south sides of the temple.

His report was accompanied by a plan, which shows the

position of this railing and of the basalt plinth in front.

There is also an elevation of the railing, which shows both
pillars and rails, but no coping, from which I conclude that

no specimen of the coping was discovered.

While these excavations were being carried on, Buddha
Gaya was visited by Babu Bajendra Lai Mittra, who gives

the text and translation of the inscription found by Major
Mead on the pedestal of the figm’e of Buddha in the small

temple which he excavated. According to the learned Babu,
the inscription, which was in Gupta characters, f recorded

the dedication of the figure by one Boddikshana, of the village

of Hattagalla, the writer being Upayayapurva of Masavagra.
The Buddhist railing thus discovered by Major Mead I

partially re-excavated in December 1871, for the purpose of

ascertaining whether its pillars were similar to those which I

have already made known as existing in the porch of the

Panch-Pandu temple, and in the veranda of the inner court

of the Mahant’s residence. J On a few of those pillars there

was inscribed a short record in Asoka characters Ayaye
Kuragiye dmiam, “ gift to the holy Kuragi,” which I under-

* This was at the point marked X on the plan.

+ Journal of the Bengal Asiatic Society, 1864, p. 177. This figure of Buddha has dis-

appeared.

I See Archeological Survey Report of India, Vol. I, Plates VIII, IX, X and XI.
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stand to refer to tlie sacred spot wliere Buddha Tvas presented

with “ rice-milk,” as hura means boiled rice. I opened

trenches in several places, of which the most successful were

those in the middle of the west side, and along the line of

railing at the south-east corner. On one of the unbroken
pillars, standing in situ with its lowest rails still fixed, I found

another copy of the inscription noted above, also in Asoka
characters, which is sufficient to show that all the raihng

pillars which I have described in a previous volume, must
have belonged to this very railing.

I found the two pillars forming the opening in the middle

of the western side still standing as Major Mead had left

them. I found also three votive stupas in situ on a brick

floor, below which there was a depth of 2 feet 8 inches of

sand lying on the original brick floor on the same level as

the bases of the pillars of the old stone railing. This brick

floor I found to he on the same level as the granite floor of

the lower room of the temple. I shall refer to these curious

discoveries again, when I come to speak of the age of the

temple.

At the south-east corner I found that there was one pillar

beyond the line of junction of the basalt plinth which runs

from south to north. This one pillar, however, was a corner

one, as it has socket holes for rails on three sides. The
fourth side, to the east, is occupied with a sculptiwe in high
relief of two females, one holding to a tree with left arm
and left leg, and the other seated on the ground, and ap-

parently supporting the right foot of the first. Both figures

are clad from the waist to the knees in finely creased drapery,

over which is seen the well known head girdle. The second
pillar, towards the west, has an Asoka inscription right across

it, hut it is so much injured that I could not read more than
the opening letters patihata’'* On the lowest rail, however,
I found the following well preserved inscription in deeply-cut

Asoka characters :

—

Bodhi-RaJckitasa Tahapanakasa ddnam.

“ gift of Bodhi-Bakhita of Tahapanaka (or Ceylon).” Several

specimens of these rails are given in the accompanying plate.

f

On the sandstone rads, as indeed might he expected, the

workmanship is smoother, and the details of the lotus flowers

more minute, than on the granite rails. The length of the

* Plate XXV^l, No. 2 inscription.

t Plate XXVI. Two of these I have deposited iu the Indian Museum, Calcutta.

M
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sandstone rails, 2 feet 10 inches, is also greater than that of

the granite rails, which are only 2 feet 7 inches long. As
granite is a stronger material than sandstone, the granite rails

ought to have been longer than the others
;
hut perhaps the

difference was simply due to the different donors
;
one gave

his order to some local masons for granite pillars, another

gave his order to the masons of a distant sandstone quarry,

where the lengths of the measm’es may have been slightly

different, although the names were the same.
The pillars vary from 1 If to 14 inches in breadth, and, as

the rails also vary in length, there is a considerable variation

in the intervals, as, for instance, 2 feet 5 inches, 2 feet 7f
inches, 2 feet 9| inches, 2 feet 10 inches, 2 feet 11^ inches,

3 feet 2 inches. Taking the distance of the two western
pillars from the wall of the terrace as the correct line of

the western railing, and that of the south-east pillars as the

correct line of the southern railing, I calculate that there

were 37 pillars on each of the north and south faces,

with an outside length of 145 feet, and 1 2 pillars in each
half of the western side between the corner pillar and
the middle opening. This mU give an outside breadth

of 108 feet with a total of 94 pillars, of which I have my-
self seen 43. But if, as we may reasonably suppose, there

was a similar railing and opening on the eastern side, the

number of pillars would he increased to 118, and the whole
circuit of the railing outside would have been 506 feet.

On the east side, however, there is no trace of this rail-

ing at the present time. But there is a long massive plinth

of basalt that stretches right across from the south to the

north railing, which must have been added many centuries

afterwards, as the granite floor on which it stands is just

2 feet above the level of the granite floor of the temple,

and of the brick floor of the plinth of the surrounding rail-

ing. It is certainly therefore a much later work, hut of

what period it is difficult to say. A s far as my experience

goes, it must be as late as 800 or 900 A. D., as I have not
seen any work in either blue or black basalt that could he
referred to an earlier date.

There is much difference of opinion as to the age of this

famous temple. Mr. Horne and Bahu Bajendra Lai both
refer it to the time of Asoka, or about 200 B. C.,* while

* Journal of Beugal Asiatic Society, 1865, pp. 281—286.
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Mr. Fergusson brings it down to the 14th centmy A. D.*
The first opinion is easily disposed of, as it is founded on a
misquotation of Hwen Thsang. Babu Bajendra speaks of

the “Buddhist belief, reported by Hwen Thsang and the

Ceylonese Chronicles, of Asoka having raised a lofty temple
at Buddha Gaya,” f which is just exactly the reverse of

what the pilgrim does say. Speaking of the great Vihara
as it stood in A. D. 637, he says—“ Sur I’ancien emplace-
ment du Vihara, le roi Asoka avait d’abord eleve un petit

Vihara.” | From this statement it is certain that the great

temple from 160 to 170 feet in height could not possibly have
been the same as the little temple that was built by Asoka.
Indeed, the pilgrim himself distinctly says that the temple
was rebuilt on a grand scale by a Brahman, by the direction

of Mahadeva, while the Brahman’s younger brother dug a
tank. I have already pointed out how closely the descrip-

tion of this temple given by Hwen Thsang agrees with the
actual temple of the present day

;
and on this remarkable

agreement of dimensions, both in height and breadth, of

materials both blue brick and stucco, and of ornamentation
in successive tiers, I come to the conclusion that we now
see before us the very temple which Hwen Thsang visited

and described in A. H. 637.

To all those who have seen the temple, this opinion has
appeared equally certain and conclusive. Mr. Fergusson
alone doubts it, as he describes the temple in the following

terms § :—
“ A temple was erected, according to an inscription found

on the spot, about the year 600, by a certain Amara Deva,
and was seen and described by Hwen Thsang in the 7th
century, but having become ruinous was rebuilt by the
Burmese in or about the year 1 306, as shown in woodcut
No. 982. From its architecture, there can be little doubt
that its external form, and the details of the stucco ornaments
with which it is now covered, belong to the latter epoch, and so

do all the parts which are arched, and all the true arches. The
frame-works of the building, however, and those parts con-
structed with horizontal arches, seem to belong to the earlier

erection.”

* History of Ardiitectnre, II, p. 474. J Jnlicn’s Hwen Thsang;, II, 465.

t Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, 1864, p. 186. § History of Architecture, 11,474.
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In this statement I must take exception to the word
rehuilt, for which I would read repaired. I grant that the
loose phraseology of our English translations of the Burmese
inscription, * which would seem to have adopted different

words for the sake of variety, gives some countenance to Mr.
Eergusson’s rebuilding. But I contend that if the temple
had been so often rebuilt, as the translators of the Burmese
inscription incline to make out, the temple itself would not
have retained that remarkable accordance with Hwen
Thsang’s description, which it does to this day by the general

consent of all observers. I contend also that if the temple
had been frequently rebuilt it would have shown this very
clearly by the different sizes and various colours of its

bricks, as it cannot he supposed that each new builder would
have used only new bricks, of one uniform size and colour,

instead of using up all the old bricks that were still good,

and merely adding to them as many new bricks as were
required. But instead of the patchwork of different sized

bricks which we might naturally expect to find in a temple
which had thus been rebuilt of old and new materials, the

mass of the great temple is homogeneous, being built of

large bricks of uniform size, and of a peculiar bluish tinge,

as noticed by Hwen Thsang.
"W^ien all the inscriptions which I have collected have

been translated, it is probable that we may obtain some
earlier and more authentic information regarding the

Buddha Gaya temple than we now possess. Until then, I

am content to rest my opinion on the evidence supplied by
the building itself, which seems to me to be singularly clear

and trustworthy.

The most striking evidence of the antiquity of the

temple is its exact correspondence in all particulars with
the description given of it in A. D. 637 by the Chinese
pilgrim Hwen Thsang. If it was rebuilt, as Mr. Eergusson
supposes, by the Burmese in A. D. 1305, the new temple
must have been a very close copy of its predecessor, not

only in its dimensions, but in the colour of its bricks, and
in the style of its external ornamentation. I hold therefore

that any theory as to the age of the temple which is found-

ed upon its external form and ornamentation should first

* The translation of this Burmese inscription will be given hereafter; a facsimile of the

test will be found in Plato XXXI.
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explain how a comparatively modern temple of Burmese
construction agrees so minutely in all imjiortant particulars

with the description given of it hy Hwen Thsang in A. D.
637. If the Burmese merely copied the design of the

previous temple, then the style belongs to the period of

the previous building. The true explanation seems to me
to lie in the erroneous use of the term rebuilt by the trans-

lators of the Burmese inscription, instead of repaired.

That the Burmese rebuilt the temple in A. D. lS05 is,

I am confident, a gross mistake, owing partly perhaps
to the ignorance as well as want of precision in the

original writer of the Burmese inscription, and partly to

the looseness of the English translations given by Katna
PMa and Colonel Burney. According to Batna PMa,* the

original temple erected by Asoka “ having fallen into dis-

repair was rebuilt “again being ruined^ it was restored,”

and after a long interval, “ being once more demolished, the

Burmese minister was employed to repair the sacred

building.” It was thus, says the translator, constructed o,

fourth time.” Here the confusion between disrepair, ruin

and demolition is fairly balanced by the confusion between
rebuilding, restoration and repair. In Colonel Burney’s
translation I find exactly the same tantalizing want of preci-

sion. According to him, the original temple of Asoka having
been destroyed for a long time was repaired.^ I need
quote no fm’ther, but will simply state my opinion that

the temple was not rebuilt by the Bm’mese at any time, but
simply repaired.

Amongst all this confusion it is pleasant to turn to the
simple narrative of the Chinese pilgrim, from whom we learn
that the original temple of Asoka being a small one, it was
rebuilt on a grand scale by a Brahman. No clue is given as

to the date of the new temple, but I am inclined to think
that it may be assigned with some probability to the first

century B. C. In his account of the great temple of Bala-
ditya at Nalanda, which was 200 feet high, Hwen Thsang
expressly states that in size and magnificence it resembled
the great temple near the Bodhi-drhm.^ Now this temple

* Journal, Bengal Asiatic Society, 1834, p. 214.

t Asiatic Researches of Bengal, Vol. XX, p. 104.

X Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, 50. The height of the Nalanda temple is given in one
place, Vol. I, p. 160, at 200 feet; and in another, Vol, III, p. 50, at 300 feet. The former
no doubt uas the true height of the temple.
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of Baladitya, which was identified hy me in 18G1, was par-
tially excavated at my recommendation in 1863, and after-

wards more completely hy Mr. A. M. Broadley in 1871. I
Adsited IS^alanda in January 1872, and made a careful ex-
amination of this great ruined temple, the walls of which are
still standing to a height of more than 50 feet. Large masses
also of the fallen walls are still intact. Brom all these
remains, I am able to vouch for the accm’acy of Hwen
Thsang’s statement that the Nalanda temple, with respect to

size and magnificence, was comparable to the great temple
near the Bodhi-drfim.

Both temples are square in plan, both rise from a raised ter-

race or platform, both are built of brick faced with stucco,

and both are ornamented with rows of panels containing
figures of Buddha. But the agreement with Hwen Thsang’s
description goes still further. The height of the Nalanda
temple, he says, was 200 feet. Now we know both the
breadth and height of the Buddha Gaya temple, and as the

Nalanda temple resembled it, we may conclude with some
confidence that it was built in the same relative proportions

of height to base. The base of the Nalanda temple is 63 feet

square, and that of the Bodhi-drum temple is just 50 feet,

its height being 160 to 170 feet. Aceording to this propor-

tion, the height of the temple of Baladitya at Nalanda would
liave been a little over 200 feet, which agrees exactly with
the measm’ement given hy Hwen Thsang.
Now the Nalanda temple was certainly not either repaired

or rebuilt hy the Burmese. On the contrary, we know that

the last alterations and additions to it were made to the

entrance doorway hy Baja Mahipala, as recorded in an
inscription discovered hy Captain Marshall, when making
the excavation pre\dously alluded to. As Mahipala lived in

the beginning of the 11th century,* we gain no less than
three centuries for the antiquity of this style of temple over

the' date adopted for it hy Mr. Bergusson.

I retmm again to the account of the temple given hy
Hwen Thsang. According to him, the Brahman builder of

the temple had a younger brother who excaA'ated a tank.

Neither its name nor its position is given, hut it was pro-

bably the nameless tank which now exists to the west of the

* The Saniath inscription of this prince is dated in Samvat 1083, or A. D. 1026.
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temple. It is especially unfortimate that the name of the

Brahman is not mentioned by Hwen Thsang ; but as the

date of Baladitva is fixed hv him to the first century B. C.,

SO tve may place the building of the Bodhi-drum temple

about the same time, or perhaps a little earlier than Bala-

ditya, as the larger temple was probably the later one. I

have a suspicion that the Brahman and his brother may
perhaps he the same as the two brothers, Sanhara and
Mudgaragamini, who founded the first monasteiw at i!salan-

da.* When they are first mentioned, they are called simply
“ the two T7pfisika brothers who laid the foundations of the

famous monastery of Xalanda;” hut afterwards the elder

brother is called “ King Sankara,” and Kagarjiina is said

to have studied in the Nalanda monastery of Sankara
»

shortly after its foundation, f This King Sankara must
therefore he identified with HwenThsang’s
or Sankaraditya,% whom he also makes the first founder of

the Kalanda monastery. This is a mere susrgestion, hut it

seems not improbable that the two enthusiastic brothers

who built the Kalanda monastery on the site of Sariptitra’s

bhth, might he the same two brothers \yho had preyiously

built the great temple near the Bodhi-drum. But quite

independent of the question of their identity, I look upon
the - fact mentioned by Hwen Thsang, of the similarity of

the two great temples of Kdlanda and Buddha Gaya, as a

fah eyidence that the two buildings belonged to the same
period ; and I accept the pilgrim’s statement that the
Kalanda monastery was built seyen hundred years before

his time as a plain fact, which he must haye obtained from
the annals of the monastery itself. Baladitya must therefore

he placed towards the end of the first century before Christ,

or early in the first centiuy after Christ.

§

The next point in Hwen Thsang’s description is the fact

that some time afterwards a “ payilion of two storeys,

with pointed roofs in three tiers, was added to the eastern

* Vassilief, Le Baddhism, Ses dogmes, &c., tradnit du Russe par La Comme. p. 49,
The historical portions are taken from Taranath’s Tibetan History of Buddhism.

+ yassilief, pp. 49 and 200.

;J;
Julien’s Hwen Thsang-, III, 42, transcribes the Chinese syllables as Sakrdditya,

but the Tibetans are much more likely to have preserved the true name.

§ Julien’s Hwen Thsang, I, 152. If the pilgrim’s 700 yeais before A. D 637 should refer

to the first foundation of the monastery by Sankara, then Baladitya, who was the third in
descent from him, cannot be placed earlier than the fii-st half of the first century A. D., or
from 20 to 50 A. D.
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side” of tlie temple.* This pavilion I take to ho the

additions to the eastern front which we now see in ruins. I

know of no clue to fix even the probable date of this addition

;

but if there be any truth in the statement of the Amara
Deva inscription, the erection of the double-storeyed pavilion

in front of the entrance may be assigned to Amara Deva, who,
as he is called one of the nine gems of the court of Vikra-

maditya, must have been the contemporary of Varaha Mihira,

and cannot therefore be placed before 500 A. D.
From this time down to A. D. 1306, when the temple was

repaired by the Burmese, we have no records whatever ; but I

confidently anticipate that some facts connected with the

temple will be obtained from the Buddhist inscriptions which
I obtained, both at Buddha Gaya and at Brahma Gaya.f

I will now turn to the temple itself, and to the ruins

around it, and see what evidence they will afford in favour

of the various dates which I have suggested above for the

erection and repah of the holy building.

1st .—The original Vihdr in front of the Bodhi-drum was a
small one erected by Asoka shortly after his conversion to

Buddhism, or about B. C. 250. In the Asoka Avadana the
monument is called a Chaitya ; J but as it no longer exists, the

form of tfie building is of little consequence. To Asoka also

is attributed the erection of a stone wall, 12 feet in height,

around the famous Bodhi tree, which was still standing in

Hwen Tbsang’s time. The circuit of the wall is not

given, but there can be little doubt that the Buddhist rail-

ing, which has been already noticed as bearing inscriptions of

Asoka’s age, must be the stone wall referred to by the Chinese
pilgrim. § The great antiquity of this railing might be
proved without the aid of inscriptions, by comparing it with
the Buddliist railings of Sanchi and Mathura. By this test

we see at once, by its square pillars and thick rails, that it

belongs to the same period as the Sanchi railings, from which
it differs only in being ornamented.
With reference to this question of ornamentation, I have

given in Plate XXVII, Fig. 1, a sketch of one of the compart-

* Julien’s Hwen Thsang, II, 465.

t Glaclwyn’s Ain-i-Akbari, II, 25.—“Gaya, the place of Hindu worship is in this Sirkar ; they
call it Rrahnia Gaya, being consecrated to Brahma or Brahma by the Brahmans.

J Burnouf Introduction a 1’ Histoire du Buddhisme, Indien, p. 388.

§ Sec Plate XXV for the plan, and Plates XXVI and for specimens XXVII of the orua-

lucntations of this railing.
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merits of an entrance pillar which is now fixed, along with

many others, in the verandah of the inner court of the

Mahant’s residence.

The subject is Surya, or theSun driving a four-horsed chariot,

with two attendant archers shooting his rays like arrows

upon the earth. In this treatment I think that there is a

decided evidence of Greek influence in the restricted number
of four horses attached to the chariot ; for the Indian Surya,

from the earliest times, down to the present day, has always
been represented as driving a chariot with seven horses. In
the Rig Veda he drives “seven bay” or bright-hacked steeds,*

and in all the Brahmanical sculptures that I have seen, there

are seven horses carved on the pedestal, which are being
driven by Aruna, while two attendants, on each side,

shoot downwards the golden arrows of the solar rays.f The
chariot however is Indian, as may be seen by comparing it

with the specimen given in figure 3 of Plate XXVII from
the Sanchi Tope. But whence came the four horses ? To
this question I can only reply—“ Prom the Greeks,” and in

proof of this opinion, I have given in fig. 2 of the same
plate, a sketch of the well known classical representation of

Phoebus Apollo in his chariot drawn by four horses. It is

true that this composition is of later date than the age of

Asoka ;
but as both the chariot and horses are mentioned in

the Homeric Hymn to Helios, they are much earlier than
the time of Asoka. That this particular treatment of the

subject was familiar to the Eastern Greeks we learn from
a recently discovered tetradrachma of Platon, on which
Helios, radiated, is represented driving to the right in a chariot

drawn by four horses. There was a famous temple of the
Sun at Taxila, of which place Asoka had once been governor
during his father’s lifetime. Here then the Indians might
have seen the Greek representations of the Sun god, which
was afterwards carried to Palibothra by either pure Greek,
or half Greek sculptors. I agree with Mr. Pergusson in

thinking that the Indians in all probability derived the art of

sculpture from the Greeks. In the Panjab this would have
been introduced as early as 800 B. C., and in a few years it

would have found its way to the great capital of Palibothra.

* H. H. Wilson’s Rig Veda, I, 126 j II, 133; III, 314; and IV, 133.

t See Moor’s Hindu Pantheon, Plates 87, 88, and 89 ; Coleman’s Mythology of the Hindus,
Plate 24, fig. 2 ; and Buchanan’s Eastern India, I, p. 86., Plate XII, fig. 2.

J See Pellerin, Tom., II. Sppt. Plate VI., fig. 3.

N
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I speak now only of the sculptor’s art, not of the mason’s
trade, for I do not suppose that building with stone was
unknown to the Indians at the time of Alexander’s invasion.

On the contrary, I will show, in another portion of this

report, not only that stone buildings were in use before that

time, but that some of these are still standing at the present

day.

2nd .—The next remains in point of antiquity connected
with the great temple belong to the first century after the

Christian era. I have already mentioned that a statue of

Buddha was discovered m situ by Major Mead in a small

temple opposite the large one bearing an inscription which
Babu Bajendra Lai pronounced to be in Gupta characters,

and which must therefore be assigned to a date shortly after

tlie Christian era. To this I am now able to add four massive
sandstone architraves of a Buddhist railing, with sculptures

and inscriptions which belong to the 1st and 2nd centuries

after Christ. Sketches of these curious and interesting speci-

mens of ancient Indian sculpture are given in the accompany-
ing plates.*

The section in Plate XXVIII shows a height of 13|
inches, with a thickness of 11-| inches. As the last dimen-
sion is half an inch less than that of the granite pillars of

Asoka’s railing, and three inches less than that of the sand-

stone pillars, these four coping stones must have belonged

to a different railing, the pillars of which must have been
about 10 inches square. Prom the position in which they

were found, I think that they may have belonged to a new
railing in front of the great temple, which, as I have attempted

to show, was probably built about the beginning of the

Christian era. Three of these coping stones were found at the

point mai'ked Z in the plan,t arranged in a straight line on
the granite floor, and the fourth was discovered, split into

two slabs, in the rough roof over the Buddha-pad. I have
marked them separately as A, B, C, and D in the accom-
panying plates, which are all drawn to one-eighth of the

original size. The four stones give a total length of 20

feet of architrave.

* Plates XXVIII, XXIX and XXX.
+ Plate XXV.—These three stones must have been seen by Major Mead’s workmen, as

they are entered in his plan as “ stone kerb.” He must therefore have considered them to

be in situ.
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A is the shortest piece, 3 feet 7 inches in length. On
the front is represented a procession of animals, half fabulous,

half natural, led by a human-headed and winged bull. Next
comes a winged man and horse, then a pair of buffaloes and
a monkey. Beneath there is an imperfect inscription in

one line, which I read as follows

—

dram, padam kritd yesliam dtnd * *

masa masindcharyya * * *

On the back is the flower pattern marked A in Plate XXX,
one-fourth of the original size.

B is 4 feet 7 inches in length. On this the procession of

animals is headed by a pair of winged goats, female and
male, followed by a ewe and a ram, after which come a cow
and hull, and last a winged horse. On the back there is a
very elegant border of lotus flowers represented in Plate

XXX, Pig. B.

C is the broken slab in the roof of the Buddha-pad, 5 feet

6 inches in length. On this the leading pair of animals
appear to be intended for hippopotami. The next pair are clear-

ly elephants
;
hut the sculptor has shown a strange ignorance

of the true form of their hind legs. These are followed by
a bull and a lion. On the hack is the scroll border marked C
in Plate XXX.
D is the largest fragment of these curious animal

bas-reliefs, being 6 feet 5 inches lon^. It is represented in
Plate XXIX in two portions, of which the lower follows on
the right hand of the upper. In this bas-relief the sculptor
has given the rein to his fancy, and exhibited a procession
of sea-monsters, by simply adding fish-tails to the foreparts

of well known land animals. The elephants seem to me to be
the most comical, although they are by nature half aquatic.
Below the procession there is a long inscription in two
lines, which is unfortunately much injured in the middle.
It is certainly a Buddhist record, as the words BJiagavate
Biiddhaya occur twice in the upper line,* as well as the
well known term Vihd7^e just before the second Bhagavate.
On the hack of the stone there is the flower pattern marked
D in Plate XXX.
As these inscriptions are sufficient to show that the Bud-

dhist railing to which they belonged was at least as old as

the second century after Christ, I think it most probable

* See A2 aud A4, Plate XXIX.
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that this railing must have been set up in front of the great
temple shortly after its completion. Several fabulous sea-

monsters had already become familiar in the numerous sculp-

tured railings at Mathura, which belong to the Indo-Scythian
period of the century just before and after Christ. But we
have a still earlier example in the Triton or Merman of

Asoka’s railing at Buddha Gaya itself, of which I have
given a sketch in Plate XXVI. The original idea of these

sea-monsters I believe to have been derived from the well

known Tritons, Hippocamps and Capricorni of the Greeks.
Their first appearance in the sculptures of Asoka’s age is, in

my opinion, a strong presumptive proof that the Indians
derived the art of sculpture from the Greeks. It is a fact,

which receives fresh proofs every day, that the art of sculp-

ture, or certainly of good sculpture, appeared suddenly in

India at the very time that the Greeks were masters of the

Kabul valley, that it retained its superiority dmdng the

period of the Greek and half-Greek rule of the Indo-Scythians,

and that it deteriorated more and more the further it receded
from the Greek age, until its degradation culminated in the

wooden inanities and bestial obscenities of the Brahmanical
temples.

Zrd .—To the thnd period of the temple’s history, I would
ascribe the addition of the two-storeyed pavilion to the

eastern face, which, as we know from Hwen Thsang’s
description, must have been built some time before A. D. 637.

I infer also from the story of Sasangka’s minister placing

a lamp in the inner chamber of the temple before the figure

of Mahadeva on account of the darkness, that the front

pavilion and all the vaults and arches had already been
added before A. D. 590 or 600, say about 500 A. D. To
this period I would refer the repairs of the plaster of many
of the mouldings, which must have been done some time
between the date of the original building and that of the

great second plastering by the Bm’mese in A. I). 1305. To
this period also I would refer the basalt plinth which we
now see in front of the temple,* and perhaps also the basalt

pedestal of the great temple itself, t The mouldings of

both include a cyma, which is not found in the original brick

* Plate XXXI, fig. 7.

t See Archaeological Survey Report, Vol I, Plate V, for the mouldings of this pedestal,

and of the basement of the great temple itself.
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basements of eitlier the NManda or Buddha Gaya temples,

hut which is the most striking feature in the mediaeval stone

basement of the Nalanda temple.^

Now the stone basement or portico of the Nalanda temple

is beyond all doubt an after-addition to the original brick

temple. This is clearly proved by its being built against

the mouldings of the plastered brickwork, instead of being

bonded with it. The junction is made so awkwardly that

the ornamental band of moulding is left rough, and the

hollow between the end of the stone and brick mouldings is

filled with plain bricks. On this subject Captain Marshal],

who appears to have examined the building very closely,

makes the following observations :
—“ The whole temple was

made of the large brick or tile that appears to have been
universally employed in building these Buddhist structures ;

and, speaking generally, the whole building had been raised

at the same time ;
but in more than one instance, from

break in the bond, it was manifest that portions were either

the result of an after-thought, or, at any rate, had been
built at some subsequent date.” At what date this addition

was made to the Nalanda temple may be approximately

fixed by the mason’s marks which I found on some of the

granite blocks of the portico. Big. 8 of Plate XXXI reads

Nala, and fig. 9 simply la, the initial letter being wanting.

Both are incomplete, but I have no doubt that they were
intended for Nalanda, being the mason’s marks made at the

quarry to show that the stones were destined for Nalanda
Big. 10 reads Sidva or Suva, or perhaps simply Sava.

Now the forms of these letters are certainly earlier than
those of the seventh century, as exhibited in the Tibetan

alphabet and the coins of Sasdngha. The granite portico

of the Nalanda temple was therefore added before A. D.
600, or, say, not later than A. D. 500, which agrees with the

date assigned to the basalt pedestal and basalt plinth of the

Buddha Gaya temple showing the same peculiar moulding.
Brom this date down to A. B. 1305, a period of about

eight centuries, we have at present no record connected
with the temple. But during the greater part of this time

* Plate XXXI, figs. 11 and 12.

t A similar practice may be noticed in the mason’s marks of the great Dhamek stupa
at Sarnath Banaras, I found the letters Jso on no less than eight stones, which on a ninth

were extended to Isapa, leavinor no doubt that they wore a contraction for the well known
name of Isa-pataua, the famous temple of the Ucer Park near Bauaras,
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Buddhism flourished under the fostering care of the PMa
Bajas of Magadha. For instance, on one of the Buddhist
statues now at Buddha Gaya I found a short inscription of
two lines, in which Mahipala, who reigned in the beginning
of the 11th century, is called Fara7na hliaUdraka pat'ama
Saugata, “the supreme king, the pre-eminent Buddhist.”
When all the inscriptions now collected have been translated,

we shall probably know much more of the varied fortunes of
the great temple of Buddha Gaya.

Mil .—The fourth period in the history of the temple is

the record of its repair by the Burmese in A. D. 1305. The
inscription itself is on a slab of basalt which is now fixed

in the wall of the Mahant’s residence. A facsimile of it

will be found in the accompanying plate.* Two trans-

lations have been published of this inscription
;
the first by

Batna Pala, a Ceylonese Pali scholar,! and the second by
Colonel Bmmey with the aid of Burmese Pali scholars. J

The dates were read wrongly by the Biu’mese for the purpose
of making the inscription tally with their own native history ;

for, as Colonel Burney confesses, “ if we take the two dates

to be 667 and 668, the inscription cannot refer to any of

the kings of Pagan, as that capital was destroyed by the
Chinese in the Burman year 646, or A. D. 1284.”§ Now
as the two dates of the inscription are beyond all doubt 667
and 668,11 must give up the attempt to connect the

Burmese with the repair of the temple, and accept the Baja
of Arakan as the pious worshipper of Buddha. This is in

accordance with the belief of the people of Bangoon, who
told Colonel Burney that “ the form of many of the letters,

, as well as some idiomatic expressions, proved the inscription

to have been put up by a native of Arakan.” This also is

Sir Arthur Phayre’s opinion, who says :
“ the archetype of

this inscription has evidently been written by an Arakanese, or

the stone was engraved by an Arakanese workman, from
a peculiarity in the spelling of certain words still prevailing

* Plate XXXII, fig. 1.

t Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, 1834, p, 214,

j Asiatic Researches of Bengal, Vol. XX., p. 164.

§ Ditto ditto ditto, p. 185, note.

II
The second is actually 660, as read by Sir Arthur Phayre, hut as the previous date is

unquestionably 667, the second must necessarily be later. Now the figure 8 is a three-

quarter circle, which by a slip of the chisel, or the lapse of time, might easily have been

made into a complete circle or 0.
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among the Arakanese.* All these probabilities amount to

certainty when we find that Meng-di, the .Raja of Arakan
at the date of the inscription, had entered into friendly re-

lations with Nga-igur-hheng (Nashmdden ?}, the Thu-ra-tan
(or Sultan) of Bengal.

f

The following is Ratna Pala’s translation :
—“ This is one

of the 84,000 shrines erected by Sri Rharmasoka, ruler of

the world, at the end of the 218th year of Buddha’s Nirvana,

upon the holy spot in which Bhagavan (Buddha) tasted

(rice) milk and honey {Madhupayasa). In lapse of time,

having fallen into disrepair, it was rebuilt by a priest

named Naik Mahanta. Again being ruined, it was restored

by Raja Sadomang. After a long interval it was once more
demolished, when Raja Sempyu Hakhen Tara Mengi appointed
his Guru, Sri Dharma Rajaguna, to superintend the building.

He proceeded to the spot with his disciple Sri Kasyapa, but
they were unable to complete it, although aided in every way
by the raja. Afterwards Varadasi Naik Thera petitioned

the raja to undertake it, to which he readily assented, com-
missioning prince Pyutasing to the work, who again deputed
the younger Pyusa Kheng and his minister Ratha to

cross over and repair the sacred building. It was thus con-
structed a fourth time, and finished on Priday, the 10th day
of Pya-Tola, in the Sakaraj year 667 (A. I). 1305). On
Sunday, the 8th of Tachhoon Mungla 668 (A. D. 1306), it was
consecrated with splendid ceremonies and offerings of fond,

perfumes, banners and lamps, and puja of the famous
ornamented tree called Kalpa-vriksha, and the poor were
treated with charity as the raja’s own children. Thus was
completed this meritorious act, which will produce internal

reward and virtuous fruits. May the founders endure in

fame, enjoy the tranquillity of Nirvana, and become Arahanta
on the advent of Arya Maitri (the future Buddha).”
When this inscription is compared with the information

furnished by Hwen Thsang, it seems highly probable that
the previous buildings and repairs may be identified and
made clearer by the narrative of the Chinese pilgrim. Both
statements agree that the original temple was built by Asoka.
Then, after the lapse of some time, a new Vihar was built on
a grand scale by a Brahman, who must therefore be the

* Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1844, p. 40, note on the history of Arakan.

t Sir Arthur Phayre’s History of Arakan, in Bengal Asi.atic Society’s Journal, 1844, p. 43-
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Naik Mahanta of Ratna Pala, and the Pen-tha-gu-gyi of

Colonel Burney. As Gyi simply means “great,” the name of

the builder was Pensagu, which appears to be an Indian
rather than a Burmese name. I suspect that it may perhaps
be only the title of Upasika, but there is a large tank at

Nalanda called Pmisoka Pokhar, which may possibly preserve

the true name of the founder of the temple.

The next point mentioned by Hwen Thsang is the addi-

tion of a two-storeyed pavilion to the eastern front or en-

trance. This may perhajis be the work said to have been
done by Baja Sadomang, or King Thado, as Colonel Burney
calls him with the view of identifying him with a Burmese
king. Thadomang is the name in the original, which would
represent some pure Indian name beginning with Sada or

Sata, or Sartha, or perhaps even Sara. Mang is probably a
Burmese translation of pati, or natha, or even of raja. This

may hereafter afford a clue to the real name. If there be

any truth in the Amara Deva inscription, he himself should

be the Sadomang of the Burmese inscription.

What was done to the temple in A. D. 1305 and 1306 I

take to have been extensive repairs, including a complete

coat of plaster, which has lasted very fairly until the present

day. In Plate XXXI I have given sketches of three promi-

nent changes which this last coat of plaster made in the

building. Everywhere there are two coats of plaster, and
in some places three ;

but changes have been introduced

by the last coat of plaster, which may have been due to

the hurry of foreigners who wished to get back quickly

to their own country. Fig. 1 represents the ornaments on
one of the larger mouldings of the original plaster, and fig. 2

the later perfectly plain coat of plaster which covers the

other. In fig. 3 the first coat of plaster shows a row of square-

headed niches, which the later coat No. 4 has changed to

round-headed ones. In fig. 5 we have the old plaster capi-

tals of the pilasters, representing an amalaka fruit, turned

into perfectly plain mouldings by the second coat of plaster

shown in No. 6.

The question now arises—When was this last coat of plaster

put on the building ? If by the Arakanese in A. D. 1305,

as I suppose, then the temple itself must be at least several

centuries older. We have no knowledge, and not even a

tradition, of any subsequent repairs, and I confess that I

have not seen anything about the temple which looks like
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tlie work of a later date. Bat about the time of the Ara-

kauese repau’s there was uudouhtedly a revival which lasted

for a few years, and then passed away for ever. The
Buddha-pad was consecrated in the Saka year 1230,

or A. D. 1308, just two years after the repah’ of the

temple
; and the dated inscriptions on the granite pave-

ment show that the number of pilgrims who visited the

shrine about this time was considerable. Two of these

inscriptions I have already published,^ dated in Samvat
1385 and 1388, or A. D. 1328 and 1331.

There is nothing of a later date about the great temple,
save a couple of records of modern Burmese pilgrims, for

a translation of which I am indebted to Sir Arthur Phayre.
The text of the inscriptions is given in Plate XXXII, Xos. 2
and 4.

No. 2.

On a Votive Chaitya.

1.—In 1185 (A. D. 1823), the 2nd day of the waxing moon of

Wa-khoung.
2.—Shime-pu, resident of the place called Kwun-tshwai, wrote this

stone writing.

Xo. 4.

On Pedestal of Siva and Parvati.

1.—In 1171 (A. D. 1809), the 13th day of the waxing moon.
Thedengyat, Maha * *

2.—Master of the lord-elephant, great lord of life, the iwal
gift * * *

3.— * * presented and made offerings. May men and angels
applaud

!

4.—The persons who came are Nga-pe-tu and Nga-Kway.

On this inscription Sir Arthur Phayre remarks—“ I pre-
sume that these persons were sent from Ava as the king’s
substitutes to make offerings. Inscribing the image of
Mahadeva would be like presenting a servant to his lord.”

PRAGBODHI OR MORA MOUNTAIN.

The two Chinese pilgrims describe a famous cave in a
mountain which was situated on the eastern bank of the
Phalgu river, and about three miles to the north-east of the
great temple of the Bodhi-drum. This is the Mora Moun-

* See Archseologieal Survey of India, Vol. I, Plate VI.
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tain of the present day, in which there still exists a natural

cavern in the position indicated by the pilgrims. Ea Hian
calls the distance “less than half a yojan^^' or miles,

which Hwen Thsang shortens to 14 or 15 U, or about

miles. The actual distance is just 3^ miles to the cavern,

but only 2^ miles to the nearest point of the hill. The legend

connected with this cave is thus related by Fa Hian :*

—

“ Going north-east from this half a yojana we arrived at

a stone cell, into which Bodhisatwa entering sat down with

his legs crossed, and his face toward the west. Whilst thus

seated he reflected— ‘ If I am to arrive at the condition of

perfect wisdom, then let there be some spiritual manifesta-

tion.’ Immediately on the stone wall there appeared a

shadow of Buddha, in length somewhat about three feet.

This shadow is still distinctly visible. Then the heavens and
the earth were greatly shaken, so much so that all the

Devas resident in space cried out and said— ‘ This is not the

place appointed for the Buddhas (past or those to come) to

arrive at perfect wisdom,’ ” &c.

Hwen Thsang gives a similar version of the legend,f

but with the addition of many minute details. He calls

the mountain Folo-M-pu-ti, or Fragbodhi. “ Here the Bodhi-

satwa wished to live in solitude and silence until he should

obtain ‘perfect intelligence.’ Half-way down the moun-
tain, and facing the river, there was a cavern in which

the Bodhisatwa sat down with crossed legs. Then the

earth shook and the mountain trembled, and the Devas

called out with a loud voice ‘ This is not the place where

a Tathagata can obtain perfect intelligence.’ The Naga
of the cavern then besought his favour, and the Bodhisatwa

left his shadow behind him and departed.”

The cave in the Mora Mountain is a natural fissure about •

half-way up the western slope, and facing the Phalgu

river. It is shaped like a crescent, 37 feet in length and
5^ feet in width, with an entrance in the middle of the

convex face 3 feet 2 inches in width and 4 feet 10 inches

in height. At the upper or north end there is another

opening 4 feet broad and 4 feet high, which gives light to the

cave. At the south end the fissure continues for a further

distance of 24 feet, but of such small dimensions that a

* Beal’s Fa Hian, C. XXXI, p. 121.

t Julieu’s Hwcu Tbsaug, II, p. 47.
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man can only just crawl along it. Its height is 2 feet 7

inches, but its width is only 1 foot 7 inches. At the hack
or east side of the cavern there is a ledge of rock 8 inches
high, which probably served as a pedestal for the shadow
of Buddha which was figured on the rock. Every year,

at the close of the rainy season, the monks used to climb
this mountain to make theu’ offerings and spend a night
or two in the cavern.

GAYA.

The town of Gaya is one of the most famous places

of Brahmanical worship in Northern India. It is said to have
received its name from an Asur nanied Gaya, whose story

is told in the Gaya-Mahatmya, from which it has been
extracted by Buchanan.* The drift of the story is to account
for the origin of the temple of Vishnu-pad. The Asur by his

rigid devotions was becoming so powerful as to alarm the

gods. Brahma tried to hold him down, hut was defeated. He
then called in the aid of 8urya as OaydcUtya, or lord of

Gaya, but he too was defeated. Then other gods were
called, and all sat upon him, but in vain. At last the aid

of Vishnu was sought, and he quelled the Asur at once by
putting his foot upon him. Some say that his foot was
put upon the Asur’s head, hence the name of Gaya-sira, or

Gaya’s head ; but the temple is built on a low rocky point at

the foot of the great mountain of Brahma-yo/^^, w^hich in all

the Buddhist books is called the “ Mountain of Gaya.”
Brahma-yoni, or Brahma-juin, is therefore the true Gayasiras.

In the time of Buddha there were three Kdsyapas,
brothers, who were separately named Nadi-Kasyapa, Gaya-
Kasyapa, and Uruvilwa-Kasyapa. The first two lived at

the foot of the Gaya Mountain, and the last at Uruvilwa,
or Buddha Gaya. The Kasyapas were converted to Bud-
dhism by Buddha himself ; and the story of the Vishnu-
pad would appear to be only a late Brahmanical version

invented on the suppression of some previously existing

Buddha-pad.
There are no ancient temples of any kind now existing

in Gaya, but there are numerous images, both Buddhist
and Brahmanical, and many inscriptions of both creeds

* Eastern India, I, p. 51.
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ivliicli still remain to be translated. Several of these arc

Buddhist, but it is impossible to ascertain whether they were
found in Gaya itself, or brought from Buddha Gaya. There
does not appear to be a single inscription in situ, excepting
perhaps a few of the later records of pilgrims to the shrines

of Gadadhar and Vishnu-pad. Until the inscriptions have
been translated, it seems idle to speculate any further on the

previous history of Gaya.
The town of Gaya is situated on the left or western

bank of the Phalgu river, at the foot of the mountain of

Brahma-/^^m. Many of the houses are seated on rocky
points, and the spires of the temples, the lofty stone houses,

and numerous ghats leading down to the Phalgu form a

very picturesque view from tlie opposite bank of the river.

The principal temple is the Vishnu-pad, which was built

by the Mahratta Queen Ahalya Bai towards the close of the

last century. I was informed that the whole expenditure

amounted to 16 lakhs of rupees, of which only 9 were
spent on the building, the remaining 7 having been divided

amongst the Brahmans.* It is built of grey granite, with
good deep mouldings, but with only one belt of shallow

ornament, The main building is an open hall or Mandapa,
58 feet square, with tlie corners indented, supported on eight

rows of clustered pillars, leaving an open space in the middle
only 16 feet square.! The pillars, which are polygonal, with
slight ornaments, are clustered in groups of four. They are

disposed in two storeys one above the other, which gives a

massive but rather heavy appearance to the exterior. The
centre is covered by a gracefully shaped dome formed in the

usual Indian manner hy overlapping stones.

The sanctum of the temple is an octagonal tower 38
feet in diameter, with a lofty pyramidal roof. The sides of

the octagon are alternately plain and indented, each angle

as it reaches the pyramidal roof finishing in a series of

small pinnacles one above the other, until they all culminate
in a single tall and rather graceful pinnacle. These pin-

nacles, I have been told, are supposed to represent the peaks

of Mount Meru. The total height of the dome may be about

80 feet, and that of the pyramidal tower about 100 feet.

* Ruclwnan, Eastern India, I, 63, gives only 3 lakLs for the building. My informant

was the grandson of the principal Gaya sculptor who was employed on the temple,

t See Plate XXXIII for a plan of the temple.
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The extreme length of the temple is only 82 feet 2 inches,

and its breadth 54 feet 4 inches.

The object of worship I did not see, as I was not allowed

to enter the temple. But the description given of it agrees

with that received by Buchanan. It is simply a long shallow

hole in the rock, on which the temple is l)uilt, somewhat
resembling a man’s foot-mark in shape, but much larger.

This indentation is supposed to be the footprint of Vishnu
when he trod down the Asur Gaya. Immediately in front

of the temple there is a small four-pillared cupola, in which
hangs a bell presented by Banajit Pande, minister of the

B.aja of Nepal
;
and in the entrance to the temple itself there

is a second bell bearing the following inscription :
—“ A gift

to the BishnU'pad by Mr. Prancis Gillanders. Gaya, 15th
January 1798.” Gillanders was the collector of the pilgrim

tax at the time of Buchanan’s visit, and the length of his

residence in Gaya may have given him a kindly feeling

towards the pilgrims, which has been exhibited in this

unusual manner.
A little to one side of the Nepalese bell there is an open

pillared hall called Sola-bedi, in which the pilgrims assemble
before begirming the tour of the holy places. In this hall I

have seen from 400 to 500 people huddled together in small
groups under the guidance of different Brahmans—some
busy in kneading balls of coarse flour to present to the Vishnu-
pad, others repeating the names of the gods whose temples
they were about to visit. During this time the bell was kept
constantly clanging amid a confused repetition of jay
Gadddhar ji,jay Oadddliarj’ &c.

The courtyard of the Vishnu-pad is irregular in shape, and
much contracted in space by the erection of a hdradari for

the accommodation of the Oayaiodls, or priests of the shrines

of Vishnu. Numbers of inscriptions of different ages are

fixed indiscriminately in the walls of the courtyard and in

the basement of the haradari. These will be referred to

hereafter in my list of the Gaya inscriptions.

In a second courtyard close by stands a small granite

temple dedicated to Vishnu as Gadddliara^ or the “ mace-
bearer.” Near its north-west corner there is a small rough
pillar without capital, and a small rude elephant called

gaj, from which the panj-kosa or jive-kos pilgrimage
circuit is measured—from Buddha Gaya on the south to the
hill of Bret-sila on the north. I presume that a pun is
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intended by placing the image of an elephant, gaj, at the
point from which the measurement begins, as gaj also means
a measure. In the passage near the gate there is a fine large
statue of Indra seated on a throne supported by two ele-

phants. To the north-west of the last stands the temple
of Gaydsuri Devi. Buchanan writes the name Gayeswari
Devi,* but the people certainly prefer the former name, as

they call the goddess the wife of Gayasur. The enshrined
statue, however, is the well-known form of the eight-armed
Durga as Mahesasuri or Bhains^suri Devi. Perhaps the
name of Gayasura may have been originally aj^plied to the
buffalo demon who is being trodden down by Durga as a
rival representation to the Vishnu-pad. In this case the true

name would be Gaydsuri Devi, or the “ goddess triumphant
over Gayasura.”

At a short distance from the Vishnu-pad group of temples
there is a large tank and temple dedicated to Sttrya. The
enclosing wall of the tank is 292 by 156 feet, with a fine

nim tree at the western end, opposite the entrance to the

temple. The piece of ground on which the nim tree is

planted is called Kayikhal, after the Bedi who built the

terrace around it. The temple itself is only the remains of

the old building repeatedly repaired and whitewashed. It

consists of an entrance portico and hall 39 feet long by

25^ feet broad, and a small sanctum at the west end 8f feet

square.! The walls are of brick, but the pillars are all

single blocks of granite 10 feet in height and well propor-

tioned, but without ornament. $ The enshrined image is a
fine figure of the sun-god with two arms, and with his seven

horses driven by Arun on the pedestal. Many Brahmanical
images are collected in groups inside the hall. Two import-

ant inscriptions are fixed in the walls inside, of which one is

the famous Buddhist inscription dated in the year 1819 of

the Nirvana of Buddha. The other belongs to the reign of

Pizuz-Tughlak, and may probably belong to the temple.

Whilst I was engaged in examining the temple, a party of

Brahmans entered, and, after paying their obeisance to the

image of Surya, they chaunted a hymn to the sun-god in

Sanskrit. The Brahmans were soon followed by a party of

women, who sang some verses in a language which seemed to

* Easteiu India, I, 58. t Plate XXXIII, fig. 3.

+ Plate XXXIV, fig. 1.
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be ratlier familiar to me, and Avbicli were at once recognized

by my Brahman draughtsman, Babu Jumna Sankar. The

following are the words of the women’s song :

—

Apne Govindji se mile rahna.

Bat sabhan ki sebna.

Jo koi bMi bad karna lage,

Char bat seh rabna

;

Apne Govindji, &e.

Jo koi Sant milen barb bbagi,

Dukb, sukb, uu se kabna.

Apne Govindji, &c.

Kaba Nanak, “ sun Bbartri J ogi,

Harke Cbaran geb rabna
Apne Govindji, &c.

which may be freely translated as follows :

—

Joined with our own Govindji,

Happy and content are we.

Should we meet a disputant,

Wedl not listen to bis rant;

For joined with our own Govindji,

Happy and content are we.

If a holy man appears,

We’ll tell him all our joys and fears
;

For joined with our own Govindji,

Happy and content are we.

As Nanak unto Bbartri said,
‘ Steadfast bold by Vishnu-pad
So joined with our own Govindji,

Happy and content are we.

About half a mile to the south-west of the Vishnn-pad, and
immediately under the hill of Brahm-juin is the famous
ATcshay-hat, or sacred banyan tree of Brahm-Gaya. The
temple is small and mean, but the tree is a fine one, and
a sketch of it forms one of Daniell’s charming views of

India in the end of the last century. In his sketch ^vill be
seen an inscription slab let into the wall. This slab is still

there with its lower right hand corner broken off, just as he
saw it. The inscription is a long one, but I am afraid it is

too much injured to be deciphered. It opens with an invo-

cation to Siva, and was therefore probably taken from the
neighbouring temple of Buteswara Mahadeva.
To the north of the last stands the restored temple of

Tarpitd Maheswara, with a large tank to the westward, called

Mukmim-kimcl or Bnkmini Tdl. It is built entirely of granite
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blocks, the remains of former buildings, amongst which is a
curious Nagari inscription of the time of Surtdn Mojadin.
It consists only of an entrance hall, supported on pillars, in
front a massive'sanctum ; the former being 27 feet square,
and the latter 11 feet, with walls 8^ feet thick.* The
pillars are upwards of 14 feet in height, and not so plain as
those of Surya’s temple.f The lintel or architrave of the
original temple is now used as a step at the entrance.

On the bank of the Phalgu, at a short distance to the
north of VisJmupada, is the well known Bahmani Ghat,
with a number of small temples of much repute but
poor appearance. The chief of these is a temple to Surya,

in which is enshrined a large statue of the sun-god, 5

feet 11 inches in height. In various places around are

collected numerous pieces of Brahmanical sculpture, amongst
which I observed a votive stupa with the Buddhist formula
of faith inscribed upon it. Close by, there is an open Dharm-
sdla, or travellers’ house, 30 feet long by feet broad, sup-

ported on 20 granite pillars of several different patterns. I

have selected two of these as specimens in the accompanying
plate,—one plain, and one ornamented,—of which the first

is the common form all over Magadha.^ It is remarkable
for the amount of diminution in its upper diameter. There
are several short inscriptions on these pillars, but they are

generally too indistinct from the roughness of the granite

surface to be easily read. One of them opens with

—

Maharaja Sri PrUhi Raja

which may refer to the famous Chauhan chief, as the charac-

ters are as old as the 11th or 12th century. The oldest dated

inscription gives the year 1481 Saka and 1346 Samvat,
equivalent to A. D. 1424, but the whole of it is very
faint and indistinct. A second dated inscription in large

letters, on three faces of one of the octagonal pillars, gives

the year 1394 Samvat, or A. D. 1337. So far as I have made
it out, it contains the names of several private individuals.

Another pillar gives the date of Samvat 1481, or A. D. 1424,

but the few remaining letters of it are nearly illegible.

The numerous inscriptions which have been found at Gaya
and Buddha Gaya, and other parts of ancient Magadha, refer

chiefly to the period during which the Fdla dynasty held

* Rlatc XXXIII, fig. 2. t Plate XXXIV, fig. 2.

J Plate XXXIV, figs. 3 and 4.
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the sovereignty of Eastern India, including Banaras, Magadha,
and Bengal, towards the end of their career. The province

of Gaucla, or Bengal, was wrested from them by the founder of

the Sena dynasty
;
but the descendants of the J?dlas Avould

appear to have continued to rule over Magadha itself until

the period of the Muhammadan conquest. The dates of the

inscriptions are unfortunately given in the years of the differ-

ent kings’ reigns
;
but in two cases we have the Samvat

date, and in one case the year of the Jovian cycle of 60
years, in addition to the Samvat and regnal years. This
last date, so minutely fixed, is that of Govinda Pala Deva,
in A. D. 1162, within 40 years of the Muhammadan con-

quest, which shows that the well known Sena dynasty
of Bengal did not then possess Magadha. Eour important
inscriptions of this dynasty were published in the early

volumes of the Asiatic Besearches of Bengal,^ and a fifth

was discovered by Kittoe at Ghosrawa.f Buchanan men-
tioned several inscriptions at Gaya, of which most are still

in existence. J One of these is the dated inscription of

Govinda Pala Deva, which I have just referred to.

In the following list of inscriptions I have given all

that seems to possess any historical value. There are numbers
of short inscriptions of two or three lines scattered about
Gaya and Buddha Gaya, and other places in Magadha, but
most of them contain only the well known profession of the

Buddhist faith, beginning with “ Ye dharmma.” &c., or the

name of some private donor of an image or votive stupa,

without either date or name of the reigning king. Three
of the inscriptions in my list. Nos. 7, 15, and 16, are taken
from sculptures in the collection made by Mr. Broadley,
when Deputy Magistrate of Bihar. No. 4 is also in his col-

lection, but this had already been pubbshed by me in a for-

mer report. No. 10 is likewise in his collection, but this

had been previously discovered by Captain Marshall when
making the excavation which I had recommended. A cast

of the inscription was sent down to the Asiatic Society at

the time, but no notice of the discovery was made in the

journal of the Society.

* Bengal Asiatic Society’s Transactions, Vol. I—Pillar of Buddal, and copper plate

from Mongir, translated by Wilkins, and Dinajpur copper plate.

t Translated by Ballantyne, Journal Bengal Asiatic Society, XVII, 492.

I Eastern India, I, 61, &«.
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GENEALOGICAL INSCRIPTIONS OF THE PALA DYNASTY
OF MAGADHA.

No. \,~—0n a copper platefound at

Mongir.*
“ Prosperity !—His wishes are accomplished

;
his heart is

steadfast in the cause of others. He walks in the paths of

virtue. May the achievements of this fortunate prince cause

innumerable blessings to his people.
“ By displaying the strength of his genius, he hath dis-

covered the road to all human acquirements, for being a
Sugata, he is the lord of the universe.

“ Gopdla, king of the world, possessed matchless good
fortune. He was the lord of two brides, the earth and her

wealth. By comparison of the learned, he was likened unto
FritJm, Sagara^ and others : and it is credited.

“ When his innumerable army marched, the heavens were
so filled with the dust of their feet, that the birds of the air

could rest upon it.

“ He acted according to what is written in the Shastra,

and obliged the different sects to conform to their proper

tenets. He was blessed with a son, Dharma Pdla, when he
became independent of his forefathers, who are in heaven.

“ His elephants moved like walking mountains ; and the

earth oppressed by their weight and mouldered into dust,

found refuge in the peaceful heaven.
“ He went to extirpate the wicked and plant the good

;

and happily his salvation was effected at the same time ; for

his servants visited Kedara and drank milk according to the

law ;
and tliey offered up their vows where the Ganges joins

the ocean, and at Gokarna and other places.
“ When he had completed his conquests, he released all

the rebellious princes he had made captive ; and each return-

ing to his own country, laden with presents, reflected upon
this generous deed, and longed to see him again, as mortals

remembering a pre-existence, wish to return to the realms

of light.

“ This prince took the hand of the daughter of Parabala,

raja of many countries, whose name was Banna Devi, and
he became settled.

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. I, p. 123, 8vo. edition—translated by Wilkins. 1 have altered

the Bengali spelling of the proper nanjes.
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“ The people being amazed at her beauty, formed different

opinions of her. Some said it was Lakhi herself in her
shape

; others, that the earth had assumed her form ;
many

said it was the raja’s fame and reputation ; and others that

a household goddess had entered his palace. And her

wisdom and virtue set her above all the ladies of the court.
“ This virtuous and praiseworthy princess bore a son, Deva

Pdla Dem, as the shell of the ocean produces the pearl.

“ In whose heart there is no impurity ; of few words and
gentle manners ; and who peaceably inherited the kingdom
of his father, as Bodhisatwa succeeded Sugata.

“ He who, marching through many countries making
conquests, arrived with his elephants in the forests of the

mountains of Vindhya, where seeing again their long lost

families, they mixed their mutual tears ; and who going to

subdue other princes, his young horses meeting their females

at Kamboja, they mutually neighed for joy.
“ He who has opened again the road of liberality, which

was first marked out in the Krita Yuga by Bali, in which
Bhargana walked in the Treta Yuga, which was cleansed by
Kama in the Bwdpara Yuga, and was again choked up in

.the Kali Yuga after the death of Sakadwisi.
“ He who conquered the earth from the source of the

Ganges, as far as the well known bridge which was con-

structed by the enemy of Hasdsya, from the river of Lakhikul
as far as the ocean of the habitation of Varuna.

“ At Mudgagiri (Monagiri or Mongir), where is encamped
his victorious army, across whose river a bridge of boats is

constructed for a road, which is mistaken for a chain of

mountains, where immense herds of elephants, like thick

black clouds, so darken the face of day that people think
it the season of the rains

;
whither the princes of the north

send so many troops of horse that the dust of their hoofs
spreads darkness on all sides ; whither so many mighty chiefs

of Jambudwipa resort to pay their respects that the earth
sinks beneath the weight of the feet of their attendants.

Then Deva Ddla Deva (who walking in the footsteps of

the mighty lord of the great Sugatas, the great com-
mander Baja of Maharaja, Dharma Ddla Deva, is himself
mighty lord of the great Sugatas, a great commander
and Baja of Maharajas) issues his commands. To all the
inhabitants of the town of Mesika, situated in Krimila, in

the province of Sri Nagara (Pataliputra or Patna), which
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is my oiyn property, and whicli is not divided by any land
belonging to another

;
to all (here follows a long list of

titles of office bearers), to the different tribes, Gauda, Mdlava,
Kham, Huna, Kalika, Karndta, Lasata, and Bhota

;

to all

others of our subjects who are not here specified, and to the

inh.abitants of the neighbouring villages, from the Brahmana
and fathers of large families, to the tribes of Meda-andhai'aka
and Chanddlo :

“ Be it known that I have given the above mentioned
town of Mesikciy whose limits include the fields where the

cattle graze, above and below the surface, with all the lands

belonging to it, together with all the mango and madhu trees,

all its waters, and all their banks and verdm’e, all its rents

and tolls, with all fines for crimes and rewards for catching

thieves. In it there shall be no molestation, no passage for

troops, nor shall any one take from it the smallest part. I

give likewise everything that has been possessed by the

servants of the raja. I give the earth and sky as long as the

sun and moon shall last. Except, however, such lands as

have been given to god and to the Brahmans, which they

have long possessed and now enjoy. And that the glory of

my father and mother, and my own fame may be increased,.

I have caused this Sasana* to be engraved and granted unto
the great Batha Bikharata j\Iisra, who has acquired all the

wisdom of books, and has studied the Vedas under Aslayana ;

who is descended from Upamanyaba
;
who is the son of the

learned and immaculate Batha Varaharata ; and whose grand-

father was Batha Viswarata; learned in the Vedas, and expert

in performing the Yuga.
“ Know all the aforesaid that as bestowing is meritorious,

so taking aAvay deserves punishment
;

wherefore leave it

as I have granted it. Let all his neighbours and those

who till the land be obedient to my commands. What
you have formerly been accustomed to perform and pay,

do it unto him in all things. Dated in Samvat 33, the 21st

day of the month Mffi’ga.

“Thus speak the following slokas from Dharma Anu-
sasana :

—

1. “ Rama hath required, from time to time, of all

the rajas that may reign that the bridge of theh benefi-

cence be the same, and that they do continually repair it.

* Edict or grant,
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2. “Lands liave been granted by Sagara and many
other rajas, and the fame of their deeds devolves to their

successors.

3. “ He who dispossesses any of his property which I

myself or others have given, may he, becoming a worm,
grow rotten in ordure with his forefathers.

4.
“ Kiches and the life of man are as transient as

drops of water upon a leaf of the lotus. Learning this

truth, O man, do not attempt to deprive another of his

reputation
”

“ The raja for the public good hath appointed his virtuous

son Rajya Rdla to the dignity of Yma Raja. He is in

both lines of descent illustrious, and hath acquired all

the knowledge of his father.”

No. 2 .—On a stone pillar at

BtJDDAIi.

This inscription has been translated at full length by
Wilkins,* but as the greater part of it is taken up with the

praises of a family of Brahmans who became the prime
ministers of the Pala Bajas of Magadha, it will be sufficient

for historical purposes to give a brief abstract of its contents.

There was a Brahman named Sri DarhJia-pdni, of the

Sandilya race, “whose country, extending to Beva-Janak,
to the father of Gauri, whose piles of rocks reek with the

juice exuding from the heads of intoxicated elephants, and
whose snow-white mountains are brightened by the sun’s

rays, to the two oceans, to that whence Amna riseth from
its bed, and to that wherein the sun sinketh in the west,

the Prince Sri Deva Rdla, by his policy, rendered tributary.
“ At whose gates stood, scarce visible amongst the vast

concourse of nobles flocking to his standard from every
quarter, Sri Reva Rdla in expectation of his submission.

“ Whose throne that prince, who was the image of Indra,

and the dust of whose feet was impressed with the diadems
of sundry potentates, himself ascended with a flash of glory,

although he had formerly been wont to offer him large sums
of 'pitas, bright as the lunar rays.”

“ Darbha-pani had a son named Someswara, whose son was
Kedara Misra, who became prime minister of the King of

Magadha.

* Asiatic Researches of Bengal, I, 133, 8vo. edition.
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Trusting to his wisdom, the King of Oaucla for a long
time enjoyed the country of the eradicated race of TJtkala,

of the Runas of humbled pride, of the kings of Dravida and
Gurjjara, whose glory was reduced, and the universal sea-

girt throne.

“To him, emblem of Vrihaspati, and to his religious rites,

the Prince Sri Sura Pdla^ who was a second Indra and
whose soldiers were fond of wounds, went repeatedly.

“ Kedara Misra had a son named Gurava Misra, whose
abilities were so great that he was solicitous to discover the

essence of things
;
wherefore he was greatly respected by

the Prince Sri Ndrdyana Fdla.
“ By him was recorded here, upon this lasting column, the

superior beauty of whose shaft catcheth the eye of the be-

holder, whose aspiring height is as boundless as his own ideas,

which is, as it were, a stake planted in the breast of Kali
(time), and on whose top sits Tdrhshya (Garuda), the foe of

serpents and favourite bird of Hari, the line of his own
descent.

“ Garuda, like his fame, having wandered to the extremity

of the world, and descended even into its foundation, was
exalted here with a serpent in his mouth.”

No. 3 .— On a copper platefound at

Amgachhi near Dinajpur.

The following brief notice of this inscription is given by
Colebrooke :*—“ The character is ancient Devanagari and
the language Sanskrit ;

but so great a part of the inscription

is obliterated (some portion of each line being illegible) that

it is difficult to discover the pm^port of the inscription. After

wasting much time in endeavouring to decipher the whole

of it, I have been able only to ascertain the name of the

grantor, and part of his genealogy, with the date of the

grant, which unfortunately is reckoned only by the reign,

without any reference to a known era.

“ The ornament affixed to the plate, and representing a

seal, contains a single line of writing, uffiich is distinctly

read Sri Vigraha Pdla Deva. This name, as of the grantor,

is found at the close of the inscription, and it occurs more
than once in the body of the patent. Among his ancestors

* Asiatic Researches of Bengal, IX, 442, 8vo edition.
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and predecessors the folloTring names are distinctly

legible :

—

“The first prince mentioned is LoJca Tala, and after him
Dharma Tala. The next name has not been deciphered ;

but the following one is Jaya Tala, succeeded by Tala.

Two or three subsequent names are yet undeciphered (one

seems to be Ndrayana, perhaps Ndrdyana Tdla). They are

followed by Baja Tdla, Tdla Leva, and
subsequently {Vigraha Tdla*'), Mahi Tdla Deva, Naya Tdla,

and again Vigraha Tdla Deva.
“ So far as a glimpse has been yet obtained of the purport

of the inscription, it seems to be a grant by Vigraha Tdla
Deva, in the making of which Naya Tdla likewise appears

to have had some share. It is dated Samvat 12th, on the 9th

day of Chaitra.”

In this last inscription we have the genealogy or succes-

sion of no less than thirteen princes of the Pala dynasty of

Magadha. Two of the illegible names must he Deva Tdla
and Sura Tdla, as we learn from a comparison of the

Mongh* and Buddal inscriptions ; and a thu’d name,
conjectured by Colebrooke to be Ndrdyana Pdla Deva,
is confirmed by the BuddM inscription as well as by No. 6
inscription from Gaya. When the Mongir plate was inscrib-

ed the heu’-apparent was Bajya Tdla, hut it seems probable
that he must have died before his father Deva Tdla, as the

successor of that prince is named Jaya Tdla in the Dinajpur
inscription. Perhaps Bdjya Pdla may have succeeded and
have left no heir, in which case his name might have been
omitted in tlie genealogy.

The dates are given only in the years of the kings’ reigns,

but fortunately in the SarnMh inscription of MaJiipdla we
have the Samvat year 1083, or A. D. 1026, which may be
assumed as about the middle of his reign. The date of the
Mongir inscription will therefore be about A. I). 800, that of

the BuddM pillar about 900, and that of the Dinajpm* plate

about 1050.

All the princes of the PMa dynasty would appear to have
been staunch Buddhists. This is specifically affirmed of

Gopdla and Deva Tdla I, and also of Mahipdla ; and to their

liberality and sustained patronage must be attributed the
flomashing of Buddhism, which continued to be the dominant

This name has been omitted by the printer of the second 8vo. edition, from which
I quote.
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religion of Magadha from the middle of the eighth century
down to the time of the IM uhammadan conquest, when the
monasteries were destroyed, and the monks put to death by
the ruthless and illiterate Musalmans.

INSCRIPTIONS WITH DATES AND THE NAMES OF
SINGLE KINGS.

No. 4.

—

On the lase of a four-armed female statue. *

Nalanda.

1.—Samvat I, Aswin hadi 8, parama hhattdraha Maharaja-dhiraja

parnieswara Sri Gopdla rdjdni Sri Nalandayam
2.—Sri Vagiswari * * * *

“ In the year 1, on the 8th day of the waxing moon of

Aswin, in the reign of the paramount sovereign, the king of

kings, the supreme lord, the auspicious Gopdla, in Nalanda,
* * the auspicious Vagiswari (a goddess).”

No. 5.

—

On a slab found by Kittoe.^

Ghosrawa.

This inscription, consisting of 22 lines on a basalt slab,

was translated by Dr. Ballantyne in 1848. It records the

erection of a vajrdsan and of two chaityas, “ beautiful as the

peak of Mount Indrasailaf by one Vira Deva during the

reign of Dem Pdla. He visited the Vihar in Yasovarmma-

piira, where he stayed for some time and received the respect-

ful attentions of the king. I conclude therefore that

Yasovarmmapura was the political capital of Magadha, and
I would identify it with the present town of Bihar. The
city probably received its name from Yaso Varmma, the

king of Kanauj, who was contemporary with Lalitaditya of

Kashmir, A. D. 723 to 760, and who is mentioned by the

Chinese as I-sha-fu-mo, King of Central India, in A. D. 731.

The name of the famous Nalanda occurs at the beginning

of the 14th line. I agree with Kittoe in assigning this

important record to the ninth century.

No. 6.

—

On a slab in courtyard of Vishnu-pad.

Gaya.

This inscription of 16 long lines is quite perfect. It

begins with the invocation Amn namo Purushottamaya namah,

* Buchanan’s Eastern India, Vol. 1, Plate XV, figure 4, and Archaeological Survey of

India, Vol. I, Plate XIII, fig. 1.

t Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, XVII, p. 493.
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and ends with pratisMhitam. In the 15th line occurs the

name of the King Sri Ndrayana Pdla Deva, and in the last

line Sammtsare saptame, the seventh year of his reign.

No. 7.

—

On pedestal of Buddlia.—M.'^, Broadley.

Bihar.

1

.

—Sri Mad Vigraha Pdla Deva rdjge * *

Samvat 12 Mdrga, dine 18

2

.

—Beya Dharmmayam * *

“ In the reign of the fortunate Vigraha PMa Deva, the

12th year, the 18th day of Margga.”
No. 8 is the well known Sarnath inscription, dated Samvat

1083, which was translated by Wilford.* I pointed out to

Kittoe the probability that the original stone would be found
somewhere about the tank of Diwdn Jagat Sink in the city

of Banaras, which was constructed entirely of stones re-

moved from Sarnath. After a short search he found it.

The inscription was recorded on the base of a squatted figure

of Buddha, which was broken at the waist. Kittoe sent me
a tracing of his sketch of the statue, and a copy of the

inscription, with transcript in modern Nagari. This differs

very much from Wilford’s version, as will be seen in the

following translation :

—

“ Adoration to Buddha. Having . worshipped the lotus

foot of Sri Dhama-rdsi^ sprung from the lake of Varanasi^

and having for its moss the hairs of prostrate kings, the

fortunate Mahipdla, King of Gauda, caused to be Wilt in

Kasi hundreds of monuments, such as Isdna and Chitra-

glianta.
“ The fortunate Sthira-pdla and his younger brother, the

fortunate Vasanta-pala, have renewed religion completely
in all its parts, and have raised a tower (Saila) with an
inner chamber, garhha-huti, and eight large niches, Samvat
1083, the 11th day of Pausha.”
The title of Dhama-rdsi, “heap of light,” which is here

given to Buddha, is probably connected with the name of

^hamekt which is now applied to the great stupa near
Sarnath. Dhama-nidhi, or “ nest of light,” is an appellation

of the sun. I think therefore that Dhama may probably be the

* See Bengal Asiatic Society’s Transactions, IX, 204, where he refers the inscription

to the great tower of Dhamek j whilst in Vol. VIII, 289, he states that it was found at

Chokaudi, which is just half a mile to the south of the Dhamek stupa near Sarnath.

Q
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root of the present name of Dhdmelc. Mahipdla, King of

Gonda, is mentioned in other inscriptions, hut they give

only the year of his reign. In this valuable record from
Banaras, however, we get the definite date of Samvat 1083,
or A. D. 1026.

No. 9.— On base of Buddha the ascetic.*

Buddha Gaya.

This inscription is unfortunately much injured. A very

poor copy of it, with a drawing of the statue of Buddha, will

he found in Buchanan, f He makes four lines of the

inscription, but it really consists of only three lines, of which
the first is very much broken. In the first line the words
mdla pitri show that some gift was recorded in the usual

form for the benefit of the donor’s “father and mother.”

The second line reads as follows :

2.—Parama bhattdraJca, parama Saugata Sri man Mahipdla Beva
pravardhamdna vijaya rdje * * dasame Samvatsare * *

“In the loth year of the prosperous and victorious reign

of the paramount king, the eminent Buddhist, the fortunate

Mahipdla Deva.”
The title of parama saugata^ “ the most excellent follower

of Saugata or Buddha,” shows that King Mahipala was a
devoted Buddhist. This might have been inferred from the

tenor of the Sarnath inscription (No. 8) ; here it is distinctly

announced.

No. 10.—On jamb of entrance door of Bdldditya’s temple.

Nalanda.

This inscription was discovered by Captain Marshall early

in 1861 when excavating the great temple of Baladitya at

Nalanda, which the Government of India had sanctioned at

my recommendation. Captain Marshall thus describes the

position of the inscription | : “the jambs of the inner

gateway, which are of stone elaborately carved, exist in

good order, and at the foot of one of them is an inscription,

from which the accompanying cast has been taken.” This

cast was “ presented to the Asiatic Society” by the Govern-

ment, but I cannot find any notice of it in the proceedings

* Sec Plate XLIV, No. 6, for a copy of this inscription,

f Eastern India, Vol. I, Plate X, fig. 6

j Letter No. 748, dated 19th April 1864.
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of the Society. The inscription which was afterwards

re-discovered by Mr. Broadley consists of 10 short lines

beginning with

—

1 .—Sri Man Makipdla Be
3.—va rdjye Samvat 11 .

“ In the 11th year of the reign of the fortunate Mahipala
Deva.”

No. 11 .—On base of colossal statue of Buddha.

Titaeawa.

This inscription consists of three lines of very small letters,

which are too much injured to be read easily. The last word
in the legible portion of the third line is the name of

Mahipala.

No. 12 .—On a slab in wall of Krisknadwarika temple.

Gaya.

This inscription consists of 18 long lines of well-cut

Kutila characters. It opens with the invocation

—

Aum namo Bhagavate Vasu devaya, and ends with hirtti.

Near the end of the last line is found the raja’s name,
Sri Naya Bdla Deva, and the year of his reign, dasapanche
Samvatsare, the 15th year. This inscription, with the excep-
tion of a few slight injuries in the middle, is in excellent

preservation, and is a fine specimen of sculptured lettering.

As it is not mentioned by Buchanan in his account of the

temple of Krishnadwarika, it was most probably discovered

after his time
; hut under any circumstances it has no

connexion with the temple to which it is now attached.

No. 13 .—On bas-relief of the Das Avatara.

Ram Gaya.

This is a short record of two lines beginning with

—

Samvat 8 : Sri Maliendra Bdla Rdjye.

“In the year 8, of the reign of the fortunate Mahen-
dra PMa.”
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No. 14 .

—

On, throne of figure of Buddha.—Kittoe.

Gunariya.

*

After the Buddhist formula, there is a short inscription

of five lines

—

Sam 19
,
Vaisdkha

Sudi 5 ,
Sri Guna-Charita Sri Mahendra Pdla

Beva rdje Neva dhaimmajam *****
“In the prosperous Gunacharita.”

“ In the year 19, the 5th of the waxing moon of

Vaisakh, in the reign of the fortunate Mahendra PMa
Beva, the pious gift of.”

Kittoe mentions a second inscription of this king, also

dated in his 19th year.f

No. 15 .

—

On pedestal of standingfemale statue.—Mr. Broadley.

Bihar.

This inscription in two lines records a gift in the usual

form for the benefit of the donor’s father and mother. In
the middle of the lower line, after a break, I find the raja’s

name and the date.

* * raje Sri Bdma Pdla Beva, Samvat 2

Vaisdkha, dine 28 .

“ In the year 2, the 28th day of Vaisakh, in the reign

of the fortunate Mama Mala Mevaf

No. 16 .— On base of image of Shashti .

—

Mr. Broadley.

Bihar Hill.

This inscription is unfortunately incomplete, but the

following portions are distinct :

—

1 .
—* * * Sri Man Madana Pd {la) Beva.

2 .
—{yi) jayaraje * * Sam 3, Vaisdkha dine 24 .

“ In the year 3, the 24th day of Vaisakh, of the victo-

rious reign of the fortunate Madana PMa Beva.”

* Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, XVI, p. 278, and Plate V, top figure,

t Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1848, p. 234.
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No. 17 .—Pedestal of Buddhist statue.

Jatnagar, near Lakhi Sarat.

This inscription consists of four lines, of which the first

three are given in the usual formula of these gifts, but the

last line contains the king’s name and date.

4 .—Sri Man Madana Pdla Deva rdjye. Samvat 19
,
Aswina 30 .

“ In the reign of the fortunate Madana Pala Deva, in the

year 19, the 30th of Aswin.”

No. 18 .— Overfour-armedfemale statue.

Temple oe Gadadhar Gaya.

This inscription consists of 14 horizontal lines and one
perpendicular line to the left. It begins with the invocation

Swasti namo Bhagavate Vasudevaya. Buchanan gives the

following account of this record, which is particularly valu-

able for the minute precision of its date.*
“ The inscription is dated Samvat 1232 (A. D. 1175), in

the 14th year of Sri Govinda Pala Deva. It would appear
from this inscription that Vidyadhara, the grandson of Ullan,

came to Gaya, gave daily 16 kalians of cowries to the dwijas

(Brahmans), took to witness fifty worshippers of Vishnu,
especially Nrisinha, Sridhara, and Devadhara,” &c. In

. this brief account Buchanan has omitted to notice the

peculiarity of recording the year of the Yrihaspati cycle of

60 years, which gives such precision to the date. In the
original the date is thus given :

—

Samvat 1232 ,
ViJcdri Samvatsare, Sri Govinda Pdla Deva gala rdjye

chuturddasa Samvatsare Gayayam

‘‘ In the Samvat year 1232, the year Vikdri, 14 years of
the reign of the fortunate Govinda Pala Deva having elapsed
in Gaya.” The year 1232 of the Vikramaditya Samvat is

equivalent to A. D. 1175, which corresponds with Vikdriy

the 33rd year of the Vrihaspati cycle in Northern India.
As 14 years of the reign of Govinda had then elapsed {gala),

his accession must have taken place in A. D. 1161.

* Eastern India, Vol. I, p. 61.
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No. 19 .— On a slab in tem,])le of Surya.

Gaya.

This is one of the most important inscriptions that has
rewarded our researches for many years past. I found it

built into the wall inside the temple of Surya, and com-
pletely covered with whitewash. The inscription consists of
25 lines of closely packed characters of somewhat peculiar
shape. It is in almost perfect order, and is the only record
yet found which is dated in the Buddhist era of the Nirvan.
The inscription opens with an emphatic Buddhist invo-
cation,*

Aum namo Buddhaya Suddhaya, namo Bharmmaya Sarmano, namah
Sanghaya Sinhaya Lakshanaya, ^c.

and ends with

—

Bhagavati parinirvritte Samvat 1819, Kdrttika badi 1 , Budhe
“ In the year of Bhagavata’s Nirvan 1819, on Wednesday,

the 1st day of the waxing moon of Karttik.”

The date here given has been kindly calculated for me by
my friend Bapu Deva, the well known astronomer, who
finds that it corresponds with Wednesday, the 7th Octo-
ber 1311, N. S. ; and thus fixes the Nirvan of Buddha
in B. C. 478. Perhaps when the inscription has been trans-

lated we may find some indications that may enable us to fix

the date with absolute certainty. Several names occur in the

inscription, but I have failed to find any royal and known
name to give a clue to its date.

No. 20 .—On a slab of the MahanVs gateway.

Buddha Gaya.

This is another Buddhist inscription of 20 long lines,

opening with the invocation Namo buddhaya—“ adoration

to Buddha.” Brahman malignancy has sadly mutilated this

inscription by boring two large round holes in the midst of

the letters to serve as a socket for the lower pivot of one-

half of the gate to work in. In the first line mention is

made of some one of the Bathor race—Sri Ndshtrakutdn-
waya

;

but the name is indistinct. I can find neither date

nor raja’s name ; but as the inscription is in tolerable order.

* Plate XXXV,
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altliough not complete, it is quite possible tbat it may yield

some useful information when translated.

No. 21 .—In courtyard, of Vislinu-pad temple.

Gaya.

This is an unimportant inscription of six short lines, dated

in Samvat 1135, or A. D. 1078. The letters are very roughly

cut, and not very legible.

No. 22 .—On slab in wall of Parpita temple.

Gaya.

With this inscription we reach the Muhammadan times.

It consists of six long lines, beginning with Aum Siddhi

rasta, Vikramdditya nripate, Samvat 1257, Jyeshta hadi 15

Guro. The third figure of the date is somewhat doubtful.

It might perhaps be read as a seven or as a nine ; but is not
unlike a five ;

it is certainly not a six nor an eight. By
taking it as a five, the Samvat date of 1257 is equivalent to

A. D. 1200, which agrees with the reign of Muaz-ud-din
bin Sam, whose name occurs in the second line “ Sid

Suratdii Mojdine rdjye. The date of Samvat 1277, or

A. I). 1220, was the middle of the reign of Iltitmish,

but Samvat 1297, or A. D. 1240, corresponds with the
reign of Muaz-ud-din Bahram, who was killed in A. T>. 1241.

I prefer this last date, but I cannot say that 1 am quite

satisfied with it. The remainder of the inscription contains

a number of private names connected with Gaya.

No. 23 .— On slab north-west of Vishnu-pad.

Gaya.

This inscription of 1 2 lines is very roughly cut, but the
greater part of it is distinctly legible. It opens with the
words

—

Samvat 1325
,
Phdlguna Siidi 1 Ravo

“In the Samvat year 1325 (or A. D. 1268), on Sunday,
the first of the waxing moon of Phalgun.” In the 8th and
11th lines the name of Vana Baja Deva is found, but he
would appear to be a private person. In the 9th line, how-
ever, the words

—

tafparena TurushJca rdjena Birabunena

The Turushka Raja Birabtjna most probably indicate
the Turki Emperor of Delhi, Balban, as we call him, but
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it is possible that his true name was Bilbun, which would
agree with the Birbun of this inscription.

No, 24 .— On the Buddha-pad.

Buddha Gaya.

This inscription is very indistinct, but it occupies so
important a position on the east face of the Buddha-pad
itself, that it is necessary to bring it to prominent notice.

Luckily the date of Sake 1230, or A. D. 1308, is very distinct.

No. 25 .—In the courtyard of Vishnu-pad.

Gaya.

This is a very rough record of only eight short lines, which
I read as follows :

—

Samvat 1429 Pausha Sudi 12
* * dine Iona rdjdtmaja

Yuja pdla Gaydhritayn********
The date Samvat 1429, or A. D. 1372, corresponds with

the reign of Eiruz Tughlak of Delhi, and of Sikandar of

Bengal.

No, 26 .—Inside the sanctum of temple of Surya.

Gaya.

This inscription was only discovered after a very minute
scrutiny of the obscure sanctum with a light during my
last visit. It contains 10 long lines of small letters, and is

generally in good preservation. It opens with the invoca-

tion Ganappataye namah, “ adoration to Ganapati;” but in

the middle of the 1st line I find Surydya namah, “ adora-

tion to Surya,” from which I infer that this inscription is

most probably in the original position where it was placed

at the restoration or rebuilding of the Sun temple. The
record is dated in the year 1429 of Vikramaditya, during the

reign of Bilipati Biayroj Sake, “ Firuz Shah, lord of Delhi”
(line 2). The king’s name is repeated inline 7, with the ad-

dition of the title of Sultan, Suratdn Sri Biyaroj Sdh rdjye.

This is followed by the name of the district Sri mad JJdanda-

pura dese, and apparently also the name of the governor
of Gaya, Gayddhikara. The name of TJdandapura is pre-

served by Taranath under the form of Otantapura. Speak-
ing of the first inroads of the Musalmans into Magadha, he
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says—“ the Turushkas conquered the kingdom of Magadha,
exterminated the priests, and the famous monasteries of

Otantapura and Vikramasila’^^ In a second place Otanta-
pura is said to be not far from Kalanda. I think it pro-

bable that TJdandapura may be the present Tandioa, called

also Bislienpura Tandim, where considerable Buddhist re-

mains still exist.

No. 27 .—Slab in courtyard, of Gadadhar temple.

Gaya.

This inscription of 27 lines is much injured in the upper
half, but the lower half is in tolerable preseiwation. It is

dated in Samvat 1476, or K. D. 1420, and ends with the
word Sambhavatu. It is written in 24 numbered slokas,

which will give some assistance to the decipherer.

No. 28 .— Vn right jamb of temple of Gaydsuri Devi,

Gaya.

This long inscription of 33 horizontal and 3 perpendi-
cular lines is dated in Samvat 1516, or A. D. 1459. It

opens with S7'i Ganesaya namah^ and ends with Sri Gadd-
dhara charanatyam. It consists of 15 slokas with several

lines of prose at the end, and is generally in good preser-

vation. The following translation was made with the assist-

ance of a student of the Sanskrit College at Banaras ;

—

1.—“ Prosperity ! Salutation to Ganesa ! May the lotus-like

feet o-f the blessed Krishna, as also those of Siva, and the
holy deity Adi-Gadadhara, Phalgiswara, and Chandika, and
other deities, Vradhna, Indra, and Vahni, &c., who dwell in

the Dharmasila, and who grant our desires, protect the king
SuRYA, together with his wufe and son.

2.—“ How can this severe penance be compatible with
this woman of smiling face ? (Thus will people meditate on
my character). But though the good will think both pos-

sible with me, bad men are sure to think evil. Thus think-

ing, Siva tried to suppress his love within, which, notwith-
standing, overflowed in the form of the eye of his forehead.

May this same love give you prosperity.

3.—“Then flourished a king, Sindhu Raja, pure his

fame, and lustrously beautiful his body. A hero he was in

* Le Buddhisiiiej &c., par M. Vassilief, tiaduit du Russt*, par M, La Couiine, p. 55, note.

/
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dreadful fights
;

lie was most steady ; he was the great king
of the whole earth, the moon among the Kshatriya stars,

severe to all his enemies, and glorious with all knowledge.
4.—“ Of him was born a son named Dami, beautiful like

the moon, possessed of charming spots, respected by the good,

and himself well disposed. He attacked his mightiest

enemies, he was a conflagration burning the forest of the

saJcas, and a sun dispelling the darkness of calamity.

5.—“ Of him was born a son named Sandevara, who was
versed in polity, and who performed a great many sacrifices.

His son was DaAMI, who was liberal, who granted the needy
their desnes, and performed many virtuous acts.

6.—“His son was the auspicious Mahipala, who had
subjected a multitude of kings to his slavery, who was chief

amongst virtuous men, who was a second sun dwelling upon
the earth, who made the heavenly trees (which yield what-
ever may be desired) contemptible by his donations, who
was an abode of many surprising good qualities, and who
was most powerful.

7.—“His son was Devidasa, of immeasurable greatness,

who was respected by saints, who was the protector of all

learned men, and the abode of all good qualities. He was
a worshipper of Siva. His extensive fame vied with the

beams of the white-lustred moon, and he was a source of

delight to the eyes of men, as the moon is to the ocean.

8.—“ His son was the auspicious Suryadasa, who was
named first in reckoning vii’tuous personages. He was a

Kshatriya, respected by all, and was the head of sovereigns.

He was a worshipper of Siva, and caused large ponds to be
dug in waterless soils. He was a performer of wonderful*

actions, and a destroyer of the troops of his mighty enemy
in battle.

9.—“ Some sovereigns deposit gold in the earth, some
waste it in gaming, or spend it on prostitutes, mimics, and
buffoons. But the wise Stiryn, the son of Thakkur Hevi-

dasa, was engaged in the liberation of Gaya, in the cultiva-

tion of sacred gardens, and in the donation of the sixteen

truly great gifts.

10.—“ The nymphs of the celestial cities, plucking with

uplifted hands the flowers of the heavenly trees, loudly

sing with emulative onset his pure fame.

11.—“His son, the wise Saktisinha, seeing the ocean

dried up by the heat of the dread burning power, made
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them again beautiful with dancing waves, which met their

shores with the tears of his enemies’ wives killed in battle.

12.—“ His grandson Madana flomdshes, who surpassed

Kama in beauty, and who, like the vernal moon, is the source

of universal delight.

13.—“ There have flourished many sovereigns on earth,

such as the divine Kama and others, whose power and glory

are celebrated, and whose very name uttered by mouth gives

liberation. They came to Gaya, and freed their ancestors by
the jaerformance of their funeral ceremonies here (sradhas)

;

but it was the auspicious Surya who with facility freed her

(Gaya), the bestower of the fruit of freedom.
14.—‘^In the year 1516, the sun having entered Aries, in

the month of Chaitra, the fifth day of the bright fortnight,

on Thursday, the moon having entered Taurus, the virtuous

King Siiryaddsa gave a golden ox and one thousand and
ten kine to Brahmans before Gadadhara.

15.—“May the she-swan of the fame of King Suryadasa,
whose reputation extends to Lohaloka, sport in the ponds of

virtuous minds in this world as long as the world-purifying
Gang^ flourishes upon the earth, and as long as Siva wears
the moon crescent on his head.

16.—“ In the year 15 1 6, in the month of Chaitra, the fifth

day of the bright fortnight, on Thursday, the auspicious

Chaudhari Siiryaddsa, the son of Chaudhari Deviddsa, the
ornament of the Kshatriya tribe, boon of iBijjasara race,

made a pilgrimage to 'Prayaga, Kasi, and Gaya, together with
his family. He gave a thousand kine to Brahmans near
Gadadhara, and made Gaya free for three years. May the
auspicious Suryadasa live for a period of one thousand years,

together with his brother, the auspicious Sihamala, his son
Saktisinha, and his grandson Madana. Happiness.

“ This eulogy has been written by Purgadasa, the son
of Tripathi-dhana, sprung from the stock of Kausika and
from the race of Ohrita-bida. He made a pilgrimage to

Gaya. May the witnesses be here the deities Gadadhara, &c.,

and Tadaukitas. He made the liberation of his deceased
ancestors

—

Chauhe Bhiku, Misra Chamaru, Tivadi Bai-dasa.
Blessings on the writer and the reader, Bivara Sinha-dasa.
Written by Tarana. Salutation to the feet of the holy
Gadadhara.”
The writer of this fulsome panegyric has omitted to state

the name of the country over which his patron Suryadasa
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rilled. Apparently, the chief was not quite satisfied with the

poetical account of his pilgrimage, for the pith of the story

is told in the prose postscript. The expression “ freed Gaya
for three years ” seems rather obscure. I conjecture that it

may mean the remission of all pilgrim taxes for three years

on the payment of a certain sum by Suryadasa. But when
the “ she-swan” of Indian poetry sports in the muddy pond
of a Brahman’s mind, it is difficult to extract any real informa-

tion from such an inflated windbag of conceits. The gene-

alogy recorded in the inscription might have been really useful

if any clue had been given as to the country of the royal

pilgrim. The names and probable dates of this family are as

follow ;

—

Bijjasara Kshnlriyas.

At 30 years. At 23 years.

Sindhu Raja ... 1270 or 1300 a. d.

Dami I ... 1300 „ 1325
Sandevara ... 1330 „ 1350
Dami II ... 1360 „ 1375
Mabipala ... 1390 „ 1400
Devidasa ... 1420 „ 1425
Suryadasa ... 1450 „ 1450
Date of inscription Samvat 1516 = A. D. 1459.

Allowing 25 years to each generation, the date of Sindhu Baja
will fall between 1300 and 1325 A. D. It is quite possible

therefore that he may be the same chief as Sai Raja of the

Chunar inscription, whose date is Samvat 1390, or A. D. 1333.

The locality would suit very well for the starting point of a

pilgrimage to Prayaga, Kasi, and Gaya.

No. 29.—Slab in courtyard of Vishnu-pad temple.

Gaya.

The slab on which this record is cut is placed as a beam
with the inscribed face downwards, and was discovered when
copying another inscription placed in a niche beneath it. It

contains eight long lines of modern looking characters, begin-

ning with an invocation to Ganapati. There are five slokas,

followed by the date Samvat 1484, or A. D. 1427. I read

the name of a dwijarajaswaromani.

No. 30.

—

Slab at AJcshay-bat temple.

Gaya.

This long inscription of 26 lines is injured in the middle
and several other places, and the right lower corner, about
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8 indies broad, is broken off altogether, but it is otherwise in

fair preservation. It opens with an invocation to Siva

Namah Sivaya. The date has been lost with the broken
corner piece, the 2Ith line now ending with Samvatsa (ra)**

No. 31 .—Pillar in courtyard of Tislinu-pad temple,

Gaya.

There are 31 lines, each 11 inches in length, in this

inscription, but unfortunately I have failed to find a date in

it. A raja is mentioned in the second line—Sioasti Fratdpa
Mudranye Mdjardja Siromani; but I can find nothing that

offers any clue to the date.

On comparing the names and dates derived from these

inscriptions with the lists of kings preserved by Taranath
and Abul Tazl, several differences will be found which can-
not at present be reconciled. But on the whole the geneal-

ogies given in the books agree much better with those of the
inscriptions than could have been expected from our ex-

perience of other genealogies. The following table gives the
lists of all these authorities side by side :

—

PALA DYNASTY OF MAGADHA.

Dinajpur

Copper plate.

Iilongir

Copper plate.

Taranath,

in Vassilief.
Abul Fazl.

1 Loka Pala. GopMa. GopMa. Bbupala.
2 Uharma Pala 1. Dharma PMa. Deva Pala. Dbirpi,la.

3 ( illegible.) Deva Pala. Raso Pala. Deva PMa.
4 Jaya Pala. Buddal Pillar, Dbarma Pala. Bhupati Pala.

5 Deva Pala II. Deva PMa. Masuraksbita. Dbanpat Pala.
6 ( illegible.) Sura Pala. Vana PMa. Bijjen Pala.

7 Narayana Pala. Navayana Pala. Mabi Pala. Jaya Pala.
8 Raja Pala. Maha P&la. Raja Pala.

9 ** Pala Deva. Shamu Pala. Bboj Pala.
10 Vigraha Pala i. Sarnath Inscrn. Sresta Pala. Jagad Pala.
11
12
13

Mabi Pala.

Naya Pala.

Vigraha Pala II.

Mabi PMa. Cbanaka PMa.
Beira Pala.

Neia Pala.

Amara Pala.

Hasti Pala.

Ksbanti Pala.

Rama PMa Deva.
Yaksha PMa.
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Taking the Dinajpur genealogy as the most complete, and
adding to it the name of Deva Pala from the Mongir plate,

and that of Sura Pala from the Buddal pillar, we get, with
only one missing link, an uninterrupted list of 13 successive

names. Six of these names are found in some of the other

inscriptions, of which I have just given a brief notice.

Pive of them are found in the list of Taranath, and four

of them under somewhat different forms in the list of

Abul Pazl.

Prom all these sources I have compiled the following list

of the

PALA DYNASTY OF MAGADHA.

Probable
accession
A. D.

Names. Inscriptions.

1 765 Gopala. No. 4, Nalanda, S. 1.

2 790 Dharma Pala.

3 815 Deva Pala I. No. 1, Mongir plate, S. 33.

4 840 Jaya PMa.
5 865 Deva PMa 11. No. 5, Ghosrawa.
6 890 Sura Pala.

7 915 Narayana Pala. No. 6, Gaya, S. 7, No. Buddal pillar..

8 940 Kaja Pala.
* * Pala Deva.9 965

10 990 Vigi'aha Pala I. No. 7, Bihar, S. 12.

11 1015 Mahi Pala. No. 8, SMnath, S. 1083=1026 A.D.,No. 9 S 10
12 1040 Naya PMa. No. 12, Gaya, S. 15.

13 1065 Vigraha Fala 11.

# # #
No. 3, Dinajpur, S. 12 of Naya Pal’s reign.

1100 Mahendra Pala Deva. No. 13, Ram Gaya S. 8, No, 14 Kittoe S. 19.

1125 Rama Pala Deva. No. 15, Bihar, S. 2.

1140 Madana Pala Deva. No. 16, Bihar, S. 3. No. 17 Jaynagar S. 19.

1161 Govinda Pala Deva.
•

# # *

No. 18, S =1232, A. D. 1175, 15th year of

reign.

1180 Indradyumna. Reigning in A. D. 1200.

According to Taranath, the Paja of Orissa was tributary

to Mahipala, and as he certainly held Banaras his dominions
were very extensive. But the Pala dynasty did not retain

their power beyond the end of the 11th century, when the

whole of the eastern provinces were raised into a separate

principality by the founder of the Seva family, Abul Pazl

assigns 160 years to the Senas, but the lengths of the reigns

added together amount only to 106 years, which deducted

from A. D. 1200, •will place the defection of Bengal and the
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rise of tlie Sena dynasty in A. D. 1094. The Pala family

however still continued to reign in Magadha, as we see

from the inscriptions Nos. 13 to 17, of which the last is dated

in A. D. 1175. Tradition gives the name of the last king,

Inderdaun, or Tndradyumna, who held out the fort of Jay-
nagar, on the Kiyul river, against the Muhammadans.

Assigning 25 years to a generation, and working backwards
from MahipMa, the accession of GopMa, the founder of the

dynasty, will fall in the latter half of the 8th century, or

still earlier, if we allow 30 years to each generation. By
either reckoning, the rise of the Pala dynasty of Magadha is

fixed to the 8th century A. D., at which time great changes
would appear to have taken place amongst most of the ruling

families of Northern India.

Of the earlier rulers who preceded the Pala family, we
have only a few meagre hints, which I will here bring
together for future reference.

The oldest records that we possess are those of the
Varmma inscriptions in the Barahar and Nagarjuni caves
of Magadha.* These give the names of three successive

kings, Yajnya Varmma, Sardula Varmma, and Ananta
Varmma, who, from the style of their alphabetical characters,

must have reigned before A. D. 500, and who probably
succeeded the Guptas in A. I). 319. Their sway would
therefore have extended from 319 to 400 A. D. Prom
Hwen Thsang we learn that the king of Magadha, about
A. D. 600, was IPurna Varmma, whom he calls the last of

the family of Asoka. But there are two notices of a rather

later date of a powerful king, named Yaso Varmma, whom
I believe to have been the paramount sovereign of the
Gangetic provinces. In A. I). 731 the ruler of Central
India is named I-sha-fu-mo by the Chinese, which I take to

he intended for Yaso Varmma.

\

At the very same time, also,

we have mention of a Yaso Varmma, who was the king of

Kanauj, contemporary with Lalitaditya of Kashmir, who
reigned from 723 to 760 A. D. The reign of Yaso Varmma
may therefore he fixed in A. D. 720 to 740. A remem-
brance of his sovereignty is found in the Ghosrawa inscrip-

tion, J in the mention of Yaso Varmma-j^ura, which I think

* Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, VII, 683.

t M. Pauthier, Journal Asiatique, 1839, p. 411.

J No. 5 of the present series.
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was tlie town of Bihar. Erom the Chinese we learn further

that the king of Central India in A. D, 692 was named
Ti-mo-si-no, and the king of Eastern India, 3Io-lo-pa-nio, or

3Iala Varmma* At a later period, shortly after the time of

Yaso Yarmma, we find that the king of Gauda, named
Jayanta, gave his daughter in marriage to Jayapira of Kash-
mir, who reigned from A. D. 779 to 813.

In the inscription which Kittoe found at Aphsar we have
the record of another family of these earlier times, which
must have been a branch or continuation of the great Gupta
dynasty. Kittoe places this inscription midway between the

Gupta coin and pillar inscriptions and Narayana Pala, that

is, between 150 and 950 A. D., or in the middle of the 6th
century.f This inscription is now lost, and we have only

Kittoe’ s opinion to guide us as to its date. But in Indian
palaeography his experience was great and his judgment
sound, and I accept his date without hesitation. The style

of the writing of this period may he seen in two inscriptions

of Kama Deva, the successor of Aditya Sena Deva, which
are carved on the face of the famous Mandar hill.| Both
of them open in the same manner

—

Farama hhattdraka

Mahdrdjadhirdja Sri Aditya Sena Deva. The same titles

are applied to his successor, whose name, however, is not
quite certain. It may perhaps be Kdma Deva,

This branch of the Gupta family, consisting of nine genera-

tions, will almost fill the gap between the downfall of the

great Gupta dynasty in 319 and the accession of Harsha
Varddhana about A. D. 600. The third in the list, named
Kumdra Gupta, was engaged in hostilities with King Sauti

Varmma
; § the fourth, named Damodara Gupta, had success-

fully encountered “ at the battle of Maushari the fierce army
of the western Hunas and the fifth, named Maliasena Gupta,
had too obtained a victory over Sri Varmma. Of the sixth

prince nothing special is recorded. After him there is a gap
in the iuseription, and then follow Dashka Deva and his son
Aditya Sena, in whose reign the record was engraved.

In this inscription of the later Guptas we see that they

were contemporary with another line of kings whose family

title was Varmma, two of whom are mentioned by name as

* M. Pauthier, Journal Asiatique, 1839, p. 405.

t Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1848, p. 497.

j Buchanan, Eastern India, Vol. II, Plate 4.

§ Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1866, p. 273.
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rivals in war. We have no means at present of fixing the

countries over which these two contemporary dynasties ruled,

but there is evidence sufficient to show that the territory of

the Varmmas was in Western Magadha, and that of the

Guptas in Eastern Magadha. Their frontiers, however, must
have been continually advancing or receding with the changes

of war ; and it would not be safe, in the present meagre state

of our information, to attempt any more precise definition of

the territories over which they ruled. In the following lists

of these two royal families all the names are brought together

for easy reference. The dates of course are only approxi-

mate ;
but I may note that the date thus assigned to Damo-

dara Gupta, 420 to 450 A. D., agrees so well with the

period of the settlement of the Little Yuechi in Peshawar,

that his successful encounter with the Hunas at the battle

of Maushari may, I think, be accepted as a part of the

general opposition offered by the Indian princes to the inroads

of the white Huns in the 5th and 6th centuries.

WESTERN MAGADHA. EASTERN MAGADHA.

Probable
date.

Names. Probable
date.

Names.

A. D. A. D.
319 Yajnya Varmma. 330 Hashka Gupta Deva.
340 Sardula Varmma. 360 Jivita Gupta.

370 Ananta Varmma. 390 Kumara Gupta.
400 Santi Varmma. 420 Damodara Gupta.

.1 450 Mahasena.
460 Sri Varmma. 480 Madhava Gupta.

510 Hashka Deva.
540 Aditya Seva.

570 Kama Deva.
590 Purna Varmma. 590 Sasangka.
720 Yaso Varmma.

780 Jayanta.

There are gold coins of three of these princes which
confirm, by the ‘ alphabetic characters’ of their inscriptions,

the dates here assigned to them. The oldest of these is

Kumdra Gupta, a large number of whose coins are now in

the British and Indian Museums. I possess two speci-

mens, and one has been engraved by Wilson.* A glance

* Ariana Autiqiia, Plate XVIII, fig. 23.

3
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at the last will show that it is of much later date than the
coins of Kumara Gupta Mahendra, the son of Chandra
Gupta II, and father of Skanda Gupta. I would therefore

refer the coins to Kumara Gupta II of the present list of

later Guptas. Several coins of Sasdngka have also been found
in Jessore, which I have been able to assign from a very
fine specimen belonging to the Payne Knight collection in

the British Museum, on which the name is given at full

length—Sri Sasdngka.* The coins of Yaso Varmma are

well known, one •having been found in the ManikyMa Tope
by General Ventura.

f

I have strong hopes that during the ensuing cold season

we shall he able to collect more ample materials for the

illustration of this dark period of Indian history between
the fall of the great Gupta dynasty in A. D. 319 and the

Muhammadan conquest in A. D. 1200. When this is achieved,

we shall then have a fair outline of the history of Magadha
from the time of Buddha down to our own days. Many
portions will no doubt be little more than bare skeletons

;

but I think it probable that we shall be able to add very
considerably to our knowledge of the two contemporary
dynasties of the Yarmmas and later Guptas, as well as of

their successors, the Buddhist PMas. According to my view,

the following outline gives a near approximation to the actual

history of Magadha for a period of seventeen centuries, from
the time of Buddha to the Muhammadan conquest.

Saisundga Bynasty

,

B. C. 500 Bimbisaira or Srenika, contemporary of Buddha.
481 Accession of Ajata Satru.

478 Nirvan of Buddha.

Maurya Dynasty,—137 years.

315 Chandra Gupta.
291 Bindusara.

263 Asoka, or Priyadarsi.

&c. &c.

Sxinga Dynasty,—Wl years.

178 Pushpamitra.

A^nimitra.

&c. &c.

* See Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1852, Plate XII, fig. 12, for a rude sketch of one of
these coins. I got one at Gaya, and two others by exchange with the Asiatic Society,

t Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, III, Plate XXI, fig. 9,
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Brahman Dynasty,—145 years,

66 Sankar^ditya.

37 Buddha Gupta,

B. C.— 8 Tath%ata Gupta.
A. D.— BalMitya.

50 Vajra.

Gupta Dynasty,— years.

Sri Gupta, in North-Western India.

Ghatot Kacha ditto.

79 Chandra Gupta I.

107 Samudra Gupta.
152 Chandra Gupta II.

185 Kumara Gupta.
210 Skanda Gupta.
228
240 Buddha Gupta.
260
280 Vishnu Gupta.

&c. &c.

Later Guyitas and Varmmas.

319 Hashka Gupta, Yajnya Yarmma.

Pula Dynasty,

850 Gopala.

1096 Defection of Bengal under the Sena Dynasty.
1200 Muhammadan conquest.

We are gradually adding to our scant store of knowledge
of these early and obscure periods of the history of Eastern
India

; but I expect that a much clearer light will be thrown
upon several portions of it when all the inscriptions have
been translated and carefully compared.

YASHTI-VANA OR JETHIAN.

On his way from the Bodhi-drum, or holy pippal tree of

Buddha Gaya, towards Bajagriha, Hwen Thsang visited the
forest of Yashti-vana, which he places at about 30 U, or

5 miles, to the east of Buddhavmia* which I have already

identified with the Budham mountain, one of the stations of

the Indian survey, 28 miles to the north-east of Buddha
Gay4 and 8 miles to the south-west of Baj agriha.f Yashti

means simply a “stick or staff,” but the pilgrim explains

* Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, 10.

t See Plate XXXIX for the position of Budhain in the map of Magadha.
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that the forest consisted of bamhiis, which covered the
mountain and extended over the whole valley. He mentions
also that there were two hot-springs at 10 1% or less than
2 miles, to the south-west of Yashti-vana. Now these hot-

springs still exist at a place called Tapohan, or simply Tapo,
one mile and three quarters from the village of Jethian, and
upwards of 6 miles from the Budhain or Buddha-vana
mountain. Bamhus still grow on both sides of this hill, and are

cut down annually and taken to Gaya for sale. Buchanan
mentions the JJiarna Ghat, leading from the west into the

valley, as well as the hot-springs of Tapohan,* but he says

nothing of the hamlet of Jethian, nor of the bambu forest

which is known all over the country as Jakhtihan. In 1862,
when I was at Bajgir, I heard the bambu forest always
spoken of as Jakhtiban, and when I smweyed old Eajagriha, or

Kusdgdrapura, I fixed the position of the bambu forest to

the south-west of Bajgir on the hill lying between the hot-

springs of Tapohan and old Bajagriha. I could hear nothing
of the stupa said to have been built by Asoka in the midst of

the bambu forest, nor of the cave in the northern face of the

Buddhavana mountain. There are several holes or recesses

on Budhain, but no cavern, either natural or artificial. This

may have fallen in, but the stupa should still be in exist-

ence, as it is quite impossible that its materials would have
been removed from such a situation. I think therefore

that it may still be found.

OLD RAJAGRIHA OR KUSAGARAPURA.

In January 1872, I again visited this famous capital of

the Saisunaga Bajas of Magadha. On this occasion I ap-

proached the hill-girt city from the north-east, with a deter-

mination of settling the question as to the identity of the

Son-bhdnddr ca,ve with the Sattapani cave of the Buddhists,

in which the first synod was held three months after Bud-
dha’s death. The Son-bhandar cave was the only one
known to exist in Mount Baibhar, and Mr. Beal had object-

ed to its identification with the Sattapani cave of the

Mahawanso, on the ground that this famous cave is de-

scribed by Fa Hian as being “ in the northern shade of the

mountain,” whereas the Son-bhandar is on the southern face.

Now the Baibhar mountain does not lie east and west like

* Eastern India, I, 253.
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Mount Vipula, but as nearly as possible north-east and
south-west; and the north-east half of it might therefore

be called either the “ north end ” or the “ east end.”* With
my own survey of the hill-girt city (Giri-vraja) lying be-

fore me, I saw that the Son-bhandar cave was actually situ-

ated in the northern half, or end, of the mountain, and there-

fore that it truly answered to the description of its position

given by the Chinese pilgrims. But to make the identifica-

tion absolutely certain, it seemed to me necessary to find

the second cave which is mentioned by them both.

The elder pilgrim, Ba Hian, describes the position of this

cave in the following terms—“ Skirting the southern hill,

and proceeding westward 300 paces, there is a stone cell,

called the Pin-po-lo cave, where Buddha was accustomed
to sit in deep meditation after his midday meal.f Going
still in a westerly direction 5 or 6 li there is a stone cave
situated in the northern shade of the mountain and called

Che-ti. This is the place where 500 Rahats assembled after

the Nirvana of Buddha to arrange the collection of sacred

books.” Hwen Thsang’s account agrees substantially with
the description of Fa Hian,J but he adds some particulars

which give most valuable assistance in identifying the first

cave. His words are—“To the west of the hot-springs

stands the stone house of Ti-po-lo, in which Buddha former-

ly lived. The deep cave which opens behind its wall was the

palace of the Asuras. Numbers of Bhikhshus, who gave
themselves to meditation, formerly dwelt in this house.”

Two points in this description led me to the discovery of
the cave I was in search of, which was quite unknown to the
people. Close to the hot-springs, on the north-east slope of the
Baibhar hill, there is a massive foundation of a stone house,
85 feet square, called Jarasandh-ki-haithak or “ Jarasandhas’
throne,” Now as Jarasandha was an Asura, it struck me
that the cave should be looked for in the immediate vicinity

of the stone foundation. I proceeded from the bed of the
stream straight to the haithak, a distance of 289 paces, which
agrees with the 300 paces noted by Fa Hian.§ Seated on the
baithak itself, I looked around, but could see no trace of any
cave ;

and neither the officiating Brahmans at the hot-

* The axis of Mount Vipula is 85° E., while that of Mount Baibh&r is only 52° E
t Beal’s Fa Hian, C. XXX, p. 117.

X Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, 24.

§ See Plate XL for a map of old Rajagriha.
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springs, nor tlie people of the village, had ever heard of one.

After a short time my eye caught a large mass of green
immediately behind the stone basement. On pushing aside

some of the branches with a stick, I found that thev belongred

to trees growing in a hole, and not to mere surface brush-

wood ; I then set men to cut down the trees and clear out the

hollow. A flight of steps was first uncovered, then a portion

of the roof, which was still unbroken, and before the evening
we had partially cleared out a large cave, 40 feet in length

by 30 feet in width.* This, then, was the Fippal cave, or

Vaibhara cave, of the Chinese pilgrims, in which Buddha
had actually dwelt and taken his meals. This identification

is fully confirmed by the relative position of the other cave

called Son-bhdnddr, which corresponds exactly with the

account given by Fa Hian. In a direct line the distance

between the two caves is only 3,000 feet, but to go from one to

the other it is necessary to descend the hill again to the bed of

the stream, and then to ascend the stream to the Son-bhandar
cave, which increas.es the distance to about 4,500 feet, or

rather more than 5 li. The Son-bhdnddr cave was therefore

beyond all doubt the famous Sattapani cave of the Buddhists,

in which the first synod was held in 478 B. C., three months
after the death of Buddha.

In the accompanying plate I have given a plan and view

of the Baithak or throne of Jarasandha, as well as a plan

and section of the Baibhar or Asmu’s cave. The identification

of these two places has an important bearing on the history

of Indian architecture. The cave itself is a rough excava-

tion, which has been subsequently lined with a brick wall

in the lower portion. But as the cave was undoubtedly the

quarry from whence the stones for the Baithak of Jarasandha

were derived, it follows that the Baithak itself must be as old

as the cave ;
that is, certainly coeval with Buddha in B. C.

500, and perhaps even older. Here, then, we have a specimen

of an Indian stone building at least two hundred and fifty

years older than Asoka. It is true that the stones are not

dressed, but they are fitted together with great care and

* See Plate XLI for a plan and section of this cave, showing its position immediately

behind the Jarasandh-ki-baithak, or Asur’s house. The clearance of the cave was com-

pleted by Mr. Broadley, to whom I communicated its discovery, as well as my identifications

of the two caves. These identifications have since been published hy Mr. Broadley as his

own. His words are—“ I can, I think, satisfactorily identify this cave and platform with

the account of Fa Hian, and also with that of Hwen Thsang,” &c.—Indian Antiquary,

March 1872, p. 72.
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ingemiity, and the skill of the builder has been proved by
the stability of his structure, which is still perfectly sound

after the lapse of twenty-three centuries.

It may he urged that this rough stone building offers no
proof that the ancient Hindus were acquainted Avith the art

of stone-cutting. To this I reply by pointing to the other

cave of Son-bhandar, which is entirely a chisel-cut chamber
with a pointed arched roof, and a square-headed door and
window. As this cave was in existence before the death of

Buddha, it is of the same age as the other, which is a mere
quarry hole, with a ledge of rock left overhead as a roof.

I can also point to the stone walls of Giricraja itself, which
are still standing on the ridges of the surrounding hills. At
the southern gate of the city, marked N in the plan, between
the two hills Sonagiri and Hdayaghi, I found these walls 13
feet thick and in good order. As the city of Girivraja or old

Bajagriha was built by Bimhisara, the contemporary of Buddha,
we have another stiU existing example of Indian stone build-

ing at least two hundred and fifty years older than the date

of Asoka.
In Plate XLII I have given a view, plan, and section of

the Son-bhdnddr cave, which we can now say with absolute

certainty was the famous Sattapani cave of the old Buddhists.

Close beside it, to the east, there is a second cave about two-
thuds of its size, which has now fallen in. On the outside

face of Son-bhdnddr there is a row of socket holes for the inser-

tion of wooden beams ; and one socket hole is still left in the
outer face of the smaller cave, the rest having disappeared
with the fallen rock. These socket holes show that at some
former period the caves had been extended towards the front.

This fact is of much importance in settling the precise arrange-
ment by which the cave was made to hold an assembly of

500 persons. The following account of the first synod is

given in the Ceylonese Chronicles ;
—“ With the assistance of

Ajatasatru, Baja of Magadha, a splendid hall was built for

the assembly of the first synod at the mouth of the Satta-

pani cave, on the side of the Webhdra mountain. Pive
hundred carpets were spread around for the monks; one
throne was prepared for the abbot on the south side, facing
the north, and another throne was erected in the middle,
facing the east, fit for the holy Buddha himself.”*

* Turnour, Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, VII, 516.
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Here we see tliat the assembly was held in a hall, “pre-
pared for the occasion,” immediately in front of the Sat-

tapanni cave ;
and the socket holes show that this arrange-

ment was carried out by a flat roof along the whole front

of the two caves. The full length of the platform before

the caves is 90 feet, hut the exact breadth I could not as-

certain, as the rock is broken a little beyond 30 feet. Kittoe
also made an excavation, and he concluded that there

must have been “buildings extending to some distance in

front.”* I suppose that the hall may have been about
40 feet in breadth, which would give a space of 3,600
square feet for the sitting accommodation of 500 persons, or

upwards of 7 square feet to each, which would be amply
sufficient for Indian sitters. The ruins of buildings in front

of the cave are mentioned by Hwen Thsang,f who looked
upon them as the remains of the hall built by Ajatasatru for

the assembly of the first Buddhist synod.

In the Tibetan books the Sattapanni cave is called the

“cave of the Nyagrodliaf or “Banyan tree.”| Sattapanni

was also the name of a tree,§ in Sanskrit Srotaparni. Pa
Hian calls the cave Cheti, but gives no translation of the

word. Perhaps it was intended for the Sanskrit Chaitya, as

we learn from Hwen Thsang that there was a stupa on the

north-west side of the cave, on the spot where Ananda had
received the reproofs of the other disciples of Buddha. It

might thus have been called the “ Chaitya Cave,” as well as

the 'Nyagrodha, or banyan tree cave. The latter name shows
that there must once have been a banyan tree close by, and
I conclude therefore that this was the oldest name of the

cave by which alone it was known before the Nirvan of

Buddha had given it a special reputation.

In the accompanying map of Baj agriha
||

I have marked
the probable position of most of the holy places mentioned
by Pa Hian and Hwen Thsang. Several of these have been
noticed in a former report,^ but the certainty of the iden-

tification of the two caves renders that of several other

places almost equally sure.

* Bengal Asiatic Society’s Journal, 1847, p. 958.

t Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, 32.

j Csoma de Koros.—Asiatic Researches, XX, p. 91.

§ Tumour, Mahawanso— Index, in voce.

II
Plate XL.

•([ Indian Antiquary, January 1872, p. 10.
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INDRA-SILA-GUHA OR GIRYEK.

The position of Indra-Sila-guha, or the “ Cave of Indra’s

Rock,” where Indra proposed 42 different questions to Buddha,
and which I had identified with Giryek, has been brought
back again by Mr. Broadley to Bih4r, the site originally

proposed for it by Kittoe. Unfortunately the chief authority

relied upon by Mr. Broadley is Ua Hian, whose bearings and
distances in this pa^t of his journey are often wrong, and
sometimes contradictory. Mr. Broadley’s next reliance is on
certain assumed distances, and as Deputy Magistrate of Bihar
for two years, he has enjoyed the most favourable opportunity
for becoming acquainted with the geography of that district.

But I am sorry to say that he does not appear to have
the faculty of accurately ascertaining distances even by
measurement on a map. Now it is pretty generally known
that distances measured on a map are nearly always some-
what less than the actual distances by road, and that

they cannot by any possibility be made greater than the
actual road distances. But this self-evident truism has been
boldly set at defiance by the late Deputy Magistrate of Bihar,

who states that the “ actual ” distance from Bihar to NMan-
da is 5^ or 6 miles, whereas the direct distance measured
on the maps of the Indian Atlas is 7 miles, and by the road
it is not less than 8 miles. I appeal to the map of 4 miles
to one inch, which any one can consult, to show that the

direct distance is If inch, or 7 miles. But a length of only
one yojana is quite useless for the determination of the value
of the yojana, where the writer never uses a smaller measure
than a half yojana ; for he would be obliged to employ the
same term of one yojana to two very different lengths, as for

instance, to one that was a full mile less than the true value
of the yojana, and to another that was a full mile greater.

It is only by a comparison of several long distances that the
true value of the yojana can be obtained. But it was Mr.
Broadley’s object to deduce a small value for the yojana, so

that he might make the distance from Patna to Bihar agree
with Pa Hian’s recorded distance of 9 yojanas from Patna to

the hill where Indra proposed his 42 questions to Buddha.
Binding this one process of curtailment insufficient, he was
obliged to adopt the double Procrustean method of lengthen-

ing one measure and shortening another. Accordingly he
stretches the distance from Patna to Bihar to 54 miles, or,

as he strangely expresses it, “ actual distance about 54 miles,
”
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which is at least 15 miles in excess of the truth. The direct

distance measured on the Indian Atlas map from the middle
of the city of Patna to Bihar is 8^ inches or 34 miles, and
the road distance via Fatuha is 38 miles. Even taking the

longer route by the railway station at Bakhtiarpur, due north
of Bihar, the distanee is only 41 miles. If Bihar is the place

intended, then Fa Hian’s distance of 9 yojanas is undoubtedly
wrong. But if, as I believe, Bihar is not the place, then
Fa Ilian’s distance may he correct. Under any circumstances,

however, Mr. Broadley is wrong, and it is diffieult to conceive

how the Deputy Magistrate of the District could have be-

come possessed of such extremely erroneous ideas as to the

distance of Bihar from the head quarters of his own divi-

sion at Patna.

Mr. Broadley then goes on to say that he has “ no hesita-

tion in identifying the solitary hill (of Fa Hian) with the

rocky peak of Bihar.” His “ reasons for doing so are, first,

correspondence of the relative distance and position of the

Bihar rock and Patna, and of the solitary hill and Pataliputra

;

secondly, the agreement of the relative positions of the

Bihar rock and Bargaon, and the solitary hill and NManda

;

thirdly, natural appearances of the Bihar rock.”

The first reason has already been disposed of, and to test

the other two, it is only necessary to quote the account of

Indra-sila-guha which is given by the much more accurate

pilgrim Hwen Thsang.*

On leaving Nalanda, Hwen Thsang went 8 or 9 li to the

south-west to Keu-li-ka. He next went 3 or 4 li to the east to

the stupa of Bimbisara, from which he made 20 li to the

south-east to Kia-lo-pi-na-kia, then 4 or 5 to the south-east

to the stupa of Sariputra, and from that 30 li eastward to

Indra-sila-guha. Now in all these marches there is no
northing whatever, and as Bihar lies to the north-east

of NManda, it is difficult to see how it can he identified

with Indra-sila-guha. The total distance given is 11 miles,

and the general bearing about E.-S.-E. But as the first

part of the journey mus to the south-west, the actual

distance from Is alanda by the road would not be more than
58 li, or 9f miles, which, allowing a little latitude for the

vague bearings of S.-E. and E., would place Indra-sila-guha

as nearly as possible in the position of Giryek. This disposes

* Julien’s Hwtii Thsaug, III, p. 51.
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of tlie second reason, as tlie authority of Hwen Thsang, as a

minute and accurate describe!’, is infinitely superior to that of

Fa Hian.
Mr. Broadley’s third reason is “ the natural appearances

of the Bihar rock.” Here he has relied partly on Mr.
Beal’s translation, and partly on his own imagination. The
former describes the scene of Indra’s 42 questions as “ a small

rocky hill standing by itself.”* In Laidlay’s translation this

is rendered “ the little hill of the isolated rock.” In the first

the isolation is given to the hill itself, in the second it is con-

fined to the rock. On comparing this account with that of

Hwen Thsang, it will be seen that the latter is the more
correct description, as he says nothing about the isolation

of the mountain, but simply that it possessed ti^o detached or

separate peaks.f Now this description agrees exactly with
the Giryek hill, which has also two detached or separate peaks.

Hwen Thsang further says that the hollows and valleys of

the mountain are shady, and filled with trees, flowers and
bushes. But the long, low, flat-topped hill of Bihm’ has no
peak and no valleys, while in both of these particulars the
hill of Giryek corresponds exactly with the description of

Hwen Thsang. Mr. Broadley indeed boldly speaks of the
“ rocky peak of Bihar,” but even this imaginary peak will not
suit Hwen Thsang’s description, which specially mentions
two peaks quite distinct from each other, as the southern

peak” and the “ eastern peak.” In the former was the

great cave in which Indra had proposed his 42 questions to

Buddlia ; on the latter there was a famous stupa and monas-
tery called Hansa Sanghdrdma, or the “ Wild-goose Monas-
tery.” A curious legend is related by Hwen Thsang to account
for this name, which I have quoted in a former report. |

The village of Giryek is situated on the eastern or right

bank of the Panchana river, and immediately opposite the
eastern end of the two Itajgir ranges of mountains. The
southern range is low, but the northern range maintains its

height, and ends abruptly in two lofty peaks overhanging the
Panchana river. The lower peak, on the east, bears an
oblong terrace covered with the remains of several buildings.

The principal ruin would appear to have been a Vihar or

* Beal’s Translation, p. 110. Laidlay’s Translation, p. 264,

+ Juliou’s Hwen Thsang, III, 58—“ Sur le passage siiperieurde cette niontagiie s’elevent

dens pies isoles.”

} Archajological Survey of India, Vol. I, p. 19.
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temple approached by a steep flight of steps leading through
pillared rooms, which I take to have formed part of a

monastery. Three hundred feet to the E.-N.-E,, and a hundred
feet lower, stands a brick stupa 28 feet in diameter and 21

feet in height, called Jarasandh-ka-baithak, or “ Jarasandha’s

throne.”* The monastery and stupa are connected by a steep

graved road which was formerly continued down to the foot

of the hill opposite the village of Giryek. At all the

commanding points and bends of this road are still to be

seen the stone foundations of small brick stupas from 5 to 6

feet to upwards of 12 feet in diameter.

The western peak, 900 feet to the W.-N.-W. of the

monastery, is somewhat higher, and was selected as one of the

hill stations of the survey. It is called Khirkiya, which ap-

pears to be the same name as Giryek. But the people were
unanimous in making this slight difference of pronuncia-

tion, and I wish to preserve it, as it may lead to the true

meaning of the word.

In the Ghosrawa inscription of the 9th centmy there is

an allusion to the Indrasila peak, which is a fit simile for

the Khirkiya mountain, but is quite inappropriate for the

flat-topped hill of Bihar. Speaking of the buildings which
he had erected, the writer says that—“ two gems of cJiaityas'^

were “ as beautiful as i^i^peak of Mount Indrasila’^\ Now
the well known shape of a chaitya may very aptly be likened

to the peak of a mountain, but cannot possibly be compared
to a long flat-topped hill.

Both pilgrims speak of a cave in the southern face of the
mountain as the scene of Indra’s interrogation of Buddha.
Hwen Thsang describes it as “large but lo^.” Now this

description corresponds exactly with the well known cave
of Gidha-dwdr, or the “Vultures’ Passage.” Gidha-dwar is

situated in the southern face of the mountain, two miles to the
south-west of the village of Giryek and one mile from Jara-
sandha’s throne. It is a natural fissure 98 feet long, running
upwards in the direction of Jarasandha’s throne, with which
it is said to be connected. The mouth of the cavern is 10
feet broad and 17 feet high, but its height diminishes rapidly
towards the end. Vultures still swarm about the clifip, and
their feathers are lying in the mouth of the cave. I have

* See Archseological Survey of India, Vol. I, Plate XV, for a view of this stupa,

f Journal of Bengal Asiatic Society, 1848, p. 495.
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a suspicion that the name of Khirkiya, the “window, or

little door, or passage,” given to the mountain, must have

been derived from this cave, as dwara and khirki have much
the same meaning.
The full name of the hill would thus have been Gridhra-

diodra-giri or Gridha-khirki-yiri, from either of which the

present name of Giryek might easily have been formed.

I suppose also that the cave was often called simply Khirki^

and the hill Khirkiya-giri, for which Giryek would be a

natural abbreviation.

The importance of Guyek in Buddhist times is proved

by the extent of the ruins near the village on the east

bank of the Panchana river, as well as by the interesting

remains on the top of the hill. Close to the stream there

is an extensive mound of ruins, half a mile in length from
north to south, and 900 feet broad in its widest part.*

There are the remains of two paved ascents on the river side,

and of three more on the opposite side of the mound. In
the middle there is a small mud fort, and at the northern

end there are several pieces of sculpture collected together

from different places. One of these is inscribed and dated
in the year 42,f which is most probably the regnal year of

one of the PMa kings of Magadha.
I have now shown that the position of Giryek corres-

ponds as exactly as possible with the minute deseription of

Indra silaguha given by the aecurate pilgrim Hwen Thsang.
It agrees also with Pa Hian’s account, but not with the
position assigned by his distance and bearing of nine yojanas
south-east from Patna, which, according to my valuation ofthe
yojana^ is 63 miles, | or about 23 miles to the south of Bihar.

The true distance from Patna to Giryek via Patuha and
Bih^r is as nearly as possible 50 miles, or about 7 yojanas. Pa
Hian’s distance is therefore just 2 yojanas in excess, if Giryek
is the true position of Indra silaguha, where Indra proposed

42 questions to Buddha.
I have considered this subject with much care and at-

tention. I admit that there are difiBculties in Pa Hian’s

* See Plate XLIV for a map of Giryek.

t See Archaeological Survey of India, Vol. I, p. 18, where I have given a long descrip-
tion of Giryek.

J See Ancient Geography of India, p. 571, Appendix B, where I have shown the
yojana to be equal to 40 li, or as nearly as possible 7 British miles. For another value of
the yojana by Fa Hian, I commend to Mr. Broadley’s attention his distance of four yojanas
between two such well authenticated places as Rajagriha and Gaya, which is between 28
and 30 miles.
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account, owing apparently to simple negligence, as when lie

places Raj agriha to the west instead of to the south of

Ndlanda. But I have a suspicion that many of the distances

mentioned in his text have been derived by some editor

from Hwen Tbsang’s journals. Thus, this very distance

of nine yojanas between Patna and Indra silaguha may have
been taken from Hwen Thsang’s two distances of seven yojanas
from Patna to Tiladhaka, and three yojanas from Tiladhaka
to Nalanda,—total 10 yojanas^ from wMch, as Fa Hian places

Nalanda to the south-west of Indra silaguha, that is, further

to the south, one yojana must be deducted, leaving nine
yojanas as the distance between Patna and Indra silaguha.

I have observed several of these curious coincidences of dis-

tances in the two pilgrims’ narratives; as for instance between
Patna and Banaras, which, according to Fa Hian’s text,

was 22 yojanas, while the sum of all Hwen Thsang’s distances

between Banaras and VaisMi is 880 li, which at 40 li to

the yojana, is exactly equal to 22 yojanas. Now Hwen
Thsang’s distance of seven yojanas from Patna to Tiladhaka
(or Tillara) is certainly erroneous, as Tillara is nearer to

Patna than Jahanabad, that is, somewhat less than 30 miles,

or say 28 miles, or 4 yojanas. Hence we get 4-}- 3 = 7 yojanas,

or 49 miles from Patna to Nalanda via Tillara. But as

the route by Tillara makes a considerable detour, its mea-
surement on the map being as 54 to 42 by the direct line

to Patna, the seven yojanas will be reduced to rather more than
yojanas, or 40 miles direct. By adding nine miles to Giryek

we get 49 miles, or seven yojamas, as the true distance between
Patna and Indra silaguha by the route via Nalanda, which
agrees with the distance of 50 miles via Bihar, as previ-

ously stated. With all these proofs before me, I can only

repeat the opinion which I first published ten years ago,

that the position of Giryek corresponds so exactly, both in

bearing and distance, with that of the hill of Indra sila-

guha, that I am quite satisfied of their identity.”*

KAPOTIKA MONASTERY.

On leaving Indra silaguha, Hwen Thsang states that he
travelled from 150 to 160 li, from 25 to 27 miles, to the north-

east, to the Kapotika Sangharama, or “ Pigeon Monastery,”

Archajological Survey of India, Vol. I, p. 19.
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two or three li to the south of which there was a very lofty soli-

tary mountain covered with a number of Vihars or temples
richly sculptured.* This mention of a lofty hill is of much
importance, as it points out with the greatest certainty

that there must be a mistake in the distance, as there” are

no hills of any kind to the north of Bihar and Shekhpura.f
I would therefore reduce the pilgrim’s numbers to 50 or 60 li^

that is, to 8 or 10 miles, by omitting the round number of 100.

In my first report I proposed to identify the “ Pigeon
Monastery” with the ruined mound of Titardwa, which pos-

sesses a colossal figure of Buddha on the bank of a fine sheet

of water. means a “partridge,” which may have been
the true original of the pilgrim’s pigeon. The distance and
direction of 10 miles to the north-east of Giryek agree exactly

with the position of Titarawa. But four miles to the south-east

of Titarfiwa, and 10 miles to the north-east of Giryek, there

stands the high hill of Farvati, which was one of the survey

stations, and beneath it the village of Baryapur Parvati. As
paravata is one of the common Sanskrit names for a “ pigeon,”

this identification would appear to be well founded, but it

does not suit so well with the next place. I have not seen

Parvati myself, but I have arranged for its examination by
one of my assistants during the ensuing cold season.

At 40 li, or nearly seven miles to the south-east of the
“ Pigeon Monastery,” Hwen Thsang visited another monastery
and stupa where Buddha was said to have preached for seven
days in favour of the Brahmak%ikas. This must be Aphsar,
which is seven miles to the south-east of Titarawa, but only
three miles from Parvati. The former place has therefore a
better claim to be identified with the position of the “ Pigeon
Monastery.” Aphsar will also be visited by my assistant

during the ensuing cold season

.

RAJAONA OR RAJJHANA.

After leaving the stupa and monastery of the Brahmaka-
yikas, Hwen Thsang travelled first to the north-east for 50
or 60 li, eight or 10 miles, to the south bank of the Ganges,
and reached a large, well-peopled village, with numerous
richly sculptured temples of the Brahmanical gods. As the

* Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, pp. 61-62.

1 1 commend this fact to those who are inclined to adopt Mr. Broadley’s position of
Bihar as Indi a Silaguha.
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distance from Aphsar to the present bed of the Ganges is

30 miles direct, and to the hank of the Halluhar, or old

Ganges, from 18 to 25, it is clear that the distance given
by Hwen Thsang is too little by abont 100 1% and that

we should therefore read 150 or 160 li, or 25 to 27 miles.

This is the more probable,^ as the amount deficient is exactly

the same as was found to fie in excess in the first march
made from Giryek, where I have proposed to read 50 to

60 instead of 150 to 160. But the account of the next
march to Lo-in-ni-lo seems to offer an insuperable diffi-

culty to this proposed emendation, as he describes the route

as 100 lit or nearly 17 miles, to the east, through forests

and mountain gorges. I see only one possible way of meet-
ing this difficulty of the mountain gorges, and that is,

to refer the situation on the bank of the Ganges to Lo-
in-ni-lo, and to leave the distance of 50 to 60 unchanged.
The first march from Aphsar might then be made to the

north-east, 10 miles to the great Matakar Tal, at the western
end of the Shekhpura hills, and the second march of 17 or 18
miles about east-north-east to Lo-in-ni-lo, or Bajaona, on the

bank of the old Ganges, just above the junction of the Kiyul
river. As this route, and this alone, would have taken the

pilgrim through theforests and gorges of the Shekhpura hills,

I am inclined to adopt this view instead of altering the first

distance named in the text.

M. Vivien de St. Martin proposed the village of Bohindla

as the representative of Lo-in-ni-lo

;

and, as this name is

found in old maps very near Rajaona, I adopted it without

hesitation.* But on my visit to this neighbourhood in Jan-
uary last, I was surprised to find that no such village had
ever existed. The true name of the village is Raima, and
after the high road was made by the British authorities,

the Kiyul river, where it was crossed by the road, grad-

ually came to be called the Bahua Nala

;

but this name
was never applied to the village. I am happy, however, to

be able to offer the ancient Rajaona, with its extensive

mounds of ruins, both Buddhist and Brahmanical, in place

of the imaginary Bohinala, which is not to be found in

any of the modern maps.f

* Ancient Geography of India.

t See Indian Atlas, sheet No. 112, where Rahiia will be found in the bend of the
Kiyul river, seven miles to the west-south-west of Surajgarha. See also Plate XL accom-
panying.
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Hwen Tlisaug says only a few words about Lo4n-ni-lo.

It possessed a monastery and a stupa of Asoka, with a lake

30 li, or five miles, in circuit, lying two or three U, or rather less

than half a mile, to the north of the stupa.* The only place

which suits this special description of Lo-in-ni-lo is Rajjhdna
or Rajaona, which is situated two miles to the north-west of

the Lakhi-Sarai Railway Station, near the junction of the

Kiyul river with the old Ganges or Halluhar. It still possesses

a large sheet of water to the north, which is supplied by the

overfiow of the Halluhar, direct from the Ganges. The posi-

tion must have been a favourite one, as the mounds of ruins

showing the foundations of both Buddhist stupas and Brah-
manical temples extend for four miles along the western or

left bank of the Kiyul river, with a varying breadth of

from 1 mile to mile. At the northern end is the large village

of Rajaona, and at the south the fortified hill city of Jaynagar,
with a lake to the north-west, about three miles in circuit.

Between Rajaona and the Railway Station is the small village

of Kagol, which possesses the Dargah of a great saint named
Pir Makhdum Maulana Kur, who is said to have defeated

Indardaun, or Indradyumna, the last Raja of Jaynagar.
Immediately to the south of the Railway Station is the
village of Kiyul, which must once have been a place of some
importance, as it gave its name to the river, f It seems pro-

bable, therefore, that this was the name of the old city,

of which Jaynagar on the south was the fort or citadel,

and Rajaona the northern suburb. Indeed, I suspect that

Kiyul or Kewal may have been the original of Hwen Thsang’s
Lo-in-niJo. Between Kiyul and the hill of Jaynagar is the
village of Koioaya, situated in the midst of undulating
mounds, which still yield bricks and statues and other relics

of former days.

Rajaona is a large village surrounded by numerous mounds,
the remains of ancient buildings which have furnished
several miles of brick ballast to the railway. The great
mounds are on the east and south-west. I made a superficial

examination of most of these in Rebruary last, but a more
complete examination will be carried out during the ensuing
cold weather.

On the most northerly of the eastern mounds, which
appears to have been a monastery, there are two Buddhist

* Julieu’s Hwen Tbsang, III, 364.

t This name is variously spelt in our maps as Keol, Keen al, Keewul.
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statues in black basalt. One of these is of Buddha himself

as an ascetic, sitting under the Bodhi tree with an inscription

on the base.* The other is an image of the Bodhisatwa
Padmapdni, or the “ lotus holder,” whom Hwen Thsang
always mentions by the name of Avalokiteswara. According
to him the statue of this Bodhisatwa at the Pigeon Monastery
was represented with a “ lotus in his hand,” and a figure of

Buddha on his head.f A second large mound on the east shows
no remains on the surface, but a third mound of small size

has the well known figures of Hara-Gauri and Ganesa. To
the south of the village there are one large and three small

figures of the four-armed Vishnu, and low square mounds.
A little further to the west there is a large mound, at the

corner of a grove of trees, called Choki. This mound I

partially excavated, and found it to be the ruins of a temple
to Siva. It possesses two large pillars of blue stone, 16|-

inches square, ornamented with bas-rehefs and inscriptions,

some of which are as old as the 7th or 8th century. There
are also several good specimens of the curious style of

flourished letters, which will very probably be of much
assistance hereafter in enabling us to read these mysterious

writings. I have already made some progress towards it, and
I find that this peculiar style was in use all over Northern
India during the 7th and 8th centuries.

In the accompanying plate J I have given all the readable

inscriptions of these Rajaona pillars. All the four faces of

these pillars have been sculptured, but some portions are

now broken and some are lost. I have distinguished the

two pillars as A and B, and have numbered the faces 1, 2,

3 and 4.

A 1 has two figures fighting to the left beside a prostrate

figure. Beneath are two short inscriptions in perpendicular

lines.

A 2 has a half female figure ending in flowered tracery,

and beneath her a group of a seated goddess, with an at-

tendant holding an umbrella over her, and two standing and
one keeling figure with joined hands before her. Imme-
diately below the group are two inscriptions, which are

shown in the accompanying plate. At the top, in large letters

* See Plate XLV, No. 32.

t Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, f!2.

j Plate XLV, figs. A 2 ami B 2.
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of the 7th or 8th century, is Si'i Bhima-Jcshudm (?), and to

the right a perpendicular line of small letters of the same age,

reading Ratana pra.

A 3 shows Siva seated to the left on rocks (Mount Kailas)

with a snake on his shoulder, and three attendants. He is

holding out his hand to a young female kneeling on a croco-

dile, with an attendant holding an umbrella over her. As
this is the usual way in which the Ganges is represented, it

might he supposed that this was the river goddess herself,

but I rather think that the figure is intended for the resus-

citated Sati, who as Parvati returned to her disconsolate

husband. When Parvati is thus represented, she is considered

the same as Ganga.
A 4 has a god and a goddess seated with one female

attendant.

B 1 has four figures—two wrestling, one standing, and one
broken.

B 2 has a human-headed bird in a semicircle, and beneath

this a group of Siva and Parvati seated on rocks (Mount
Kailas), with the four-armed Bhairav standing in front,

and a kneeling figure with joined hands to the left. Imme-
diately below the group are several inscriptions which are

shown in the accompanying plate.* At the top, in small

letters of the 7th or 8th century, is the name Rana-surasija,
“ of the hero in battle.” Below this, in small characters

written sideways, is Jajjatena^ “by Jajjata.” To the right,

in large letters of curious shapes, is Maha bhadra kinda, and
in the middle are several of the fantastic characters which
I have already referred to as not yet deciphered.

B 3 has a lion’s head and forepaws to the front, with
a tree beneath. To the left are two figures in a four-

wheeled chariot drawn by two horses, and to the right

a figure with his arms mised above his head. Below
these figures there are three perpendicular lines of the
undeciphered writing, the middle line being in much larger

characters than the others.

B 4 is broken, but there is a perfect inscription of five

letters in a horizontal line, which is useful for indicating

which is the upper side of the line of writing.

At a short distance to the north of the Chaki mound, there

is a lofty square mound with two statues of the goddess

* Piute XLV, fi-. B 2.
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K&li and Ganes, showing that these ruins are the remains
of a Siva temple. To the west of the last there is a very
large mound, 400 feet in length, which is still supplying
bricks to the railway.

Inside the village I found a small mound with a lingam,
and a figure of Shasti or Bhawiini, with a long slab of the
Navagraha or Nine Planets.

Being pressed for time, I was obliged to give up a further

exploration of Rajaona, but I have made arrangements for

a careful and systematic search of this promising site during
the coming cold season.

KIYUL AND BIRDA'BAN.

I have already described the position of the village of

Kiyul or Kewal on the left bank of the river which takes

its name, and immediately to the south of the Railway
Station of Lakhi-Sarai. The village is a small one, but I

infer that it must have been a place of importance at some
former period, when it gave its name to the river. I suspect

Kiyul to be an altered form of the name which Hwen Thsang
has handed down to us as Lo-in-ni-lo.

To the west of the village there is a large tank called Sansar
Fokhar, and to the north of it a smaller one, with the found-
ations of a Buddhist temple on its eastern side, with several

Buddhist figures. In the village itself there is a large

image in black basalt of Padmapani, and a smaller figure of

the same Bodhisatwa in the zamindar’s garden.

To the south of Kiyul is the small village of Kowaya, a
modern place, but built upon part of the ancient city. Its

lands are in fact a mere succession of undulating mounds,
abounding in old bricks and broken images. In the village

itself there is a finely preserved figure of Shasti or Bhawaui,
called simply Devi, with a child in her lap. Here I was
fortunate enough to obtain a small image of one of the
Fancha Dhydni Buddha Saktis, but nothing that I could offer

would induce the people to part with their goddess Devi.

On the eastern bank of the river, just opposite Kiyul^

there is a conspicuous mound upwards of 30 feet in height,

which I soon found to be a stupa of solid brick.* The
mound is known by the name of Birddhan, of which no

* Plate XLVI, fig. 1
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one could tell the meaning. The mound itself was also

called garh, or “ the tower,” and it is probable that Birddha7i

was the name of the small hamlet of a dozen houses to the

north-west of it. To the west there is a low mound from
150 to 160 feet square, the remains of a monastery, and to

the east and south there are other small mounds, all showing
the site of a regular Buddhist establishment.

I -sank a shaft in the top of the mound, and at a depth

of 6 feet, or 25 feet above the ground level, a small chamber
was uncovered, which contained a relic casket of pale-yellow

steatile in the shape of a stupa, and a small figure of the

ascetic Buddha in the same material. This image had lost

its head, which made me suspect that the chamber had been
excavated previously, but on opening the casket this suspi-

cion was dissipated, as I found inside it a small golden box
containing a fragment of bone, and a broken silver box of

the same shape and size with a green glass bead.* Beside

the casket there were other fragments of bone and a single

tooth. There was nothing to indicate the age of the monu-
ment, but I conclude from the extreme height of the stupa,

compared to its diameter, that the building was of late date,

that is, not earlier than the 9th or 10th century. This date

was cmdously confirmed by a subsequent discovery which
was made in two small chambers on the east and west sides

of the stupa.

On the eastern face of the mound, and 25 feet above the

ground level, I observed some bricks which seemed to form
a small arch of the peculiar fashion made by placing, the
bricks edge to edge, instead of face to face, which I have
already described in my account of Buddha Gaya. On clear-

ing away the broken bricks, I found a small arched chamber,
4 feet 6 inches broad, and 5 feet high, filled with rubbish,

and at the bottom two or three hundred seals of lac. As
these were scattered about amongst the bricks, it was evident
that this chamber had been opened before. I therefore tried

the west and north sides of the stupa, as I thought that
there might be a similar chamber on each of the other sides.

On the north side nothing was found, but on the west side

a similar chamber was discovered after half an hour’s work.
This fortunately proved to be intact, t In it was found a large

* Plate XLVI, figs. 4-, 5, and 6. t Plate XLVI, fig. 7.
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earthenware jar, nearly three feet in height, entirely filled

with lac seals, of which we counted altogether two thousand
seven hundred. These seals, on examination, were found
to he of four different kinds. I presume that they were
the official seals of the monastery at different periods. Of
these which appeared to be oldest, there were not more than
50, and all of them more or less defaced. Of the largest

sized seals, 2^ inches in length, there were about one hundred

;

and of each of the other two kinds, there were about twelve
hundred. At least three-fourths of the whole number were
injured by tlie pressure of the others during the summer
heats of several centmdes. I have given sketches of two of

these seals in the accompanying plate.* Both present the
figure of Buddha, the ascetic, seated under the holy pippal

tree of Buddha Gaya,f with rows of small stupas on each
side Both are inscribed. No. 3 has the usual profession

of the Buddhist faith, beginning with Ye-dhai-mma, but
No. 2 has only one line, which opens with Sri-dharmma,
but the other letters are indistinct. They look like cha-

rahhaliada, or Varahhaheda

;

but these readings do not
offer any intelligible meaning. The characters of the
writing, however, present us with the means of ascertaining

the date when the seals were engraved, which I would
fix in the 10th or 11th century.

At the bottom of the large earthen jar I found a small

earthen vessel imbedded amongst the seals. Inside this

there were four bronze images and one steatile image of

the -ascetic Buddha. The bronze figm’es are respectively

3^, 2 ^, 2 |- and 2^ inches high, and the steatile figiu’e only

I5 inch. They are all in good order. I found 84 lac

seals of the same size in the basement of a building close

to Jarasandha’s tower on the Giryek hill, but these have
a large stupa in the middle, with four small stupas on
each side, the whole surrounded by the usual inscription

in mediaeval Nagari letters, of the profession of the Buddhist
faith, Ye-dliarmma, &c. About 80 years ago, a large number
of similar seals was found in the stupa at Bakror, opposite

Buddha Gaya.j: These were not inscribed, and from their

* Plate XLVI, figs. 2 and 3.

t On No. 3 the leaves of the pippal tree, with their long stalks and long-pointed

ends, are well discriminated.

J Shoor’s Hindu Pantheon, Plate LXX, figs. 6, 7 and 8.
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appearance, I judge them to he of earlier date than those

of the Birdahau stupa of Kiyul.

JAYNAGAR.

Jmjnagar is said to have been the stronghold of the last

Hindu Prince of Magadha, named Inderdaun or Indrady-

umna. Buchanan says that he was king “ after the

Muhammadans had obtained possession of Delhi.”* This

agrees with the more precise information which I obtained,

that he was defeated by the Makhdum Maiilana Nur, whose
tomb is at Kagol, half a mile to the north of the railway

station of Laklii-Sarai. A broken inscription lying in

the com’tyard of the tomb bears the date of A. H.
697, or A. D. 1297-98, but it has no reference to the

saint. Of the saint himself I could not obtain any further

information, excepting that he had a brother Pir named
Palang-posh, or Paran-posh. The enclosing wall of his

dargah is built of Hindu materials, including a door-jamb
sculptured with musicians. Buchanan was told that Indra-
dyumna retired to Orissa and built the temple of Jagannath.
But according to the statement which I received, he retired

to Jaynagar and dwelt in a cave in the south face of the
north hill, which is still called Inderdaun’s house. This
cave was pointed out to me, but I did not visit it, as it is no
longer accessible. I suppose him to have been one of the
last of the PMa Bajas of Magadha, who defended his country
against the Muhammadans under BakhtiM’ Khilji.

There is a small village called Jaynagar, but the name
belongs properly to the strong military position on the south,

to which Indradyumna is said to have retired after his defeat
by the Muhammadans. The position is formed by two short
parallel ridges of rocky hills running from west to east, the
opening to the west being closed by a large earthen rampart,
and that to the east by several massive works, which are
now mere mounds. These hills are upwards of 300 feet in
height, and the northern ridge is very difficult of access. In
the valley between the ridges there are two long parallel

mounds, which have every appearance of being what the
people say they are,—the ruins of the houses of a long street

or bazm\

* Ertsteru ludia, II, 23.
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The peak of the northern ridge has once been crowned by
some building, probably a stupa ; on the southern ridge there

are the foundations and part of the walls of a monastery 160
feet square. The walls are of large dressed stones on both
faces, and there are quantities of bricks lying about the ruins,

as well as on a spur below the monastery, which has been
levelled to form a terrace for building. On all the mounds
at the eastern entrance, as well as on the low spurs of the

hills, there are remains of both stone and brick buildings,

showing that Jaynagar must once have been a place of con-

siderable extent and. importance.

To the west and south of the hills there are many fine

tanks of different sizes. According to the people, there are

athdra-ganda-polchar or “eighteen fom’s of tanks,” but I

could not count more than eighteen altogether from the top

of the southern ridge. There must, however, be several more
to the north, and there are, no doubt, many dry tanks. On
the north-west there is a fine sheet of water, upwards of a
mile in length from north to south, which has been formed
by embankments extending from the western end of the

northern ridge as far as Jowaya. The circuit of this lake is

now 2^ miles, but at its greatest extent, during the annual
rains, it probably reaches, as the people assert, not less than

four miles.

Jaynagar is the most southern portion of the great city,

which once extended four miles in length, along the western
or left bank of the Kiyul river. It corresponds in position*

with the Lo-in-ni-lo of Hwen Thsang, which he places at

200 U, or 33 miles, to the west of Siranya-Fm'vata or Mongir,
and I think it probable, as I have before stated, that the

Chinese syllables may be only a faulty rendering of Kiyul
or Keiml^ which, as it gave its name to the river, would
appear to have been the principal place on its banks at

some early period before the establishment of Rajaona and
Jaynagar.

NON-GARH.

JSon-garh, or Longarh, is a large village on the left or

western bank of the Kiyul river, 6 miles to the S.-S.-E.

of Jaynagar. I was at first inclined to consider JNon-garh

as the true representation of Hwen Thsang’s Lo-in-ni-lo^ or

Lonyara, as the names are very nearly the same, while the
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only two buildings wliicli the pilgrim mentions, a monastery
and a great stupa, correspond with the only two ruins now
existing at Non-garh. The stupa must have been a very

large one, as I found its diameter to be 126^ feet at the

ground level, and nearly 90 feet at 20 feet above the ground.
At 200 feet to the eastward, on the bank of the Kiyul, there

are the remains of a monastery 250 feet square, of which
about half has been carried away by the river. In these

respects Non-garh corresponds exactly with the Lo-in-ni-lo

of Hwen Thsang; but as it does not now possess a very
large sheet of water, its correspondence with the pilgrim’s

description is imperfect.

The great mound called Non-garh, which gives its name to

the village, is 40 feet in height, and 200 feet in diameter
at the base.* It is a solid mass of well-burnt bricks, each
12 by 9 by 2 inches. I sank a shaft from the top, and at

7 feet reached a small chamber containing three small stupas

of unburnt clay, one of which is represented in the accompany-
ing plate t. Continuing the work, a second chamber was
reached at feet, which contained eight rudely formed stu-

pas of unburnt clay. One of these is represented in figure 4.

The shaft was continued down to a depth of 11 feet with-

out any further result, and I then stopped the work. I

think it possible, however, that there may be a more interest-

ing deposit on the level of the terrace, 20 feet above the
ground, at the point marked P in the plate, which I take to

correspond with the point marked P in the small clay stupa,

figure 3. If Non-garh is the Lo-in-ni-lo of Hwen Thsang,
then this great stupa was originally built by Asoka, and a
further excavation might possibly light upon the remains of

one of the first stupas of Asoka. I should expect that this

would be announced by some change in the size and appear-

ance of the bricks, and if such a change was not found at a
depth of 20 or 22 feet, any further excavation should be
abandoned.

That Non-garh is a place of considerable antiquity, is proved
by the discovery of a broken statue bearing the remains
of an inscription in early characters of the 1st century
before or after Christ. | The statue is made of the red-

spotted sandstone of the Sikri quarries near Mathura, and

* Plate XLVII, fig. 1. t Plate XLVII, fig. 3.

J Plate XLVII, fig, 2, and the letters above it.

w
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the treatment of the drapery, fitting close to the figure, is

precisely the same as that of the Mathura statues of the
same age. * The discovery of this ancient statue adds to

the probability which I have already discussed, thatNon-garh
may be the Lo-in-ni-lo, or Lonyara, of Hwen Thsang.
M. Julien renders the Chinese syllables by Bohinila,'\ but as

Ilan-na represents Siranya^ I think it possible that Lo-in~

ni-lo may he intended for Lonya or Lavanya,

INDAPPE.

Before leaving the neighbourhood of the Kiyul river, I

wish to draw attention to another place which the people

connect with the history of Baja Indradyumna. This is a

large fort, named Bidappe, four miles to the north of Ghidor,

wBich is thus described l3y Buchanan: J
“ The work is pretty

extensive, the fort being a square of 1,650 feet. The ram-
part of brick has been about 10 feet thick, and the ditch

about 15 feet wide * *
. (It has gates on the east and west

sides.) Before the eastern gate are two heaps of brick that

have been considerable buildings. Within the outer fort

has been a citadel * *
. (Inside this gate of the fort on

the ruins of a temple of Siva and) " on the right towards

the north-east corner of the outer fort are three very consi-

derable heaps surrounding four smaller. Towards the south-

west corner is another heap, and these are the only traces

of buildings in the outer fort. On entering the citadel from
the east, you have on the left a mound, which, from its

great height, is by far the most conspicuous part of the

whole building. It is said to have been a place to which
the raja repaired to enjoy the freshness of the evening air,

and this tradition is con&med by the remains of a small

terrace of brick that has been built on the top of the mound.
The mound is, however, so very great a member of the

whole, that I rather suspect it to have been a solid temple of
a Buddh, as we know that the rajas of this part of the

country, immediately previous to the Muhammadan invasion,

were of that sect. Beyond the mound is the royal palace,

as it is called, raised on a lofty terrace, 220 feet long by

* Plate XL
f Julien’s Hwen Thsang, III, 64.

J Eastern India, II, 51. Buchanan says east from Ghidor. It will be found in sheet No. 112
of the Indian Atlas.
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110 Tvide. . Traces remain to show that this terrace has been
occupied by three apartments, where probably the raja sat

in state, while his family was lodged in wooden buildings

that have left no trace.”

In confirmation of Buchanan’s opinion that the great

mound in the citadel of Indappe was most probably a Bud-
dhist stupa, I can quote the information which I received

from some of my workmen when employed in excavating
the Birdaban garh, or stupa opposite Kiyul. According to

them, there existed two other garlis or stupas, of which one
was at Non-garh, three kos to the south, and the other at a
place, of which they could not remember the name, 10 kos,

or 20 miles, to the south, towards the hills. Now this descrip-

tion exactly suits the position of Indappe, which is just 20
miles to the south-south-west of the Bh’daban stupa, and
close to the hills. Indappe will be visited during the com-
ing cold season by one of my assistants, and his attention

will be specially directed to the exploration of this mound,
as well as to the promising site of the Kiyul river.

Postscript.

After leaving the Kiyul river, I proceeded direct to Calcutta,

from whence I started by rail and steamer for Dhaka, for

the purpose of visiting the ruins of Sunargaon, the old capi-

tal of Eastern Bengal. This trip,' which might have been
very trying to health, as well as meagre in its results, was
made both pleasant and fruitful by the kind thoughtfulness

of my friend Dr. James Wise. He not only made all the

necessary arrangements for boats and elephants, but accom-
panied me himself to Sunargaon and Bikrampur, and freely

gave me all the information which he had been able to

collect. In Dhaka itself there is nothing ancient. The tomb
of Bibi Peri, one of Shaista Khan’s daughters, is both curi-

ous and interesting, as all its roofs, including the central

dome of 19^ feet span, are formed in the old Hindu fashion

by overlapping stones. There is no inscription about the

tomb ; but as the neighbouring masjid, built by Shaista

Khan, is dated in A. H. 1095, or A. D. 1681, the tomb must
be within a few years of the same time.

Prom Sunargaon I crossed the Padda, or Ganges, to Bik-

rampur, whither the Sena Eajas of Bengal had retired on
the occupation of Gaur by the Muhammadans. The chief
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places of interest are, Balldl-bari, the palace of Ball^l Sen,

and the tomb of Baba Adam, one of the early Muhammadan
invaders. In Sunargaon and Bikrampur I obtained 12
inscriptions for the illustration of the Muhammadan history

of Bengal.

I then returned to Calcutta, and paid a visit to Pandua^
near Hughli, on my way to Gaur. Here I got four Muham-
madan inscriptions.

At Gaur, the old capital of Bengal, I spent several days,

making plans of all the existing buildings, and copies of

the inscriptions. I then proceeded to Sazrat Pandua, which
was made the capital during the long reign of Sikandar, the

son of Ilias Shah, upwards of five centuries ago. The great

Adina mosque, one of the largest masjids in the world, was
built by this king. Although it is heavy in design, and
petty in all its ornamental entails, like most of the Muham-
madan architecture of Bengal, yet its vast size gives it a
dignity which is perhaps enhanced by the many fine trees

now growing amongst its ruins. It is a great building in a

vast solitude.

I then visited Koil, Etawa, and Delhi, and sent a party

to Bedaun, to make plans of the tombs and masjids of the
Delhi and Jaunpur kings, and to collect fresh inscriptions.

I was fortunate in both objects, and I have now got a
large mass of plans and drawings for the illustration of the
Muhammadan architecture of Delhi and Jaunpur. All

the Muhammadan inscriptions will be made over to my
friend Mr. Blochmann, who has kindly offered to translate

them ; and all the Sanskrit inscriptions from Magadha will

be sent to Babu Pratapa Chandra Ghos, to be rendered into

English for the illustration of the Hindu history of Eastern
India.

A. CUNNINGHAM, 3Iajor General,

Jjirector General of the Archceological Purvey of India.
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of Shahi .......... 42

his inscriptions dated from Samvat 44 to 98 . . . . . 32, 34, 35
identified with BAZO-DEO of coins ....... 42

with Kanwa Prince of same name ..... 43
Zamanita, named after Khan Zaman ....... 63

said to have heen named after Jamadagni ...... 62
ZAOOU, the Greek form of the Scj’thian title of Shao-wu .... 44
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Plate II.

A. Cunningham, del. Pjujtozinco^aDlied at the Soreevor General’s Ot’Ace Calrotta
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CHAUBARA TILA B Plate III,

Lithe, a: tne Survr. Geiu’s. Ohice, Ja'lcut’-a, February 1873.





KATRA RUINS. MATHURA Plate IV.

A. Cuamngham. aei. Litho. at the Sui-vr. Gem's. Office. Cal. Sept. 1372.
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MATHURA. Plate VI.

A uaamngham, del.
Litho. at the Survr. Geni's. Office. Calcutta, Kov. 167S
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Plate VII.

Litho. at the Survr. Genl’s. Oijice, Ca'xutta, Dec. 1873.
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Lithe, ac che Survr. Gaul's OrBoe. Cal. Occ. i?73.
A. Cunningham, del.





BALBHADK TAL, MATHURA. Plate IX.
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A. Cuaiiingham. iei. Litho. at tae Survr. Geni's. Oifice. CaL Sej>t. 1S72.
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DRESS. MATHURA. Plate XI.

Litho. at the Suwr. Genl’s. Olfice. Ca'cucta, Jany. lS'/3.
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TRESS AND FLOWERS,
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JAIL MOUND,

A. Cunningham, del-

Litho. at the Survr. GenL’s. Office. Cal. Sept. 1S72.
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A Cunningham, del.
Litho. at the Survr Genl’s. Office. Cal. Sept. 1-872.
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Plate XIV.
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X
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No. 15.
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A. Cuaningham, del.
Litho. at the Survr. .Genl’s. Office. Cal. Sept. 1372.
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S. 44 = B. C. 13.
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£Lf aAX XT

A. Cuoningham, del.
Litho. at the Survr. Genl’s. Office. Ca'. Sept. 1572.





MATHURA. Plate XVI.
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No. 23. S. 23i. = A. D. 224.
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No. 24.
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A. Cunningham, del.
hittio. at the Survr. Genl’s. Office. Cal. Sept. 1872.
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Plate XVIII.
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A. Cuaningham. del. FKotozmcographei at tlie Surveyor Gwiaral.’a 0£6.r!e CalcTitta .
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Plate XX.
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Plate XXI.

INSCRIl’TIONS ON TKMPLE PILl.ARS

Under Male Figure

2 4i45ia^a'gf^

II

5 3^ia^aac^5cis(!

4'ticui(

•H13(35l^^(^fl3SJIsii

3 sfil'SlWdTOI

10

^(^(^RCn5[((^Sfi

A. Cunningham, del,
Fhotozmcograpliea at hie SutveynT GenerA's OfEce CAcutta,





AKHANDHA. Plate XXII.

A. Cunningham,
Litho. at the Survr. Genl’s. Office. Calcutta, Dec.lS72.
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Plate XXIII.

liitho. at the Survr. Geni's. Office. Cai. Nov. 1S72.
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Flate XXIV

1. Image of Admath

njn g !si?i ^ ‘El
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3. Image of Neminath

1. Image of PMSwanath
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A. Cunningham, del. Fhotozmcographed at iKe Surroyor Genoral's Offi.ce Calcutta.
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A Cunningham, del. FiiotoyiiLCogcapbLsA al ^ Surreryur General's Office Calcutta..
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Plate XXIX.

A. CutHling^Uam, del. Piiotozmco^apKed at thf Survi^Tir General's Ot'tlce I'alrattn .





BUDDHA-GAYA. Plate XXX.

A. Caumngham del.
Litho. at the Survr. Genl’s. Office. Cal. Oct. 1872.
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A Cuuninghijo, del
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Plate XXXII.

BURMESE INSCRIPTIONS
I. Slab m the Mahant's Residence
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13

3. Pavement of Temple.

4 On Pedestal of Siva and Parvati

ro<y!J^

A. Cunningham, del. Photo2mco^apke3 a,t th.e Sur»e7or General's OfLtue Calrntta





GAYA.
Plate XXXm.

SURYA

6u Feet

A. Cuuiungham, del. Fhotozmjcograpllei al tha Surryvur General‘s OfHce Calcutta .
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GAYA
Plate XXXV.

10

No. 19.

BUDDHIST INSCRIPTION IN THE TEMPLE OP SUEYA
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a ^
^ SI

^ ti

Date in last bne

Bhagavati Pari’itrvriU

Samvat 1819.

Karttika hadi 1 Budhe.

A. Cunninrtam del. Photozmcograph^d at the Survayor Ganeral'a Office Calcutta
.
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GAYA. pliUo xxxvn.

Litho. at the S-urm. GenVs. Office. Calcutta. February 1873.





GAYA
Plate XXXV 111 .

No 18. Four armed Female Statue
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No 23. Wall of Parpita Temple
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<£M

/“ No. 23 Slab to N. W. of Viahnu-pad.
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[( S|t
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A. Cunnirigbam, dei. Flxotoamcographei at -Qie Siav^yor General's Offi.ce Calmita.
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Plate XXXIX.

No. ”23 Temple of Ga.vasari Devi.
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Litho. at the Rurvr. Geni’,?. Office. Calcutta, Deo. 1872.
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Litho. at tlie Survr. Genl’s. Oibce. Cal. Sept. 1872.
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Plate XLIII.
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A Cunningham, del.
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J . Jarasanclha la BaiLhaK
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6000 Feet1000
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K I Y U L . Plate XI,V.

RAJAONA.

No. 17 . Ja.vuagar No. 33. Jayuagar.

£1<*?;1I

No. 32. Statue of Ascetic Buddha-Rajaona.

f (S3a^5Ria g gg.^^ ® a

No. 3i. Jayuagar
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A. Cunmugharr.. de!

Litho. at tne Survr. Geni’s. Otfice. Ca'.cutta, Dec. 1872.
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Plate XLVI.
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Full size

A, Cunningham., del. Phxrtozmcc^a^efl at tlxe Surv'eyrrr Gcneral’a 0ffi.ce Calcutta
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